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Abstract

We survey and synthesize the political economy literature on dynamic

elections in the two traditional settings, spatial preferences and rent-seeking,

under perfect and imperfect monitoring of politicians’ actions. We define

the notion of stationary electoral equilibrium, which encompasses previous

approaches to equilibrium in dynamic elections since the pioneering work of

Barro (1973), Ferejohn (1986), and Banks and Sundaram (1998). We show

that repeated elections mitigate the commitment problems of both politicians

and voters, so that a responsive democracy result holds in a variety of cir-

cumstances; thus, elections can serve as mechanisms of accountability that

successfully align the incentives of politicians with those of voters. In the

presence of term limits, however, the possibilities for responsiveness are lim-

ited. We also touch on related applied work, and we point to areas for fruitful

future research, including the connection between dynamic models of poli-

tics and dynamic models of the economy.
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1 Introduction

By its very nature, representative democracy entails the delegation of power by

society to elected officials who may use this power in ways that are not necessarily

in agreement with the interests of the electorate. A main concern for representative

democracy is then to devise means to discipline politicians in office to achieve

desirable policy outcomes for citizens. Political thinkers since Madison, if not

earlier, have considered the possibility of re-election to be an essential device in

this regard.1 An active and growing literature on electoral accountability has taken

up this subject in the context of explicitly dynamic models. The ultimate goal of

this literature to improve our understanding of the operation of real-world political

systems and the conditions under which democracies succeed or fail. This, in turn,

may facilitate the design of political institutions that produce desirable sequences

of policies. The literature is develping, but it has the potential to inform us about

the interplay between politics and dynamic processes such as economic growth and

cycles, the evolution of income inequality, and transitions to democracy (or in the

opposite direction, to autocracy).

In this article, we survey and synthesize the literature on electoral account-

ability, focusing on the interplay between disciplining incentives, provided by the

possibility of future re-election, and incentives for opportunistic behavior in the

present. Drawing from this literature, we show that repeated elections can be ef-

fective in mitigating the commitment problem faced by politicians whose ideal

policies are different from those desired by the majority. Moreover, we show that

when office incentives are important enough and politicians and other citizens place

sufficient weight on the future, responsive democracy is possible, in the sense that

elected politicians choose policies that converge to the majority winning policy.

Although superficially similar to median voter results in the traditional

Hotelling-Downs competition framework, the mechanism underlying responsive

democracy is different: candidates cannot make binding campaign promises, and

they do not compete for votes in the Hotelling-Downs sense; rather, they are citi-

zen candidates whose policy choices must maximize their payoffs in equilibrium,

and the responsiveness result is driven by competition with the prospect of outside

challengers, who themselves are converging to the median. Both incentives and se-

lection are important for this result: some politicians’ short run incentives may be

tempered by the desire to be re-elected, inducing them to compromise by choosing

policies that are more desirable for voters; and politicians who are not willing to

compromise will be removed, until a compromising candidate is elected. Though

1The Federalist 57, in particular, offers a discussion of the role of re-election in the selection of

politicians and the control of politicians while in office.
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we frame our discussion in terms of representative democracies, and consequently

focus on elections as the means to discipline politicians, note that political account-

ability is to some extent at work in nondemocratic polities through protest, coups,

and revolutions.

Convergence to the majority winner in repeated elections arises from a politi-

cian’s concern for reputation and relies on the assumption of incomplete informa-

tion. The desire to be re-elected may induce politicians to mimic types whose pref-

erences are closer to those of the median voter, and if the reward for political office

is large enough, then the desire for re-election induces politicians to approximate

the median voter’s ideal policy. Thus, repeated elections engender the possibil-

ity of responsive democracy, despite the paucity of instruments that the voters can

yield, as opposed to the principal-agent model in complete contract settings. We

generally assume that politicians’ preferences are private information, i.e., adverse

selection, but we consider alternative assumptions about the observability of politi-

cians’ actions. In the perfect monitoring model, policy choices of politicians are

observable, while in the model of imperfect monitoring, or moral hazard, policy

choices are observed only with some noise. We do not attempt to explore each

informational assumption under general specifications of preferences, but we will

survey the most relevant specifications from the point of view of existing work on

the topic.

Throughout this review, we alternate the focus between two different environ-

ments that have received much attention in the literature. The first is the classical

spatial preferences environment derived from Harold Hotelling (1929) and stud-

ied in the social choice tradition since the seminal work of Duncan Black (1948)

and Anthony Downs (1957). In this environment, voters have conflicting policy

preferences over a unidimensional policy space, and politicians have a short-run

incentive to adopt their preferred policies rather than those favored by the median

voter. As explained, above, this short-run incentive can be overcome in a repeated

elections setting. The second environment is the rent-seeking environment studied

in the public choice tradition exemplified by Robert Barro (1973) and John Fer-

ejohn (1986). In this environment, politicians have a short-run incentive to shirk

from effort while in office, or equivalently to engage in rent-seeking activities that

hurt other citizens. In a repeated elections setting, the incentive of re-election may

induce politicians to exert high levels of effort as the office incentive becomes more

important, overcoming short-run incentives to shirk even in the presence of adverse

selection and moral hazard problems.

The spatial preferences and rent-seeking environments emphasize different con-

flicts of interest giving rise to short-term temptation—conflicts of interests between

citizens or between the citizens at large and politicians in office—which capture

important and related challenges to the well functioning of democracy. For in-

2
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stance, in the context of economic development, Acemoglu and coauthors (e.g.,

Acemoglu et al. 2005, Acemoglu and Robinson 2012) argue that nondemocratic

institutions tend to serve an entrenched elite and in consequence suffer from a

hold-up problem: they cannot commit to not expropriate wealth, so economic ac-

tors fail to make productive investments, with lower growth as a consequence. The

authors claim that democratic political institutions can lead to more secure property

rights and higher growth. This argument implicitly assumes that political represen-

tatives in democratic systems can commit to the protection of property rights, but a

premise of the electoral accountability approach is precisely that this is impossible.

From the viewpoint of this literature, electoral democracy in itself does not prevent

elected politicians from serving the interests of an elite because of the possibility

of capture, and a central problem that arises is to understand the extent to which

democratic institutions can indeed solve the commitment problem of politicians.

The electoral accountability literature shows that a key disciplining device for

preventing politicians in office from serving themselves, an elite, or even the citi-

zens’ myopic interests is the existence of a viable opposition in the form of credible

outside challengers. Electoral democracy in itself is not enough to solve the hold-

up problem, but it can lead office holders to moderate their policy choices when

politicians in office face the possibility of replacement. That is, although incum-

bents cannot commit now to moderate future policies, the anticipation of future

challengers and the incentive to win re-election serve to discipline politicians, and

voters may rationally expect incumbents to choose moderate policies in the future.

The absence of a term limit is important for the possibility of responsive democ-

racy. Elections can provide a commitment mechanism for politicians because an

office holder must provide a majority of voters with an expected payoff at least

what they would obtain from an untried challenger; this is true at the time a politi-

cian decides whether to compromise her policy choice, and because voters know

the politician will have the same incentives in the next period, they can rationally

expect her to compromise in the future. When a term limit is in place, however,

politicians always choose their ideal policies (or zero effort) in the last term of of-

fice, so prior to the last term, voters cannot expect an incumbent to compromise if

re-elected, and the policy responsiveness result unravels. But this logic is incom-

plete. Assuming for simplicity that a two-period term limit is in effect, it could

still be that voters re-elect an incumbent after her first term of office if her policy

choice (or effort level) passes some threshold, inducing the politician to compro-

mise in her first term, even though she chooses her ideal policy in the second term.

Now it is the commitment problem of voters at work: if first-term politicians are

expected to compromise, then a majority of voters will strictly prefer to elect a

challenger rather than re-elect an incumbent, so such a threshold cannot be sup-

ported in equilibrium.

3
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Interestingly, this logic does not apply in a two-period model, because elected

challengers are also expected to shirk, so the two-period model and the infinite-

horizon model with a two-period term limit possess fundamentally different incen-

tive properties. We show that a version of the responsive democracy result does in

fact obtain in the two-period model, as policy choices in the first period reflect the

preferences of the median voter as politicians become more office motivated. Thus,

somewhat paradoxically, the two-period model better approximates the infinite-

horizon model with no term limit than the infinite-horizon model with term limits.

Of course, the infinite horizon model with term limits in not necessarily an inter-

esting or realistic model for representative democracies, since politicians’ careers

usually extend beyond their term in office, so the idea that an incumbent will simply

act in a completely self-serving fashion in the final period seems a extreme.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews

the classical static framework of electoral competition and provides notation and

background results used throughout. Section 3 presents a basic two-period model

of electoral accountability in the spatial preferences and in the rent-seeking en-

vironments, and it serves to introduce issues related to imperfect observability of

preferences and policy choices in the sequel. Section 4 presents the infinite-horizon

framework, encompassing much of the recent literature and introducing the con-

cept of stationary electoral equilibrium in the dynamic model. Section 5 sum-

marizes the literature dealing with adverse selection in infinite-horizon models.

Section 6 summarizes the literature dealing with political moral hazard in infinite-

horizon models. Section 7 reviews some of the applied literature connected to elec-

toral accountability. Section 8 concludes by identifying areas for future research

that are critical to the development of dynamic political economy as a field.

2 Classical electoral competition

In this section, we present a static electoral framework, review classical results in

the theory of elections, and set notation and background results for the analysis of

dynamic elections to follow.

2.1 Hotelling-Downs model

We begin with a basic model of electoral competition, tracing back to Hotelling

(1929) and Downs (1957), that assumes the political actors are two parties and

are office-motivated, in the sense that both parties seek to win election without

regard to policy outcomes per se. The two parties simultaneously announce policy

platforms; each voter casts a ballot for the party offering her preferred platform;

4
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and parties seek to maximize their chances of winning the election. We denote

the policy space by X , and for simplicity we assume throughout that X Ď R. A

continuum N of voters is partitioned in a finite set T “ t1, . . . ,nu of types, with

n ě 2, and each voter type j P T has policy preferences given by the utility function

u j:X Ñ R. Assume:

(A1) For each j P T , u j has unique maximizer x̂ j P X , which is the ideal policy of

the type j citizen, and furthermore types are indexed in order of their ideal

policies, i.e.,

x̂1 ă x̂2 ă ¨¨ ¨ ă x̂n. (1)

(A2) For all j P T and all x,y P X with x ą y, the utility difference u jpxq ´ u jpyq is

strictly increasing in j, i.e., preferences are supermodular.

These assumptions admit two simple formulations of utility that we rely on for

special cases. A common specification is quadratic utility, in which case u jpxq “
´px´ x̂ jq2 `K, where K is a constant; this functional form determines ideal policy

x̂ j, and utility differences are y2 ´x2 `2x̂ jpx´yq, which is strictly increasing in the

ideal policy when x ą y, fulfilling (A1) and (A2). Another is exponential utility,

whereby u jpxq “ ´ex´x̂ j `x`K, which determines ideal policy x̂ j and also satisfies

(A1) and (A2).

The distribution of types in the electorate is given by pq1, . . . ,qnq, where q j ą 0

is the fraction of type j voters. We assume the generic property that types cannot

be divided into exactly equal parts, i.e., there is no S Ď T such that
ř

jPS q j “ 1
2
.

This implies that there is a unique median type, which we denote m P T , defined

by the inequalities

ÿ

j: jăm

q j ă 1

2
and

ÿ

j:mă j

q j ă 1

2
.

By (A2), voter preferences are order restricted, and a result of Rothstein (1991)

implies that the median type m is pivotal in pairwise voting,2 in the sense that a

majority of voters strictly prefer policy x to policy y if and only if umpxq ą umpyq.

In particular, the ideal policy x̂m of the median voter type is defeats all other policies

in pairwise majority voting, i.e., it is the Condorcet winner.

The two parties, A and B, simultaneously announce platforms xA and xB; im-

portantly, we assume that the winning party is bound to its election platform. Each

2See also Gans and Smart (1996) for analysis of a single-crossing condition that is equivalent to

Rothstein’s order restriction.

5
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voter casts her ballot for the party offering the preferred platform, and the proba-

bility that party A wins, which is denoted PpxA,xBq, therefore satisfies:3

PpxA,xBq “

$

&

%

1 if umpxAq ą umpxBq,

0 if umpxAq ă umpxBq,
1
2

if xA “ xB.

We do not impose any restriction when the parties offer distinct platforms and the

median type is indifferent. Consistent with the assumption of office motivation,

we assume party A’s payoffs are given by PpxA,xBq, and party B’s payoffs are 1 ´
PpxA,xBq. A Nash equilibrium (in pure strategies) is a pair px˚

A,x
˚
Bq of policies such

that neither party can increase its probability of winning by deviating unilaterally.

Next, we state the well-known median voter theorem establishing that under

the above weak conditions, strategic incentives of office-motivated candidates lead

to the adoption of the Condorcet winner, a phenomenon we refer to as responsive

democracy.

Proposition 2.1 Assume (A1) and (A2). In the unique Nash equilibrium of the

Hotelling-Downs model, we have x˚
A “ x˚

B “ x̂m.

An especially important application of the model with win-motivated parties is

to the determination of tax rates and public good provision. Romer (1975) applies

the median voter theorem to a model of lump sum transfers and linear taxes with

Cobb-Douglas utilities. Roberts (1977) extends the analysis to more general voter

preferences and establishes that the voter with median income is pivotal; this is true

even when preferences over tax rates fail to be single-peaked, because it can be

shown that voter preferences are nonetheless order restricted. Meltzer and Richard

(1981) provide a model in which the assumptions of the latter paper are satisfied,

and they examine the effect of varying the decisive voter (e.g., through a change in

the franchise) and the relative productivity of the median voter.

2.2 Calvert-Wittman model

The basic model of elections is extended by Calvert (1985) and Wittman (1977,

1983) to model political actors as candidates with policy preferences. We add the

following convexity assumption:

(A3) The policy space X is convex, and for all j P T , u j is strictly quasi-concave.

3Technically, we assume that voters of the median type split their votes to create a tie, which is

decided by the toss of a fair coin.

6
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Viewing candidates as citizens, we let one candidate be type a P T and the other

type b P T , and we assume that the political candidates have opposed preferences,

i.e., x̂a ă x̂m ă x̂b. Given platforms xa and xb, the payoffs of candidate a are now

given by

Ppxa,xbqpuapxaq ` βq ` p1 ´ Ppxa,xbqquapxbq,
where β ě 0 is an office benefit term that captures all non-policy rewards to holding

office,4 and candidate b’s payoffs are analogous. Because we allow politicians to

care about both policy and holding office, politicians have mixed motivations.

The median voter theorem extends to the Calvert-Wittman model.

Proposition 2.2 Assume (A1)–(A3). In the unique Nash equilibrium of the Calvert-

Wittman model, we have x˚
a “ x˚

b “ x̂m.

We see that the Downsian responsive democracy result generalizes even to the

case in which candidates have policy agendas that differ from the median voter’s;

thus, static elections, in which candidates can make binding campaign promises,

lead to centrally located policy outcomes.

2.3 Probabilistic voting

We have thus far assumed that political actors have full information about the pref-

erences of voters. A variation on the classical model, referred to as models of

“probabilistic voting,” assumes that a parameter of the voters’ preferences is un-

observed by the candidates at the time platforms are chosen. These models differ

with respect to the particular parameterization used (candidates may have unob-

served valences, or voters may have unobserved ideal policies) and the nature of

the distribution of the parameters; early work is due to Hinich (1977), Coughlin

and Nitzan (1981), Lindbeck and Weibull (1993), and Roemer (1997).

A simple way of introducing uncertainty is to assume an aggregate preference

shock ω P R to voter preferences that is unobserved by politicians. Let ω be dis-

tributed according to a continuous distribution F with full support. We strengthen

(A3) to

(A4) For all j P T , u j is strictly concave,

and we assume the shock is linear: the utility of the type j voter from policy x is

u jpxq ` ωx. If utilities are quadratic, then ω can be viewed as simply a parameter

4The convention in the literature is to mention the alternative terminology of “ego rents,” which

we have now done as well.

7
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that shifts each type j voter’s ideal policy by the amount ω{2. Given distinct plat-

forms xa and xb, voters are indifferent between the platforms with probability zero;

thus, for almost all shocks ω, candidate a wins if and only if the set

t j P T : u jpxaq ` ωxa ą u jpxbq ` ωxbu

contains a majority of voter types. By our supermodularity assumption (A2), this

occurs if and only if the median type prefers candidate a’s platform, i.e., umpxaq `
ωxa ą umpxbq ` ωxb.

Therefore, assuming xa ă xb, candidate a wins if and only if

ω ă umpxaq ´ umpxbq
xb ´ xa

,

and the function

Hpxa,xbq ” F

ˆ

umpxaq ´ umpxbq
xb ´ xa

˙

gives the probability that candidate a wins. Then candidate a’s payoff is

Hpxa,xbqpuapxaq ` βq ` p1 ´ Hpxa,xbqquapxbq,

with candidate b’s payoffs defined analogously.

Due to non-convexities of payoffs, discussed below, equilibrium may require

mixed strategies on the part of candidates. Nevertheless, in the model with pure

policy motivation, i.e., β “ 0, Roemer (1997) establishes existence in pure strate-

gies when the probability of winning is log concave. It is straightforward to show

that, in contrast to the median voter theorem, candidates adopt distinct equilibrium

platforms.

Proposition 2.3 Assume (A1)–(A4). In the probabilistic voting model with pure

policy motivation, assume that for all xa and xb with xa ď xb, the functions Hpxa,xbq
and 1 ´ Hpxa,xbq are, respectively, log-concave in xa and in xb. Then there is a

Nash equilibrium, and in every Nash equilibrium px˚
a ,x

˚
b q, we have x˚

a ă x˚
b .

The case of mixed motives becomes complicated by the possibility that one

candidate’s best response may be to “jump over” the other in order to capture the

office benefit β with higher probability. To extend the existence result to mixed

motives and to provide an exact equilibrium characterization, we consider the sym-

metric probabilistic voting model as the special case such that X Ď R is an interval

centered at zero; for all j P T , u j is quadratic with x̂a “ ´x̂b; the ex ante ideal policy

of the median voter is zero, i.e., x̂m “ 0; and for all x, Fpxq “ 1 ´ Fp´xq. In this

8
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case, the probability that the perturbed ideal policy of the median voter is less than

x is just the probability that ω ď 2x, which is just Fp2xq. Note that (up to labeling

of types), assumptions (A1)–(A4) are satisfied in this special case. The following

is established by Bernhardt, Duggan, and Squintani (2009).

Proposition 2.4 In the symmetric probabilistic voting model with mixed motiva-

tion, where (A1)–(A4) are satisfied, assume that ua and ub are differentiable and

that F is log-concave. Then there is a unique symmetric Nash equilibrium, px˚,´x˚q,

and x˚ is defined as follows: if |u1
ap0q| ď 2β f p0q, then x˚ “ 0; and otherwise, x˚ is

the unique negative solution to

´ u1
apxq

uapxq ` β ´ uap´xq “ 2 f p0q.

An implication is that increased office benefit leads candidates to adopt more

moderate platforms. In fact, if candidates are sufficiently office motivated or the

location of the median voter is known with high enough precision, i.e., 2β f p0q ě
|u1

ap0q|, then we obtain exact coincidence of policy platforms, and analogous to the

median voter theorem, the candidates both locate at the median of the distribution

of medians in the unique equilibrium. Thus, an ex ante form of the responsive

democracy result extends to the model with probabilistic voting and sufficiently

office-motivated candidates.

The best response problem of a candidate with mixed motives is analogous

to that of a first-term office holder in the moral hazard model covered in Sub-

section 3.4, so it is instructive to consider the non-convexity problem mentioned

above and the role of log concavity in solving this problem. It is clear that because

the candidate’s objective function involves the term Hpxa,xbquapxaq, it need not be

quasi-concave. We can gain insight by transforming the problem into a constrained

optimization problem in which the candidate chooses policy x and a winning prob-

ability p as follows:

maxpx,pq ppuapxaq ´ uapxbq ` βq
s.t. p ď Hpx,xbq,

where we omit the constant term uapxbq and (for expositional purposes) restrict the

problem to x ď xb. The solutions to this problem correspond to the best policies

of candidate a given xb, subject to the restriction x ď xb. Although the objective

function above is nicely behaved, the constraint set is not in general convex, and it

is possible in principle that the best response problem has multiple solutions; see

Figure 1.

9
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x̂a

x

p

1
Hpx,xbq

non-convex
constraint

Figure 1: Multiple best responses

We can, however, translate the constrained optimization problem to log form

as follows:
maxpx,pq lnppq ` lnpuapxaq ´ uapxbq ` βq

s.t. lnppq ď lnpHpx,xbqq.
The objective function of the transformed problem continues to be concave, and

we assume lnpHpx,xbqq is concave in x, which implies that the constraint set is

convex; see Figure 2. Thus, candidate a has a unique optimal policy subject to

x ď xb, and when the politician is policy motivated, this policy will be globally

optimal, obviating the need for mixed strategies.

2.4 Dynamic Hotelling-Downs model

The classical framework of electoral competition, in its diverse forms, has an im-

portant implication: in a representative democracy, competition leads politicians to

adopt moderate policy platforms when office benefit is sufficiently great. This reg-

ularity is predicated on the assumptions that candidates have the ability to commit

their policy choices and that elections are temporally isolated. In reality, however,

elections are repeated, and we cannot dismiss the effect of linkages across time and

the importance of time preferences in determining plausible sequences of policies.

For instance, Bertola (1993) and Alesina and Rodrik (1994) appeal to the median

voter theorem within each period in the context of growth models; more in line

with the treatment here, Basseto and Benhabib (2006) provide conditions for the

order restriction to be satisfied over sequences of policies in a dynamic economy.

10
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x̂a
x

lnppq

lnpHpx,xbqq

convex
constraint

Figure 2: Log concavity

Under reasonable assumptions, it turns out that if candidates can commit to

sequences of policies, then the median voter results persists in a strong form. To

formalize this, we return to the Hotelling-Downs model and strengthen (A2) to:

(A5) There exist constants θ j and κ j for each type j P T and functions v:X Ñ R

and c:X Ñ R such that for all x P X ,

u jpxq “ θ jvpxq ´ cpxq ` κ j,

where θ1 ă θ2 ă ¨¨ ¨ ă θn.

Extending voter preferences to lotteries via expected utility, a straightforward argu-

ment (see Duggan 2014b) shows that given any two lotteries on the policy space,

say L and L1, the difference in expected utility, ELru jpxqs ´EL1ru jpxqs, is mono-

tonic in the type j. Therefore, voter preferences over lotteries are order restricted,

and again the median type m is pivotal in pairwise voting. For example, we

obtain quadratic utility u jpxq “ ´px ´ x̂ jq2 ` K by setting vpxq “ 2x, cpxq “ x2,

θ j “ x̂ j, and κ j “ ´x̂2
j ` K. For another example, we obtain exponential utility

u jpxq “ ´ex´x̂ j ` x ` K, via a scalar transformation, by setting vpxq “ x, cpxq “ ex,

θ j “ ex̂ j , and κ j “ ex̂ j ` K. In Basseto and Benhabib’s (2006) economy, all house-

holds trade off a measure of distortions against the redistribution implied by the dis-

tortions, with households of different wealth disagreeing about the optimal trade-

off; we can think about θ jvpxq as the redistributed gains (or losses) associated to

policy, and about cpxq as the associated distortion losses.

To apply these observations to the dynamic policy model, assume that in an

initial election, two office-motivated parties simultaneously announce sequences,

11
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xA and xB, of policy platforms. Thus, party A’s platform is xA “ px1
A,x

2
A, . . .q P

X8, and likewise for party B’s platform. Assume the discount factor δ P r0,1q
is common to all voters and that voters evaluate sequences of policies according

to their discounted utility; for example, party A’s platform is preferable to type j

voters if and only if

p1 ´ δq
8
ÿ

t“1

δt´1u jpxt
Aq ą p1 ´ δq

8
ÿ

t“1

δt´1u jpxt
Aq,

where 1 ´ δ is a normalizing constant. The left-hand side of the latter inequal-

ity is equivalent to the type j voter’s expected utility from the lottery L that puts

probability p1 ´ δqδt´1 on policy xt
A, and the right-hand side is equivalent to the

lottery L1 that puts probability p1 ´ δqδt´1 on xt
B. That is, the discounted utility

from a sequence of policies is mathematically equivalent to the expected utility

from a particular lottery, and by (A5) it follows that the median type m is pivotal in

pairwise votes over policy streams.

A dynamic median voter theorem for the model with unlimited commitment

is immediate: when all policy streams are feasible, the unique Nash equilibrium

is for both parties to commit to the ideal policy stream px̂m, x̂m, . . .q for the median

voter. But a more general result is possible. Assume that the set of feasible policy

streams is Y Ď X8, perhaps reflecting the productivity of a durable capital good in

a growth economy, and assume that the median voter type has unique ideal feasible

policy stream x̂m.

Proposition 2.5 Assume (A1) and (A5). In the unique Nash equilibrium of the

dynamic Hotelling-Downs model with commitment to streams of policies, we have

xA “ xB “ x̂m.

A premise of representative democracy is, however, that politicians have dis-

cretionary power once in office, and the assumption that parties or candidates can

commit to policy for an infinite sequence of periods (or even a single period) can

reasonably be questioned. Duggan and Fey (2006) maintain the Downsian assump-

tion that parties can commit to policy choices in the current period. They show that

the median voter theorem is sensitive to the time preferences of voters and parties:

when voters and parties are not too patient, there is a unique subgame perfect path

of play (even if complex punishments are possible), and in equilibrium both par-

ties locate at the median; but when players place more weight on future periods

than the current one, arbitrarily paths of policies can be supported in equilibrium.

Alesina (1988) studies a repeated two-party model with probabilistic voting and

shows that when candidates cannot commit to policies, Nash-reversion equilibria

can be used to support non-trivial equilibria in which candidates’ choices diverge

from their ideal policies on the equilibrium path of play.

12
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2.5 Citizen-candidate model

The commitment assumption is dropped entirely in the citizen-candidate models

of Osborne and Slivinski (1996) and Besley and Coate (1997), where campaigns

are viewed as non-binding. In this setting, voters elect a candidate to office, that

politician selects a policy, and the game ends. In equilibrium, the winning candi-

date simply chooses her ideal policy, and in two-candidate equilibria, each citizen

simply votes for the candidate whose ideal policy is preferred. Thus, policy choices

degenerate, and there is no scope for responsive democracy in the model.

Once we introduce dynamics into the electoral framework, however, informa-

tional considerations rise to the fore and can play an important role in escaping

the shirking equilibrium. It may be that politicians’ preferences are difficult to

ascertain before they are elected, and that the policy choices made by politicians

while in office may be observed only with noise. The literature on electoral ac-

countability, which is the subject of the remainder of this review, addresses these

issues: elections are modeled as a repeated game in which politicians are citizen-

candidates (who cannot make binding campaign promises) and have private infor-

mation about political variables (either their preferences or policy choices or both)

relevant to voters. These aspects of elections interact in complex and interesting

ways, permitting the analysis of a simple class of equilibria and informing our

understanding of the possibility of responsive democracy.

3 Two-period accountability model

3.1 Timing and preferences

This subsection introduces the basic ideas and themes of the accountability litera-

ture in a simple model. As in the previous section, we consider a continuum of cit-

izens, N, partitioned into a finite set of types T “ t1, . . . ,nu, with n ě 2 and q j ą 0

denoting the fraction of type j P T in the population. Now, there are two periods,

t “ 1,2. In period 1, a politician is randomly drawn from the population of citizens,

with each type j having probability p j ą 0, and chooses a policy x1 P X , where X is

a convex (possibly unbounded) subset of R. In period 2, the politician in office, the

incumbent, faces a randomly drawn challenger, with each type j having probability

p j. The winner of the election chooses a policy x2 P X , and the game ends.

Each period, the policy choice xt generates a policy outcome yt in a convex

(possibly unbounded) outcome space Y Ď R. Technically, neither politicians’ types

nor actions are directly observable by voters, but policy outcomes are. We consider

two possibilities: under perfect monitoring, the policy outcome is deterministic and

equal to the policy choice; under imperfect monitoring, the policy outcome depends

13
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stochastically on the policy choice. We capture both environments by assuming

that outcomes are realized from a distribution function Fp¨|xq given policy choice

x. Under perfect monitoring, we set Y “ X and let the distribution of outcomes be

degenerate on x, and under imperfect monitoring, we set Y “ R and assume that

Fp¨|xq is continuous with jointly differentiable, positive density f py|xq.

As in the citizen-candidate model, we assume that neither the incumbent nor

the challenger can make binding promises before an election. A related point,

which does not arise in the static model of elections, is that we also assume voters

cannot commit their vote, so that voting as well as policy making must be time

consistent. Figure 3 illustrates the timeline of events in the two-period model.

First, nature chooses the incumbent’s type. Once in office, the incumbent chooses

the first-period policy action x1. Next, a publicly observed outcome y1 is realized.

Then voters vote to re-elect the incumbent or not. Finally, the winner of the election

chooses the second-period policy x2, and the policy outcome y2 is realized.

✲

Nature

incumbent
type

Incumbent

policy

choice x1

Nature

policy
outcome y1

Nature

challenger
type

Voters

re-elect
or not

Election
winner

policy

choice x2

Nature

policy
outcome y2

time

Figure 3: Timeline in two-period model

Given policy choice x and outcome y in any period, type j citizens obtain a

payoff of u jpyq if not in office and a payoff of w jpxq ` β if they hold office during

the period, where u j:Y Ñ R and w j:X Ñ R are type-dependent functions, and β ě
0 represents the benefits of holding office. Total payoffs for voters and politicians

are the sum of per-period payoffs.

We consider two possible specifications of payoffs in the model.

Spatial preferences We assume that citizens of each type possess policy pref-

erences, and that holding office does not change a citizen’s policy preferences,

although it may convey a positive benefit. We assume X “ rx,xs is a closed and

bounded interval, and we assume perfect monitoring, so that Y “ rx,xs. Utility for

policies has the simple form

u jpxq “ w jpxq “ θ jvpxq ´ cpxq,

where v:X ÑR is a differentiable, concave, and strictly increasing function, c:X Ñ
R is a differentiable, strictly convex, and strictly increasing function, and θ1 ă θ2 ă
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¨ ¨ ¨ ă θn are type-dependent parameters. Without loss of generality, we assume

u j “ w j, v, and c take non-negative values. Under our assumptions, each voter

type j has an ideal policy x̂ j, and these ideal policies are ordered by type, as in (1).

We again assume a generic distribution of types among voters, so there is a unique

median type m. Assumptions (A1)–(A5) are satisfied by voters’ preferences in this

environment, and for example, we admit the quadratic and exponential functional

forms,

u jpxq “ ´px ´ x̂ jq2 ` K and u jpxq “ ´ex´x̂ j ` x ` K,

with constant K appropriately chosen. In particular, the median type is pivotal in

pairwise voting over lotteries over policy. In this version of the model, citizen

types can be interpreted as ideological groups with different policy preferences; an

alternative is that citizens have common preferences but that the costs and benefits

of policy choices are distributed unevenly among citizens, e.g., when all citizens

prefer more public good but are taxed differentially due to variation in income.

Rent-seeking In this environment, all voters have increasing preferences over

policy outcomes, while a politician who holds office incurs a cost for higher policy

choices. We assume X “ R` and imperfect monitoring, so that Y “ R. Utility has

the simple form

u jpyq “ upyq and w jpxq “ vpxq ´ p1{θ jqcpxq,

where u:Y Ñ R is strictly increasing, v:X Ñ R is differentiable, concave, and

strictly increasing, c:X Ñ R` is differentiable, strictly convex, and has positive

derivative, and 0 ă θ1 ă θ2 ă ¨¨ ¨ ă θn are type-dependent parameters. We assume

that if in office, each politician type has an optimal policy x̂ j. As in the spatial pref-

erences environment, the ideal policies of office holders are ordered according to

type, as in (1). Again, assumptions (A1)–(A5) are satisfied by voters’ preferences,

and we admit the quadratic and exponential functional forms,

w jpxq “ ´px ´ x̂ jq2 ` K and w jpxq “ ´ex´x̂ j ` x ` K.

Note that we can assume politicians share the voters’ preferences over policy by

setting the term vpxq “Erupyq|xs equal to the expected utility from policy outcomes

generated by the choice x, in which case an office holder differs from other citizens

only by the cost term p1{θ jqcpxq. In this version of the model, policy can be viewed

a level of public good or (the inverse of) corruption, and politician types then reflect

different abilities to provide the public good or a distaste for corruption while in

office.
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3.2 Electoral equilibrium

A strategy for the incumbent of type j is a pair π j “ pπ1
j ,π

2
jq, where

π1
j P △pXq and π2

j :X ˆY Ñ △pXq,
specifying policy choices in period 1 and policy choices in period 2 for each pos-

sible previous policy choice and observed outcome.5 Here, π1
j has the form of

a mixed strategy (a distribution over policy choices), but in the infinite-horizon

framework we will interpret π1
j as the distribution of pure strategies used by type j

politicians; that is, given a subset Z Ď X of policies, π1
jpZq is the fraction of type j

politicians who choose policies in Z. For tractability, we impose the restriction that

the distribution π1
j has finite support for each type. A strategy for the challenger of

type j is a mapping

γ j:Y Ñ △pXq,
specifying policy choices in period 2 for each policy type and observed outcome.

A strategy for a voter of type j is a mapping

ρ j:Y Ñ {0,1},

where ρ jpyq “ 1 indicates a vote for the incumbent and ρ jpyq “ 0 a vote for the

challenger. A belief system for voters is a probability distribution µp¨|y1q on T ˆ X

as a function of the observed signal.

A strategy profile σ “ pπ j,γ j,ρ jq jPT is sequentially rational given beliefs µ if

neither the incumbent nor the challenger can gain by deviating from the proposed

strategies at any decision node, and if voters of each type vote for the candidate that

makes them best off in expectation, given their belief system for any realization of

y1. The latter requirement is needed because in a model with a continuum of voters,

no single voter’s ballot can affect the outcome of the election; the requirement is

consistent with optimization, and it would emerge from the model if we were to

specify that with small probability, the ballot of a type j voter would be randomly

drawn to decide the election.6 Beliefs µ are consistent with the strategy profile σ if

for every y1 on the path of play given pπ1
jq jPT , the distribution µp j,x|y1q is derived

from pπ1
jq jPT via Bayes’ rule.7,8 A perfect Bayesian equilibrium of the two-period

5Measurability of strategies or subsets of policies will be assumed implicitly, as needed, without

further mention.
6In the terminology of Fearon (1999), voters focus on the problem of “selection,” rather than

“sanctioning.” See his essay for arguments in support of this behavioral postulate.
7Bayesian updating is well-defined, as we only consider equilibria in which the mixtures π1

j have

finite support.
8In the model with perfect monitoring, we add the assumption that the marginal on policy choices,

µX p j,x|y1q, places probability one on x “ y1. This emulates the model in which policy outcomes are

observable and chosen directly by the office holder.
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model is a pair pσ,µq such that the strategy profile σ is sequentially rational given

the beliefs µ, and µ is consistent with σ.

Sequential rationality implies that challengers will choose their ideal policies

with probability one, since they cannot hope to be re-elected, so that γ jpx̂ j|y1q “ 1

for all y1. This implies that the expected payoff of electing the challenger for a

voter of type j is

VC
j “

ÿ

k

pkEru jpyq|x̂ks.

Similarly, sequential rationality implies π2
jpx̂ j|x1,y1q “ 1 for all x1 and all y1, so

the expected payoff from re-electing the incumbent is

V I
j py1q “

ÿ

k

µT pk|y1qEru jpyq|x̂ks,

where µT p j|y1q is the marginal distribution of the incumbent’s type given policy

outcome y1. Since the median voter is pivotal, the incumbent is thus re-elected if

V I
mpy1q ą VC

m and only if V I
mpy1q ě VC

m . Sequential rationality does not pin down the

votes of voters when they are indifferent between the incumbent and challenger; we

say the equilibrium is deferential if voters favor the incumbent when indifferent,

so that the incumbent is re-elected if and only if V I
mpy1q ě VC

m .

This general formulation of deferential equilibrium implies that there is an ac-

ceptance set of policy outcomes such that the incumbent is re-elected with proba-

bility one after realizations in this set and loses for sure after realizations outside

the set:

A “ ty1 P Y : V I
mpy1q ě VC

m u.

We say an equilibrium is monotonic if the acceptance set is closed, and if for every

policy outcome belonging to the acceptance set, every outcome that is better for the

median voter is also acceptable, i.e., for all y P A and all y1 P Y , if umpy1q ě umpyq,

then y1 P A. In the environments we consider, this implies that A is convex, and

in the spatial preferences model, that x̂m P A. The monotonicity condition imposes

a link between the voters’ utilities over policy outcomes and the informational

content of those outcomes in the first period. There could of course be perfect

Bayesian equilibria in which this link does not exist—in the spatial environment

with perfect monitoring, for example, it could be that the median voter’s ideal

policy is not chosen in equilibrium, and that voters update negatively following

a choice of the median policy off the path of play—but the posited linkage seems

natural in the electoral context and simplifies the equilibrium analysis of the model.

An electoral equilibrium is a perfect Bayesian equilibrium that is deferential

and monotonic. We consider the implications of this equilibrium concept in the
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context of the models with and without observable policy choices; as we will see,

several interesting properties that emerge in the simple two-period model persist in

the infinite-horizon model without term limits.

Before proceeding to the general analysis, we begin with the straightforward

observation that a version of the model in which the incumbent’s type is observed

by voters is obtained by specifying that the prior p on the politician’s type is de-

generate on some type j. Then Bayesian updating does not occur, and we assume

that for all policy outcomes y1 (including realizations off the path of play), we have

µT p j|y1q “ 1. This implies that the median voter’s expected payoff V I
mpy1q is con-

stant, and thus either A “ H or A “ Y , and the median voter’s choice ρm P t0,1u is

constant. Then the first-period office holder solves

max
xPX

w jpxq ` β ` ρmrw jpx̂ jq ` βs ` p1 ´ ρmqVC
j ,

which has the unique solution x “ x̂ j. That is, the absence of uncertainty about

the incumbent’s type removes all reputational concerns of the politician, and the

equilibria of the model devolve to the trivial myopic strategies such that each type

of politician chooses her ideal policy. This observation holds regardless of whether

monitoring is perfect or imperfect and regardless of the preference environment.

3.3 Adverse selection

In this subsection, we assume spatial preferences and that the first-period policy

choice, x1, is observable; in other words, the realized policy outcome is y1 “ x1

with probability one. The two-period model with perfect information is analyzed

by Reed (1994), who in contrast assumes rent-seeking preferences and examines

the optimal re-election rule for voters; we return to this work at the end of the

subsection. In the current model, note that in equilibrium, if the first-period office

holder’s ideal policy belongs to the acceptance set A, then the politician will simply

choose that ideal policy and be re-elected. Other office holder types may optimally

choose a policy in A, in which case they choose the acceptable policy closest to

their ideal policy; and the remaining types simply shirk, choosing their ideal policy

and being replaced by an unknown challenger. Let

W “ t j P T : x̂ j P Au,
C “ t j P T zW : maxxPAtw jpxq ` βu ě VC

j u,
L “ T zpW YCq.

We refer to politicians in the set W as “winners,” in the set C as “compromisers,”

and in the set L as “losers.” At times, we will refer to winning and compromising
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types weakly to the left and right of the median, in which case, e.g., we write

Cℓ “ t j P C : j ď mu and Wℓ “ t j P W : j ď mu.

For the remainder of the subsection we focus on the spatial preferences envi-

ronment. To characterize equilibria, we consider parameters belonging to the union

of two regions. First, we assume that the median is not too far from the mean of

the distribution of challenger ideal policies:

(B1) vpx̂mq ě ř

k pkvpx̂kq and cpx̂mq ď ř

k pkcpx̂kq.

This condition is satisfied, for example, if v is strictly concave, c strictly convex,

and the distribution of challenger types is close to symmetric around the median.

It is straightforward to show that under the above condition, there is an equilib-

rium in which voters demand total compromise in order to re-elect the first-period

incumbent: A “ tx̂mu. To see this, note that a type j politician is willing to com-

promise at the median in the first period (choosing the ideal policy x̂ j in the second

period) if

w jpx̂mq ` β ě VC
j ,

and this is equivalent to

θ jpvpx̂mq ´ ř

k pkvpx̂kqq ` β ě cpx̂mq ´ ř

k pkcpx̂kq,

which follows from (B1). Given the strategies of politicians, on the equilibrium

path, the voters’ beliefs are equal to their prior. Off the equilibrium path, we can

assume that voters believe that the incumbent is of the worse possible type for

the median voter, so they are not inclined to re-elect the incumbent. Note that there

may or may not be equilibria such that A “ rx̂m ´ε, x̂m `εs for ε ą 0 small, the issue

being that below average types may pool on the endpoints of this interval, leading

for example to the inequality V I
mpx̂m ´ εq ă VC

m , which contradicts acceptability of

x̂m ´ ε.

The above construction shows how a responsive democracy result can arise in

the two-period model; we do not make any assumption about the office benefit,

and in particular the result holds when politicians are purely policy motivated. The

result holds despite the fact that politicians cannot commit to policy platforms, but

it is driven by the voters’ incomplete information and the politicians’ concern for

reputation in the model.

Proposition 3.1 In the two-period model of adverse selection with spatial prefer-

ences and perfect monitoring, assume (B1). Then there is an electoral equilibrium

with acceptance set A “ tx̂mu and such that every politician type chooses the me-

dian policy in the first period, i.e., for all j, we have π1
jpx̂mq “ 1.
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The equilibrium constructed above illustrates total compromise, in which ev-

ery politician type chooses the median policy. To provide insight into electoral

equilibria with partial compromise, which arise in the infinite-horizon model, we

consider a different restriction on parameters. We now assume that conditional on

having drawn the incumbent from one side of the median type (and including the

median type m), the median voter’s expected payoff of re-electing the incumbent

is at least as large as when drawing the challenger at large:

(B2)

ř

k:kďm pkumpx̂kq
ř

k:kďm pk

ě VC
m and

ř

k:kěm pkumpx̂kq
ř

k:kěm pk

ě VC
m .

This condition is satisfied if the probability of a median type challenger is suffi-

ciently large relative to asymmetries in the model; as long as the probability of a

type m challenger is positive, it is satisfied with strict inequalities in the symmetric

model, in which the distribution of challenger types is symmetric around the me-

dian and the median voter’s utility function is symmetric around his or her ideal

policy.

Note that as long as pm ă 1, the median voter type will strictly prefer a type

m politician to an unknown challenger, i.e., umpx̂mq ą VC
m . Let GL “ t j ď m :

umpx̂ jq ą VC
m u denote the set of “above average” types to the left of the median;

let GR “ t j ě m : umpx̂ jq ą VC
m u denote the set of above average types to the right;

and let G “ GL Y GR be the set of all above average types. Set ℓ “ minGL and

r “ maxGR. It is straightforward to see that in equilibrium, the above average

types must be winning or compromising, i.e., G ĎW YC, for otherwise they would

separate by choosing their ideal policies in the first period, but then the median

voter would prefer to elect such an incumbent after a policy choice that reveals that

she is above average.

We next construct an equilibrium with acceptance set A “ rxpβq,xpβqs defined

by two endpoints, with a focus on the lower endpoint. If the type ℓ politician strictly

prefers to compromise at the median rather than shirk, i.e.,

wℓpx̂mq ` β ą VC
ℓ , (2)

then we set xpβq “ x̂m. Otherwise, this endpoint is defined so that the type ℓ politi-

cian is indifferent between compromising and shirking: it is the greatest solution

to:9

wℓpxq ` β “ VC
ℓ . (3)

9Because wℓ is strictly concave, this indifference condition can have at most two solutions, one

below and one above the ideal policy
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The specification of the right-hand endpoint is analogous. Note that xpβq varies

continuously in its parameters; it is increasing; and it lies strictly above the ideal

policy x̂ℓ.

Inequality (2) holds if politicians are sufficiently office-motivated, i.e., β is

high. It also holds in the model with symmetrically distributed types by risk aver-

sion of the politician, even when politicians are purely policy motivated. Under

these conditions, we obtain a partial median voter theorem in which a set of com-

promising politician types choose the median policy in the first period, while some

other types may shirk instead. In the complementary case, where (2) is violated,

we support partial compromise in equilibrium, with compromising types pooling

on the endpoints of the acceptance set, which converge to the median as β increases.

As we explain in greater detail later, the equilibrium has a partitional structure, in

which the winning types are centrally located and form a “connected” set of types

around the median, and the compromising types separate the winning and losing

types.

The preceding discussion implies the following equilibrium characterization in

the two-period model. Equilibria in the two cases are depicted in Figure 4, where

the acceptance set is the singleton A “ tx̂mu in case (2) holds, and it is the darkened

interval in case (3) holds.

Proposition 3.2 In the two-period model of adverse selection with spatial prefer-

ences, assume (B2). Then there is an electoral equilibrium with acceptance set

A “ rxpβq,xpβqs such that:

(i) if β satisfies (2), then xpβq “ x̂m, and there exists k P t1, . . . , ℓu such that

Cℓ “ tk, . . . ,m ´ 1u and Wℓ “ tmu,

(ii) otherwise, xpβq is the greatest solution to (3), and there exists k P tℓ `
1, . . . ,mu such that

Cℓ “ tℓ, . . . ,k ´ 1u and Wℓ “ tk, . . . ,mu,

where the right-hand endpoint xpβq and the sets Cr and Wr are defined by symmetric

conditions.

To complete the equilibrium construction in case β satisfies (2), we simply

specify that politician types j ď m choose the closest acceptable policy to their

ideal policy, unless they strictly prefer to shirk. For a general value θ P rθ1,θm´1s,
a hypothetical politician with parameter θ is willing to compromise at x̂m if and

only if

θpvpx̂mq ´
ř

k pkvpx̂kqq ` β ě cpx̂mq ´
ř

k pkcpx̂kq. (4)
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Figure 4: Partial compromise equilibria

Note that the right-hand side of the above inequality is constant in θ, and the left-

hand side is linear in θ. Clearly, inequality (4) holds when θ “ θm, and by (2),

inequality (4) holds at θ “ θℓ. It follows that all above average types ℓ, . . . ,m

prefer to compromise. It also follows that for below average types j ă ℓ, it may

be that none or all prefer to compromise, or there may be a cutoff type k ă ℓ such

that types 1, . . . ,k ´ 1 prefer to shirk and types k, . . . , ℓ´ 1 prefer to compromise.

Regardless, (B2) ensures that the median voter prefers to re-elect the incumbent

after a choice of x̂m in the first period.

In case (3) holds, we specify that the type θℓ politician compromises at xpβq,

while above average types ℓ, . . . ,m choose the closest acceptable policy to their

ideal policy, and below average types 1, . . . , ℓ´ 1 shirk. In this case, a hypothetical

politician with parameter θ compromises at xpβq if and only if

θpvpxpβqq ´ ř

k pkvpx̂kqq ` β ě cpxpβqq ´ ř

k pkcpx̂kq. (5)

This inequality holds strictly at θ “ θm and with equality at θ “ θℓ, and therefore

these politician strategies are optimal given the acceptance set. And since only

above average types choose xpβq in the first period, the median voter prefers to

re-elect the incumbent after this choice is made, as required in equilibrium.
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As noted above, if the office benefit β is sufficiently large, then inequality (2)

holds for types ℓ and r, in which case xpβq “ xpβq “ x̂m, so that all above average

types choose the median ideal policy in the first period. Furthermore, if β is suf-

ficiently large, then the inequality will hold for all more extreme types j ă ℓ and

j ą r as well, so in fact all types choose the median. Thus, Propositions 3.1 and 3.2

both exhibit equilibria in which a form of the median voter theorem holds, but they

leave open the possibility of other equilibria in which some types do not choose the

median. The next proposition gives a strong responsive democracy result by estab-

lishing that when politicians are sufficiently office motivated, all politician types

choose the median policy in every electoral equilibrium.

Proposition 3.3 In the two-period model of adverse selection with spatial prefer-

ences, assume (B2) holds with strict inequalities. If office benefit β is sufficiently

large, then in every electoral equilibrium σ, each type j chooses the median policy

in the first period, i.e., π1
jpx̂mq “ 1.

To see the result, note that in an electoral equilibrium σ, a finite number of

policies, say x1 ă x2 ă ¨¨ ¨ ă xℓ, are chosen with positive probability in the first

period, and we can write µT p j|iq for the voters’ posterior belief that the incumbent

is type j conditional on observing choice xi. Let µpiq denote the probability of

observing xi in the first period. Then we have the following helpful accounting

equality, which holds for all strategy profiles:

ℓ
ÿ

i“1

µpiqV I
mpxi|σq “

ℓ
ÿ

i“1

µpiq
n

ÿ

j“1

umpx̂ jqµT p j|xiq “
ÿ

j

p jumpx̂ jq “ VC
m .

It follows that V I
mpxi|σq ě VC

m for some type j. Now using the assumption that

σ is an electoral equilibrium, it is deferential, and so the acceptance set Apσq is

nonempty. When β is sufficiently large, it follows that every politician type chooses

a policy in the acceptance set and is re-elected. In this case, the accounting equation

implies V I
mpxi|σq “ VC

m for all i, so that after every equilibrium policy choice in the

first period, the median voter weakly prefers re-electing the incumbent to selecting

a challenger.

Suppose that there are three or more distinct policies chosen with positive prob-

ability, so ℓ ě 3. Since the acceptance set is an interval and equilibrium policy

choices are optimal, it follows that: for all j with x̂ j ď x1, type j politicians choose

x1; for all j with x1 ď x̂ j ď xℓ, type j politicians choose their ideal policy; and for

all j with xℓ ď x̂ j, type j politicians choose xℓ. Assume without loss of generality

that V I
mpx1|σq ď V I

mpxℓ|σq, and note that the median voter’s expected payoff from

re-election, V I
mpxi|σq, is minimized at xi “ x1. Moreover, by concavity, we actually
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have V I
mpx2|σq ą V I

mpx1|σq, contradicting our observation that all equilibrium pol-

icy choices in the first period determine the same expected payoff from re-election

for the median voter.

Thus, we have ℓ ď 2. Since the type m politician chooses x̂m P Apσq in an

electoral equilibrium, we can assume x2 “ x̂m without loss of generality. We know

that each type j with x̂ j ď x1 chooses x1, and so the expected payoff to the median

voter from re-election of the incumbent conditional on x1 is maximized when all

types j ă m choose x1. Let σ1 be this strategy profile. Using the accounting identity

and the assumption that (B2) holds strictly, we have

V I
mpx2|σ1q “

ř

k:kěm pkumpx̂kq
ř

k:kěm pk

ą VC
m “ µ1p1qV I

mpx1|σ1q ` µ1p2qV I
mpx2|σ1q.

This implies that VC
m ą V I

mpx1|σ1q ě V I
mpx1|σq, a contradiction. Thus, we must have

ℓ “ 1, and therefore every politician type chooses the median ideal policy.

The equilibria highlighted in Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 have a structure similar

to equilibria in the infinite-horizon model. As in the current subsection, we will

see that in the infinite-horizon model, when the office benefit is high enough, we

obtain the responsive democracy result that all politician types pool at (or close) to

the median voter’s ideal policy in every equilibrium. Moreover, the partitional form

of equilibrium in Proposition 3.2 extends to an interesting class of equilibria in the

infinite-horizon model. A drawback of the equilibrium analysis of the two-period

model is that parameter regions outside the union of (B1) and (B2) are not cov-

ered. Indeed, because the voters’ expected utility of an untried challenger is fixed,

equilibria for some parameter values require mixed voting. In the infinite-horizon

model with no term limits, the continuation value of a challenger is endogenous,

allowing voter expectations to equilibrate and facilitating existence in pure voting

strategies.

Note that the centripetal effect of electoral incentives highlighted in Propo-

sitions 3.1–3.3 derives from the informational asymmetry in the model. An ex-

tremist office holder has incentives to pool at the median ideal policy in order to

avoid appearing extremist, but if voters observed politicians’ types, then this in-

centive would be removed. Thus, asymmetric information can facilitate responsive

democracy, whereas full transparency leads to shirking. This observation antici-

pates an “anti-folk theorem” for the version of the infinite-horizon model with in

which the incumbent’s type is observed by voters, stated in Section 4.

Interestingly, equilibria of the two-period model do not approximate equilibria

of the infinite-horizon model with a two-period term limit. In the latter model,

we do not obtain the strong responsiveness results from Proposition 3.1–3.3 when

the discount rate and office benefit are high, because voters face a commitment
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problem: if all politician types were to choose the median policy in their first term

of office, then the median voter would always prefer to elect the challenger, but this

removes the incentive of first-term office holders to compromise.

The two-period model with perfect monitoring is investigated by Reed (1994),

but he considers the rent-seeking environment with continuously distributed types,

and rather than analyzing deferential equilibria, he focusses on the distinction be-

tween performance and selection effects, and he considers the retrospective voting

rule that maximizes expected effort. In response to a cutoff for re-election, politi-

cian types partition themselves in the first period into winning, compromising, and

losing sets, exemplifying the partitional structure highlighted in Proposition 3.2,

and they choose their ideal effort levels in the second period. A drawback of the op-

timal re-election rule, however, is that information is revealed by the policy choice

of the incumbent in the first period, so that the cutoff may be time-inconsistent, in

the sense that it can require voters to replace an incumbent who is superior to an

untried challenger.

3.4 Adverse selection and moral hazard

We now suppose that in addition to a politician’s type being private information,

the first-period office holder’s action x is not observed directly by voters; rather, we

assume voters observe a noisy outcome y realized from a differentiable, positive

density f p¨|x1q. That is, we combine adverse selection and moral hazard in the

two-period framework. Furthermore, we focus on the rent-seeking environment,

where voters have common preferences that are monotonically increasing in y,

while politicians internalize the cost of the policy x and have ideal policy choices

x̂1 ă ¨¨ ¨ ă x̂n. Fearon (1999) studies a related model, the difference being that

he assumes a random shock added directly to the voter’s utility, and not to the

underlying policy outcome.10 Chapter 3 of Besley (2006) presents a two-period,

two-type model in which the first-period office holder observes the values of a

binary state of the world and preference shock, followed by a binary policy choice.

Closer to the model of this section, Chapter 4 of the book (coauthored with Michael

Smart) investigates a two-type model in which an office holder essentially chooses

a level x of shirking, and voters observe this with noise, x`ε, but it is assumed that

the first-period politician observes the policy shock ε before her choice; in addition,

the policy choice of the good type of politician is fixed exogenously. Ashworth and

Bueno de Mesquita (2014) consider the effect of varying voter information in two

simplified models of adverse selection and moral hazard.

Chapter 4 of Persson and Tabellini (2000) contains a simplified, two-period

10The approaches are interchangeable when voters are risk neutral, but not otherwise.
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model of symmetric learning, in which politicians are parameterized by a skill

level that is unobserved by voters and politicians themselves. In this setting, voters

and politicians update their beliefs symmetrically along the equilibrium path, and

signaling cannot occur. Moreover, voters are assumed to be risk neutral. Ashworth

(2005) considers a three-period model of symmetric learning that further differs

from ours in that the skill level of a politician evolves over time according to a ran-

dom walk.11 Ashworth and Bueno de Mesquita (2008) use a variant of the model,

one in which the voter has quadratic policy utility and a stochastic partisan pref-

erence, to establish existence and comparative statics of incumbency advantage.

We consider the symmetric learning environment separately in the infinite-horizon

model in Subsection 6.4.

Other work, including Barganza (2000) and Canes-Wrone, Herron, and Shotts

(2001), studies a two-type model in which politicians differ in ability. In the latter

paper, the voter’s desired policy depends on the realization of a state of the world,

about which politicians are better informed. Politicians may have an incentive to

pander to voters by knowingly choosing policies that are not in the voters’ best

interest. Maskin and Tirole (2004) study pandering in a two-type model in which

politicians differ in preferences. Austen-Smith and Banks (1989) investigate the

voters’ ability to discipline politicians when all politicians have the same prefer-

ences, so that the model is one of pure moral hazard.

For simplicity we take the policy choice x to be a shift parameter on the density

of outcomes, so, abusing notation slightly, the density can be written f py|xq “
f py´xq for some density f p¨q, and the probability that the realized outcome is less

than y given policy x is simply Fpy ´ xq. We assume that f satisfies the monotone

likelihood ratio property (MLRP), i.e.,

(C1)
f py ´ xq
f py ´ x1q ą f py1 ´ xq

f py1 ´ x1q

for all x ą x1 and all y ą y1. This implies that greater policy outcomes induce

voters to update favorably their beliefs about the policy adopted by the incumbent

in the first period. As is well-known, the MLRP implies that the density function

is unimodal, and that both the density and the distribution functions are strictly

log-concave. Moreover, we assume Y “ R and

(C2) lim
yÑ´8

f py ´ xq
f py ´ x1q “ lim

yÑ`8

f py ´ x1q
f py ´ xq “ 0 when x ą x1.

As an example, f p¨q may be a normal density.

11Although the model assumes three periods, the first-term office holder has private information

about her ability only in the second and third terms, as her action in office are hidden from voters.
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In this setting, electoral equilibrium implies that voters follow a simple retro-

spective rule: there exists y P R such that they re-elect the incumbent if and only if

y ě y, i.e., A “ ry,8q.12 Electoral equilibria are then characterized by three condi-

tions. First, the threshold y must be such that, anticipating that politicians choose

their ideal policies in the second period, the expected utility of re-electing the in-

cumbent conditional on observing y is greater than or equal to
ř

k pkErupyq|x̂ks if

and only if y ě y. Second, each politician type j, knowing that she is re-elected

if and only if y ě y, mixes over optimal actions in the first period, i.e., the type j

politician’s policy strategy π j places probability one on maximizers of

w jpxq ` p1 ´ Fpy ´ xqqrw jpx̂ jq ` βs ` Fpy ´ xqVC. (6)

Third, updating of voter beliefs follows Bayes rule, i.e., after observing outcome y,

the voters’ posterior beliefs assign probability

µT p j|yq “ p j

ř

x f py ´ xqπ jpxq
ř

k pk

ř

x f py ´ xqπkpxq

to the incumbent being type j.

We assume that all politicians are in principle interested in re-election, i.e.,

(C3) w1px̂1q ` β ą VC,

so that if re-election is assured by choosing their ideal policies in the first period,

then the benefits of re-election outweigh the costs. Note that an office holder can

always choose her ideal policy, so it is never optimal for the politician to choose

large policies for which Erupyq|x̂1s ą w jpxq ` β. By (C3), it is never optimal to

choose a policy below the politician’s ideal policy, so there is at least one solution

to the office holder’s problem in the first period. Denoting by x˚
j such a solution,

the necessary first order condition for a solution of the office holder’s maximization

problem is

w1
jpx˚

j q “ ´ f py ´ x˚
j qrw jpx̂ jq ` β ´VCs. (7)

That is, the marginal disutility in the current period from increasing the policy

choice is just offset by the marginal utility in the second period, owing to the

politician’s increased chance of re-election. By (C3), the right-hand side of (7)

is positive, and we see that for an arbitrary cutoff, the politician optimally exerts

a positive amount of effort, i.e., chooses a policy strictly to the right of her ideal

policy, in the first term of office.

12Or A “ R if y “ ´8.
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r
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x

1 ´ Fpy ´ xq

x̂ j

non-convex
constraint

Figure 5: Politician’s optimization problem

We can gain some insight into the incumbent’s problem by reformulating it in

terms of optimization subject to an inequality constraint. Define a new objective

function

U jpx,rq “ w jpxq ` rrw jpx̂ jq ` β ´VCs,

which is the expected utility if the politician chooses policy x and is re-elected with

probability r, minus a constant term. Note that U j is concave in px,rq and quasi-

linear in r. Of course, given x, there is only one possible re-election probability,

namely 1 ´ Fpy ´ xq. Defining the constraint function

gpx,rq “ 1 ´ Fpy ´ xq ´ r,

we can then formulate the politician’s optimization problem as

maxpx,rq U jpx,rq
s.t. gpx,rq ď 0,

which has the general form depicted in Figure 5. Here, level sets of the objective

function are well-behaved, but the constraint inherits the natural non-convexity of

the distribution function F , leading to the possibility of multiple solutions. This, in

turn, can lead to multiple optimal policies and the necessity of mixing in equilib-

rium, as encountered in the probabilistic voting model and depicted in Figure 1.

We exploit log concavity and impose further restrictions on the risk aversion of

politicians to limit the need for mixing to at most two policy choices for each type.

Assume that for all j, all finite y, all x, x̃,z with x̂ j ă x ă x̃ ă z, we have

(C4) if
w2

j pxq

w1
jpxq

ď ´ f 1py´xq
f py´xq and

w2
j pzq

w1
jpzq

ď ´ f 1py´zq
f py´zq ,

then
w2

j px̃q

w1
jpx̃q

ă ´ f 1py´x̃q
f py´x̃q .
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´ f 1py´xq
f py´xq

w2
j pxqq

w1
jpxq

x̂ j

y

Figure 6: Quadratic-normal special case

That is, the set of x ą x̂ j such that
w2

j pxq

w1
jpxq

ď ´ f 1py´xq
f py´xq is convex, and if x and z

satisfy the inequality, then every policy between them satisfies it strictly. To see

the permissiveness of this condition, note that by log concavity of f p¨q, the term
f 1py´xq
f py´xq is strictly decreasing in x, and thus (C4) is satisfied if the coefficient of

absolute risk aversion,
w2

j pxq

w1
jpxq

, does not decrease too fast to the right of the type j

politicians’ ideal policy. To illustrate, when the utility function w j is quadratic,

the coefficient of absolute risk aversion is 1
x´x̂ j

, and when the density f is standard

normal, the likelihood ratio
f 1py´xq
f py´xq simplifies to y ´ x. Thus, (C4) is satisfied in

the quadratic-normal special case, depicted in Figure 6. Likewise, in the case of

exponential utility, the coefficient of risk aversion is 1
1´exppx̂ j´xq , and again (C4) is

satisfied.

The usefulness of (C4) is delineated in the next result, which implies that for

arbitrary cutoffs, each type of office holder has at most two optimal policies. We

let x˚
j pyq denote the greater solution to the incumbent’s optimization problem and

x˚, jpyq the least, as a function of the cutoff. Of course, standard continuity argu-

ments imply that the correspondence of optimal policies has closed graph; in the

present context, this means that the functions x˚
j p¨q and x˚, jp¨q are, respectively,

upper and lower semi-continuous.

Proposition 3.4 In the two-period model of moral hazard with rent-seeking, as-

sume (C1)–(C4). Then for every cutoff y PR and every type j, there are at most two
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local maximizers of the objective function (6), and the greatest and least optimal

policies, x˚
j pyq and x˚, jpyq, are upper semi-continuous and lower semi-continuous,

respectively, as a function of the cutoff.

Suppose there are three distinct local maximizers of the type j politicians’ ob-

jective function, say x1, x2, and x3 with x1 ă x2 ă x3. Thus, there are local mini-

mizers z1 and z2 such that x1 ă z1 ă x2 ă z2 ă x3. With (C3), inspection of the first

order condition (7) at x reveals that w1
jpz1q ă 0 and w jpz2q ă 0, and thus we can

rewrite the first order condition at z1 and z2 as

w jpx̂ jq ` β ´VC “ ´
w1

jpz1q
f py ´ z1q “ ´

w1
jpz2q

f py ´ z2q .

Then the second derivative at z1 satisfies

0 ď w2
j pz1q ´ f 1py ´ z1qrw jpx̂ jq ` β ´VCs “ w2

j pz1q ´ f 1py ´ z1q
„

´
w1

jpz1q
f py ´ z1q



,

or equivalently,

w2
j pz1q

w1
jpz1q ď ´ f 1py ´ z1q

f py ´ z1q .

Similarly, we have

w2
j pz2q

w1
jpz2q ď ´ f 1py ´ z2q

f py ´ z2q .

Since x2 is a local maximizer, the first order condition holds at x2, and the second

derivative at x2 is non-positive, but then we have

w2
j px2q

w1
jpx2q ď ´ f 1py ´ x2q

f py ´ x2q ,

contradicting (C4). We conclude that the objective function has at most two local

maximizers, as desired.

We can illustrate Proposition 3.4 assuming the normal density and exponential

utility, w jpxq “ ´ex ` K. Then the first order condition is

´ex “ β

σ
?

2π
e

´ py´xq2

2σ2 .
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Taking logs of both sides, this is a quadratic equation in x, with solutions

x “ y ´ σ2 ˘ σ

d

σ2 ´ 2y ` 2ln

ˆ

β

σ
?

2π

˙

.

The solutions are real as long as office benefit is sufficiently high relative to the

cutoff, and otherwise there is no solution to the first order condition, so that the

politicians optimize at the corner by choosing zero effort. Alternatively, the solu-

tions are real if the variance of the observed outcome is sufficiently small. Note

that the optimal effort increases without bound as the variance becomes small or

the office benefit becomes large; we return to the latter observation in our analysis

of responsive democracy, below.

The next proposition establishes that the politicians’ objective functions satisfy

the important property that differences in payoffs are monotone in type. We say

that U jpx,1 ´ Fpy ´ xqq is supermodular in p j,xq if for all p j,xq and all pk,zq with

j ą k and x ą z, we have

U jpx,1 ´ Fpy ´ xqq ´U jpz,1 ´ Fpy ´ zqq
ą Ukpx,1 ´ Fpy ´ xqq ´Ukpz,1 ´ Fpy ´ zqq.

An implication is that given an arbitrary value y of the cutoff, the optimal policy

choices of the types are strictly ordered by type, i.e.,

for all j ă n, x˚
j pyq ă x˚, j`1pyq.

This ordering property will, in turn, be critical for establishing existence of equi-

librium.

Proposition 3.5 In the two-period model of moral hazard with rent-seeking, the

type j politician’s objective function, U jpx,1´Fpy´xqq, is super modular in p j,xq.

To see the result, consider j ą k and x ą z, and rewrite the inequality in the

definition of supermodularity as

θ jpvpxq ´ vpzqq ` pFpy ´ zq ´ Fpy ´ xqqpθ jvpx̂ jq ´ cpx̂ jqq
ą θkpvpxq ´ vpzqq ` pFpy ´ zq ´ Fpy ´ xqqpθkvpx̂kq ´ cpx̂kqq.

Since θ j ą θk and vpxq ą vpzq it suffice to show

pFpy ´ zq ´ Fpy ´ xqqpθ jvpx̂ jq ´ cpx̂ jqq ą pFpy ´ zq ´ Fpy ´ xqqpθkvpx̂kq ´ cpx̂kqq.

Since Fpy ´ zq ą Fpy ´ xq and θ jvpx̂ jq ´ cpx̂ jq ą θkvpx̂kq ´ cpx̂kq, the desired in-

equality indeed holds.
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The above ordering property is very useful in combination with the fact that

given arbitrary policy choices x1 ă x2 ă ¨¨ ¨ ă xn of the politician types in the first

period, there is a unique outcome, which we denote y˚px1, . . . ,xnq, such that con-

ditional on realizing this value, the voters are indifferent between re-electing the

incumbent and electing a challenger. Moreover, this extends to the case of mixed

policy strategies π1, . . . ,πn with supports that are strictly ordered by type, i.e., for

all j ă n,

maxtx : π jpxq ą 0u ă mintx : π j`1pxq ą 0u.

That is, there is a unique solution in y to the equation V Ipyq “ VC, or more explic-

itly,

ÿ

k

µT pk|yqErupyq|x̂ks “
ÿ

k

pkErupyq|x̂ks. (8)

We let y˚pπ1, . . . ,πnq denote the solution to the voter’s indifference condition as a

function of policy choices.

In addition to uniqueness, the next proposition establishes that the cutoff lies

between the choices of the type 1 and type n politicians, shifted by the mode of the

density of f p¨q, which we denote by ẑ.

Proposition 3.6 In the two-period model of moral hazard with rent-seeking, as-

sume (C1)–(C4). Then for all mixed policy strategies π1, . . . ,πn with supports that

are strictly ordered by type, there is a unique solution to the voters’ indifference

condition (8), and the solution y˚pπ1, . . . ,πnq is continuous as a function of mixed

policies. Moreover, this solution lies between the extreme policy choices shifted by

the mode of the outcome density, i.e.,

mintx : π1pxq ą 0u ` ẑ ď y˚pπ1, . . . ,πnq ď maxtx : πnpxq ą 0u ` ẑ.

For existence of a solution to the indifference condition, fix π1, . . . ,πn with

supports that are strictly ordered by type, and note that the left-hand side of (8) is

continuous in y. For any j ă n, let x j “ maxtx : π jpxq ą 0u be the greatest policy

chosen with positive probability by the type j politicians, and let xn “ mintx :

πnpxq ą 0u be the lowest policy chosen with positive probability by the type n

politicians. For all j and all x ă x j with π jpxq ą 0, (C1) implies that for sufficiently

large y, we have f py ´ xq ă f py ´ x jq. Then (C1) and (C2) imply

µT p j|yq “ p j

ř

x f py ´ xqπ jpxq
ř

k pk

ř

x f py ´ xqπkpxq ď p j
ř

k pk

ř

x
f py´xq
f py´x jq

πkpxq
ď p j

pn
f py´xnq
f py´x jq

Ñ 0
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as y Ñ 8, which implies that µT pn|yq goes to one as the cutoff increases. In words,

when the policies of the politicians are ordered by type, high realizations of the

outcome become arbitrarily strong evidence that the incumbent is the best possible

type. Similarly, µT p1|yq goes to one as y decreases without bound. Thus, the left-

hand side of (8) approaches Erupyq|x̂ns when the cutoff is large, and it approaches

Erupyq|x̂1s when the cutoff is small, and existence of a solution follows from the

intermediate value theorem. Uniqueness follows from the fact that the left-hand

side is strictly increasing in y, from Lemma A.6 of Banks and Sundaram (1998).

Standard continuity arguments imply that y˚pπ1, . . . ,πnq is continuous in its argu-

ments.

To obtain the bound on the cutoff, consider any y ą maxtx : πnpxq ą 0u ` ẑ.

Recall that the posterior probability that the politician is type j, conditional on

observing y, is

µT p j|yq “ p j

ř

x f py ´ xqπ jpxq
ř

k pk

ř

x f py ´ xqπkpxq .

Note that for all k ą j and all policies x j with π jpx jq ą 0 and xk with πkpxkq ą 0,

we have ẑ ă y ´ xk ă y ´ x j. Since f p¨q is single-peaked by (C1), we see that for

all x1, . . . ,xn such that each xk is in the support of πk, we have

f py ´ x1q ă f py ´ x2q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă f py ´ xnq.

Therefore, the coefficients on prior beliefs are ordered by type, i.e.,

ř

x f py ´ xqπ1pxq
ř

k pk

ř

x f py ´ xqπkpxq ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă
ř

x f py ´ xqπnpxq
ř

k pk

ř

x f py ´ xkqπkpxq ,

and we conclude that the posterior distribution µT p¨|yq first order stochastically

dominates the prior, contradicting the indifference condition. An analogous argu-

ment derives a contradiction for the case y ă mintx : π1pxq ą 0u ` ẑ, as desired.

To see the structure of y˚pπ1, . . . ,πnq for the special case of two types using

pure policy strategies, the voters’ cutoff is simply the solution to µT p2|yq “ p2, i.e.,

the cutoff is such that conditional on the cutoff, the probability the incumbent is

the high type is just equal to the prior probability. Letting x1 and x2 be the policies

chosen by the two types, this means that y˚px1,x2q solves the equation

p2 “ p2 f py ´ x2q
p1 f py ´ x1q ` p2 f py ´ x2q ,

or after manipulating, it means that the likelihood of y is the same given the policy

choices of the politician types, i.e., f py ´ x1q “ f py ´ x2q. Adding the assumption
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Figure 7: Electoral equilibrium

that the density f p¨q is standard normal, the cutoff is simply the midpoint of the

politicians’ choices, i.e.,

y˚px1,x2q “ x1 ` x2

2
.

Indeed, this characterization as the midpoint of policy choices extends to any den-

sity that is symmetric around zero.

The preceding observations allow us to graphically depict an electoral equilib-

rium for the case of two types. In Figure 7, we draw the indifference curves of U1

and U2 through the unique optimal policies, x˚
1 and x˚

2 , of the politician types given

the constraint set determined by the cutoff y˚. This is reflected in the tangency con-

dition at each optimal policy. Moreover, the voters’ indifference condition implies

that the likelihood of outcome y˚ is equal given either optimal policy, as reflected

in the equal slopes of the two tangent lines. Note that when the office benefit β in-

creases, the indifference curves of the politician types become flatter, and optimal

policies will move to the right, suggesting that higher office benefit leads to greater

policy responsiveness.

The next result establishes existence of electoral equilibrium in the two-period

moral hazard model, along with a minimal characterization of equilibria. We see

that even in the two-period model, where second-period policies are pinned down

by end-game effects, electoral equilibria must solve a complicated fixed point prob-
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lem: optimal policy choices of politician types depend on the cutoff used by vot-

ers, and the cutoff used by voters depends, via Bayes rule, on the policy choices of

politician types.

Proposition 3.7 In the two-period model of moral hazard with rent-seeking, as-

sume (C1)–(C4). Then there is an electoral equilibrium, and in every electoral

equilibrium, there exist mixed policy strategies π˚
1 , . . . ,π

˚
n and a finite cutoff y˚

such that:

(i) each type j politician mixes over policies using π˚
j , which places positive

probability on at most two policies, say x˚
j and x˚, j, where x̂ j ă x˚, j ď x˚

j ,

(ii) the supports of policy strategies are strictly ordered by type, i.e., for all j ă n,

we have x˚
j ă x˚, j`1,

(iii) voters re-elect the incumbent if and only if y ě y˚, where the cutoff lies be-

tween the extreme policies, i.e., x˚,1 ď y˚ ď x˚
n .

In proving the proposition, we must address two technical subtleties. The first

is that when supports of mixed policy choices are only weakly ordered, the left-

hand side of (8) is only weakly increasing, so that the equality has a closed, convex

(not necessarily singleton) set of solutions. In fact, if all politician types choose

the same policy with probability one, then updating does not occur and incumbents

are always re-elected, so that the voters’ cutoff is negatively infinite. As policy

choices of politician types converge to the same policy, this means that the cutoff

either jumps discontinuously (from a bounded, finite level) or diverges to negative

infinity. We circumvent this problem by deriving a positive lower bound on the

distance between optimal policy choices of the different types. Indeed, we first

observe that equilibrium policy choices are bounded above by any choice x such

that Erupyq|x̂1s ą wnpxq ` β, i.e., ´wnpxq ą β ´Erupyq|x̂1s. That is, if the type n

politician prefers to choose her ideal policy with no chance of re-election rather

than choose x and win with certainty, then no policy above x can be optimal for any

type given any cutoff.

Next, given any cutoff y and any type j politician, there are at most two optimal

policies, by Proposition 3.4, and each satisfies the first order condition (7). Note

that f py ´ xq Ñ 0 uniformly on r0,xs as |y| Ñ 8, and from the first order condi-

tion, this implies that the optimal policies of the type j politician converge to the

ideal policy, i.e., x˚
j pyq Ñ x̂ j and x˚, jpyq Ñ x̂ j. Thus, we can choose a sufficiently

large interval ryL,yHs and ε1 ą 0 such that for all y outside the interval, optimal

policies differ by at least ε1, i.e., for all j ă n, we have |x˚, j`1pyq ´ x˚
j pyq| ą ε1. By

upper semi-continuity of x˚
j p¨q and lower semi-continuity of x˚, j`1p¨q, the function
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|x˚, j`1pyq ´ x˚
j pyq| attains its minimum on ryL,yHs, and this minimum is positive.

Thus, there exists ε2 ą 0 such that for all y P ryL,yH s, optimal policies differ by at

least ε2. Finally, we set ε “ mintε1,ε2u to establish the desired lower bound.

We are interested in the profiles pπ1, . . . ,πnq such that for all politician types

j, π j places positive probability on at most two alternatives, and the supports of

mixed policy strategies are strictly ordered by type and separated by a distance

of at least ε, i.e., for all j ă n and all policies x j with π jpx jq ą 0 and x j`1 with

π j`1px j`1q ą 0, we have x j ` ε ď x j`1. It is convenient to represent such a profile

by a 3n-tuple px,z,rq, where x “ px1, . . . ,xnq P r0,xsn, z “ pz1, . . . ,znq P r0,xsn, and

r “ pr1, . . . ,rnq P r0,1sn. In addition, we require that for all j, we have x j ď z j,

and that for all j ă n, we have z j ` ε ď x j`1. We then associate px,z,rq with the

profile of mixed policy strategies such that the type j politician places probability

r j on x j and the remaining probability 1 ´ r j on z j. Letting Dε consist of all such

3n-tuples px,z,rq, we see that Dε is nonempty, convex, and compact. Using this

representation, we can define the induced cutoff y˚px,z,rq, which is continuous as

a function of its arguments.

The second difficulty is that the set Y of policy outcomes is not compact, so

that the voters’ cutoff is, in principle, unbounded. To circumvent this problem,

we note that by continuity of the function y˚p¨q, the image y˚pDεq is compact,

and we can let Y be a convex, compact set containing this image. The existence

proof then proceeds with an application of Kakutani’s fixed point theorem. We

define the correspondence Φ:Dε ˆY Ñ Dε ˆY so that for each px,z,r,yq, the value

of Φ consists of p3n ` 1q-tuples px̃, z̃, r̃, ỹq such that for every politician type j,

the policies x̃ j and z̃ j are optimal and ỹ is the cutoff induced by the indifference

condition:

Φpx,z,r,yq “
"

px̃, z̃, r̃, ỹq P Dε ˆY | for all j, x̃ j “ x˚, jpyq and z̃ j “ x˚
j pyq

and ỹ “ y˚px,z,rq

*

.

This correspondence is upper hemi-continuous with convex, closed values, and

the domain Dε ˆY is nonempty, compact, and convex. Therefore, Kakutani’s the-

orem implies that Φ has a fixed point, px˚,z˚,r˚,y˚q, which yields an electoral

equilibrium. Finally, the characterization results in (i)–(iii) follow directly from

Propositions 3.4–3.6.

We have not yet touched on the possibility for responsive democracy in the

two-period moral hazard model with rent-seeking, where in the present context,

we interpret responsive democracy to mean that office holders choose high levels

of policy, despite short run incentives to choose their ideal policy. Given the short

time horizon (and limited ability of voters to sanction politicians), and given the

divergence in preferences between voters and politicians, the prospects for a well-

functioning political system may seem dim. Nevertheless, when β is large, so that
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politicians are substantially office-motivated, we obtain a form of the responsive

democracy result. We make use of an additional Inada-type condition: for all j,

(C5) lim
xÑ8

w1
jpxq “ ´8.

Let G “ t j : Erupyq|x̂ js ą VCu denote the set of above average types, which are

such that the expected utility from their ideal policy exceeds the expected utility

from a challenger. Let ℓ “ minG be the smallest above average type.

The next result provides a characterization of equilibria when office benefit

is high. We find that voters become arbitrarily demanding, in the sense that the

equilibrium cutoff diverges to infinity, that the policy choices of all politician types

become close to their ideal policy or arbitrarily large, and that all above average

types exert unbounded effort. An immediate implication, since type n is above

average and pn ą 0, is that the voters’ expected utility from politicians’ choices in

the first period increases without bound as office benefit becomes large, i.e.,

ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

Erupyq|xsπ jpxq Ñ 8.

It is possible that some politician type mixes between a policy that is close to the

ideal policy and another that becomes arbitrarily large, but because policy choices

are ordered by type, an implication of the proposition is that this can obtain for

at most one politician type; choices of lower types will converge to their ideal

policies, while choices of higher types will diverge to infinity. Note that the Inada

condition (C5) is used only to prove part (iii) of the result.

Proposition 3.8 In the two-period model of moral hazard with rent-seeking and

moral hazard, assume (C1)–(C5), and let the office benefit β be arbitrarily large.

Then for every selection of electoral equilibria σ, the voters’ cutoff diverges to

infinity; for each politician type j, the policy choices of all above average types in-

crease without bound; and the greatest policy choice of other types either increases

without bound or accumulates at the ideal policy:

(i) y˚ Ñ 8,

(ii) for all j, all ε ą 0, and sufficiently large β, we have x˚
j P px̂ j ` εq Y p1

ε ,8q,

(iii) x˚
ℓ´1 Ñ 8, and thus for all j ě ℓ, we have x˚, j Ñ 8.

To prove the result, let β be large, and let σ be an electoral equilibrium. By

Proposition 3.7, each politician type j mixes between two policies, x˚
j and x˚, j,

and voters use a cutoff y˚. Suppose there is a subsequence such that y˚ is bounded
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above, say y˚ ď y. By Proposition 3.7, the equilibrium cutoff lies in the compact

set rx̂1,ys. Then the first order condition for the type 1 politician in (7) implies

that x˚,1 Ñ 8, and in particular, we have y ă x˚,1 for large enough β, but this

contradicts x˚,1 ď y˚ ď x˚
n . We conclude that y˚ diverges to infinity, which proves

(i). To prove (ii), suppose there is a type j, an ε ą 0, and a subsequence of office

benefit levels such that x̂ j ` ε ď x˚
j ď 1

ε . This implies that the left-hand side of the

first order condition (7) is bounded strictly above zero, while the right-hand side

converges to zero, a contradiction. We conclude that (ii) holds. Finally, suppose

that x˚
ℓ´1 does not diverge to infinity. By (ii), there is a subsequence such that

x˚
ℓ´1 Ñ x̂ℓ´1. Now fix politician type j ď ℓ, and note that since equilibrium policy

choices are ordered by type, we have x˚
j Ñ x̂ j. Using the expression for Bayes rule,

the posterior probability of type j conditional on observing y˚ satisfies

µT p j|y˚q “ p j

ř

x f py˚ ´ xqπ jpxq
ř

k pk

ř

x f py˚ ´ xqπkpxq ď
p j f py˚ ´ x˚

j q
ř

kěℓ pk

ř

x f py˚ ´ xqπkpxq ,

where the inequality uses y˚ Ñ 8 and single-peakedness of f p¨q. Note that

ÿ

kěℓ

pk

ÿ

x

f py˚ ´ xqπkpxq “
ÿ

kěℓ

pkr f py˚ ´ x˚
k qπkpx˚

k q ` f py˚ ´ x˚,kqπkpx˚,kqs.

Dividing by f py˚ ´ x˚
j q, we obtain the expression

ÿ

kěℓ

pk

„

f py˚ ´ x˚
k q

f py˚ ´ x˚
j qπkpx˚

k q ` f py˚ ´ x˚,kq
f py˚ ´ x˚

j q πkpx˚,kq


.

By the MLRP, we have
f py˚´x˚,kq

f py˚´x˚
j q

Ñ 8 for all k ě ℓ. Similarly, if x˚
k Ñ x̂k, then we

have
f py˚´x˚

k q

f py˚´x˚
j q

Ñ 8. By (ii), the remaining case is x˚
k Ñ 8. Note that in this case,

(C5) implies w1
kpx˚

k q Ñ ´8, and thus the first order condition in (7) implies that

f py˚ ´ x˚
k qβ Ñ 8. The first order condition for type j implies f py˚ ´ x˚

j qβ Ñ 0,

and we infer that
f py˚´x˚

k q

f py˚´x˚
j q

Ñ 8. Thus, we have

µT p j|y˚q ď p j
ř

kěℓ pk

ř

x
f py˚´xq

f py˚´x˚
j q

πkpxq
Ñ 0.

We conclude that the voters’ posterior beliefs conditional on y˚ place probability

arbitrarily close to one on above average types j ě ℓ, contradicting the indifference

condition in (8). Therefore, we have x˚
ℓ´1 Ñ 8, and since policy choices are or-

dered by type, this implies that x˚, j Ñ 8 for all j ě ℓ. This establishes (iii), as

desired.
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We formulate the rent-seeking environment so that the policy space X “ R` is

unbounded above, and this has facilitated the development by removing the possi-

bility of corner solutions and permitting a first order analysis. Of course, given an

equilibrium with policy choices x˚
1 , . . . ,x

˚
n , the equilibrium survives if we modify

the model by imposing an upper bound x ě x˚
n on feasible policies. But impos-

ing such a bound a priori, and independent of the office benefit, creates serious

technical difficulties stemming from the possibility that all types pool at the upper

bound, which implies that voters do not revise their prior beliefs after observing

the outcome y. Specifically, this difficulty arises when the office benefit is large

and office holders have strong incentives to exert higher effort to improve their

chances of re-election. The problem is illustrated in Figure 8, where we suppose

there are just two types. When the voters’ cutoff y is large, the optimal policies

of the politicians will be close to their ideal policies. Then the induced cutoff de-

fined by the voters’ indifference condition will be roughly the midpoint between

the optimal policies. As we decrease the cutoff, the optimal policies increase, and

so does the induced cutoff; this relationship is represented by the kinked line in the

figure. At some point, the type 2 politicians’ optimal policy hits the upper bound x,

and it is possible that the type 1 also hits the upper bound before the induced cutoff

crosses the 45˝ line. At that point, both types are at a corner solution, and voters

don’t update—so the induced cutoff jumps to negative infinity. In this case, mixed

voting strategies must be used to ensure existence of equilibrium, forcing us to

weaken our equilibrium concept to drop the condition of deferential voting strate-

gies. This in turn creates an indeterminacy in the model, which could be resolved

by, e.g., examining the optimal cutoff for voters.13 We choose to maintain the con-

cept of electoral equilibrium and to allow unbounded policy choices to avoid these

difficulties.

The main starting point of our analysis has been the statement of equilibrium

existence in Proposition 3.7, which must address challenges due to non-convexities

in the payoffs of politicians. This is a problem in previous work too, but one that

has been neutralized by different modeling assumptions. The existence problem

carries over, in a simplified form, to the symmetric learning environment of Ash-

worth (2005), who assumes that office benefit is not too large in order to guarantee

existence in pure strategies. In the models of Besley (2006), the politician’s choice

is either explicitly between two possible policies, or it reduces to a finite number

of policies, so that equilibria in mixed strategies exist. In the informational setup

of Fearon (1999), voters observe a stochastic level upxq ` ε of utility, rather than

a noisy policy outcome y “ x ` ε, allowing him to solve first order conditions ex-

13We adopt this approach in the analysis of the infinite-horizon model of pure moral hazard in

Subsection 6.1.
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Figure 8: Existence problems with bounded policy

plicitly and to verify second order conditions. In contrast, we assume that voters

observe a policy outcome y drawn from the conditional density f p¨|xq and that

they accrue utility upyq from that outcome; we allow politicians to choose from a

continuum of possible policies; and we capture arbitrarily large office benefits by

allowing politicians to mix but imposing (C4) to limit mixing to at most two policy

choices.

4 Dynamic framework

We now imbed the electoral model in an infinite-horizon dynamic setting such that

in each period t “ 1,2, . . ., an incumbent politician makes a policy choice xt , this

choice determines a publicly observed policy outcome yt , a challenger is randomly

drawn, and an election is held. Consistent with the citizen-candidate approach, we

assume that the incumbent’s choice is unrestricted and that the challenger cannot

make binding campaign promises, and we therefore suppress political campaigns.

Voters do not directly observe the type of the incumbent or challenger, but rather

they update their beliefs about the former politician on the basis of observed policy

outcomes. Thus, the framework is the direct extension of the two-period model

summarized in Figure 3, with the fundamental difference that there is no longer a

last period.

As in the two-period model, there is a nonempty, compact, convex action set

X Ď R and a continuum N of citizens who are partitioned into a finite set of types

T “ t1, . . . ,nu, n ě 2. In period 1, a politician is randomly drawn from the popula-

tion of citizens, with each type j having probability p j, the politician makes policy

choice x1 P X , and voters observe policy outcome y1. Every period t thereafter,
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timing is as follows:

• the winner of the period t ´1 election, the incumbent, chooses policy xt P X ,

• voters observe policy outcome yt drawn from the distribution Fp¨|xt q,

• a challenger is drawn from the electorate with each type j having probability

p j, and an election is held,

• and we move to period t ` 1 and repeat the above process.

Furthermore, we assume that challengers are drawn without replacement (so that

once rejected, a politician does not run for office again) and independently from

previous candidates. If an incumbent first assumes office in period t and is in

term ℓ, then we refer to policy outcomes yℓ´1 “ pyt ,yt`1, . . . ,yt`ℓ´1q generated by

her choices as the politician’s personal history. We let y0 be the “empty” history

indicating a newly elected politician. In the following sections, we consider two

specifications of the outcome distribution. First, we let Fp¨|xt q be degenerate on

yt “ xt , so that politicians choose policy directly and these choices are observable;

second, we let the distribution be continuous with full support, so that monitoring

is imperfect.

Type j citizens receive payoff u jpytq from policy yt in period t if they are not

in office and a payoff of w jpxtq ` β in period t if they hold office. Citizens have a

common rate of time discounting, which is represented by the discount factor δ P
r0,1q. Given a sequence x1,x2, . . . of actions and a sequence y1,y2, . . . of policies,

the total payoff of a type j citizen is the discounted sum of per period payoffs,

8
ÿ

t“1

δt´1rItpw jpxtq ` βq ` p1 ´ Itqu jpytqs,

where It P t0,1u is an indicator variable that takes a value of one if the citizen holds

office in period t and takes a value of zero otherwise.

We continue to focus on the spatial preferences environment in the context of

pure adverse selection, i.e., perfect monitoring, and we focus on the rent-seeking

environment in the presence of moral hazard, i.e., imperfect monitoring. Strategies

are now potentially highly complex, as policy choices and votes could conceiv-

ably depend arbitrarily on observed histories of policy and electoral outcomes. To

reduce the multiplicity of perfect Bayesian equilibria of the model, we must im-

pose refinements that strengthen sequential rationality and Bayesian updating to

preclude implausible behavior by voters and politicians. We extend the concept

of electoral equilibrium from the two-period model to “stationary electoral equi-

libria” of the infinite-horizon model. These equilibria appear simple enough to be
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behaviorally plausible, and the refinement adequately reduces the equilibrium set

to produce predictive power and permit comparative statics; and they can often

be characterized by a finite system of equations, facilitating numerical computa-

tion. Importantly, the concept of stationary electoral equilibrium synthesizes many

approaches taken in the existing literature on dynamic elections.

In contrast to the two-period model, which features a single election, strategies

must at a minimum now be conditioned on information generated by the incumbent

politician’s past choices in office, which may reveal relevant information to voters.

A strategy for a type j politician is a sequence pπℓ
jq8
ℓ“1, where πℓ

j specifies the

politician’s mixture over policy choices in term ℓ of office as a function of personal

history; we write πℓ
jpyℓ´1q P ∆pXq for the mixture over policy choices in term ℓ

given personal history yℓ´1 over the first ℓ´ 1 terms of office, so that that the type

j politician’s policy choice in term ℓ after policy outcomes yℓ´1 “ pyt , . . . ,yt`ℓ´1q
is realized from the distribution πℓ

jpyℓ´1q. We write πℓ
jpZ|yℓ´1q for the probability

that a type j politician chooses a policy in the (measurable) set Z. An alternative

interpretation, which we adopt in the analysis of elections with perfect monitoring,

is that πℓ
jpZ|yℓ´1q is the proportion of type j politicians who choose a policy in the

set Z; then we understand that each politician uses a pure strategy, but we allow

politicians of the same type to choose different policies. A strategy for a type j

voter is a vector pρℓ
jq8
ℓ“1, where ρℓpyℓ´1,yt`ℓq P t0,1u determines the vote of the

voter as a function of the personal history yℓ´1 of the incumbent in prior terms

of office and the current policy outcome yt`ℓ. And a belief system is a sequence

pµℓq8
ℓ“1, where µℓp¨|yℓ´1,yt`ℓq is a probability distribution on T ˆX as a function of

the personal history of the incumbent and current policy outcome. If the incumbent

is reeelected, then the marginal of this distribution on T determines the voters’

updated prior belief regarding the incumbent’s type at the beginning of the next

period. We omit notation for more complex, strategies in which citizens condition

on histories of prior office holders and which do not seem behaviorally plausible.

A strategy profile σ “ ppπℓ
jq8
ℓ“1,pρ jq8

ℓ“1q jPT is sequentially rational given be-

lief system µ if for every term of office ℓ and every personal history yℓ´1, no politi-

cian can gain by deviating to a different policy choice, and for all policy outcomes

yt`ℓ, voters of each type vote for the candidate that offers the highest expected dis-

counted payoff conditional on her information; and beliefs µ are consistent with σ

if for every term of office ℓ and every personal history yℓ´1 and outcome yt`ℓ on the

path of play, µℓp j,x|yℓ´1,yt`ℓq is derived using Bayes rule.14 A perfect Bayesian

equilibrium is a pair pσ,µq such that σ is sequentially rational given µ and such that

µ is consistent with σ.

14So that Bayesian updating is well-defined, we only consider equilibria in which the mixtures

πℓ
jpyℓ´1q have finite support.
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We focus on strategy profiles σ that are stationary, in the sense that (i) the

choices of a politician depend only on her type and the voters’ updated prior be-

liefs at the beginning of the current period, (ii) votes of voters depend only on the

updated priors and the current policy outcome, (iii) the belief system depends on

personal history only through the voters’ updated priors and the current policy out-

come, and (iv) these functional relationships are constant over time. This implies

that the continuation value of a challenger VC
j pσq for a type j voter is constant

over time, but it implies more. Consider a type j politician with personal history

yℓ´1 such that the voters’ updated prior beliefs are b, and consider another type j

politician with personal history ỹℓ
1´1 leading to the same updated prior beliefs b.

An action x by either politician leads to the same distribution of policy outcomes

on which voters condition their posterior beliefs; and in either scenario, if a policy

outcome y on the path of play is observed, then Bayesian updating leads to the

same posterior beliefs about the incumbent’s type. Thus, the situations faced by

the politicians with the same updated prior are strategically isomorphic, as are the

situations of voters with the same updated prior and observed policy outcome, and

we assume that the behavior of citizens reflects this isomorphism.

We let b P ∆pT q denote the prior beliefs of the voters at the beginning of a pe-

riod, and given stationary strategy profile σ, we abuse notation slightly by writing

π jpbq for the mixture over actions of a type j politician given updated priors b (al-

ternatively, π jpZ|bq is the fraction of type j politicians who choose a policy in Z

given beliefs b); we write ρ jpb,yq for the vote of a type j voter with prior b after ob-

serving policy outcome y; and we write µpb,yq for the updated beliefs conditional

on observing y given prior beliefs b. We henceforth write V I
j pb|σq for the expected

discounted payoff of a type j voter from re-electing an incumbent given updated

prior beliefs b, and (again abusing notation) we write V I
j pb,y|σq “ V I

j pµT pb,yq|σq
for the expected discounted payoff from the incumbent given prior b and observed

outcome y.

A stationary strategy profile σ is deferential if voters favor the incumbent when

indifferent, so that a type j voter votes for the incumbent given beliefs b and policy

outcome y if and only if V I
j pb,y|σq ě VC

j pσq. As in the dynamic Hotelling-Downs

model of Subsection 2.4, these continuation values can be written as expected util-

ities with respect to two lotteries, L and L1, over policies, and it follows that the

median type m is pivotal in the election; thus, the incumbent wins if and only if

V I
mpb,y|σq ě VC

m pσq. We say σ is monotonic if for all voter types j and all updated

priors b, there is some utility cutoff u jpbq such that for all policy outcomes y, the

type j voters vote to re-elect the incumbent if and only if the utility from y meets
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or exceeds that cutoff, i.e.,

ρ jpb,yq “
"

1 if u jpyq ě u jpbq,

0 else.

Using decisiveness of the median voter, we can define the acceptance set of policy

outcomes that lead to re-election given updated prior b as

Apb|σq “ ty P Y : V I
mpb,yq ě VC

m pσqu,

and by monotonicity, this will be a closed, convex subset.

Our main equilibrium concept for the infinite-horizon model is defined as fol-

lows: we say pσ,µq is a stationary electoral equilibrium if it is a perfect Bayesian

equilibrium such that σ is stationary, deferential, and monotonic.15 We emphasize

that this is a refinement of perfect Bayesian equilibrium, so that after all histo-

ries, no citizen can increase her expected discounted payoff by deviating to another

strategy (stationary or non-stationary). And although we allow in principle for be-

havior as a general function of updated priors, the restrictions we impose capture

some intuitive ideas. The assumption of deferential strategies is a form of prospec-

tive voting, in which a voter casts her vote as though pivotal in the election, and the

assumption of monotonicity formalizes retrospective voting, in which a voter asks,

“What have you done for me lately?” and votes to re-elect the incumbent if the

policy outcome delivered by the politician satisfies a certain threshold. Thus, in a

stationary electoral equilibrium, prospective and retrospective voting are compati-

ble and both describe the behavior of voters, and the choices of office holders are

optimal given these voting strategies. Note that although our equilibrium concept

is stationary with respect to voters’ beliefs about the incumbent’s type, stationary

electoral equilibria allow non-trivial dynamics, for once an incumbent is re-elected

and voters update their beliefs, it is possible that that the voters’ acceptance set

and the politicians’ optimal policy choices change; and if the incumbent is again

re-elected, then updating may continue and play may continue to evolve.

In the development of stationary electoral equilibrium, we noted that the me-

dian voter type is always pivotal in the sense that the incumbent wins if and only

if the expected discounted payoff from re-electing her weakly exceeds that from

electing a challenger. The next representative voter theorem for dynamic elections

records this observation formally and is used throughout the subsequent analysis.

Proposition 4.1 In the infinite-horizon electoral model, if pσ,µq is a stationary

electoral equilibrium, then the median voter type is a representative voter, i.e., the

incumbent wins if and only if V I
mpb,y|σq ě VC

m pσq.

15We also consider a further refinement in the perfect monitoring case.
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Before proceeding to impose specific informational assumptions on the model,

we note a useful and general principle that unpacks the logical implications of the

representative voter theorem. Formally, we simply assume that each voter casts her

ballot as though pivotal in an election, calculating the expected discounted payoffs

from the incumbent and challenger in a sophisticated way but voting sincerely.

The representative voter result in Proposition 4.1 shows that the median voter type

actually is pivotal in elections, i.e., that the calculations of a majority of voters will

always agree with the median voter type. In this sense, the median voter type is

“representative,” but only in a passive way: the result is that given future behavior

of politicians and voters, the median voter type prefers one candidate to another if

and only if a majority of voters do. This is distinct from the assumption that there

is a single, unitary voter, for in that case, the unitary voter should not take as given

her own future behavior and optimize only between the current candidates; rather,

a unitary voter would rationally optimize over all (possibly non-stationary) voting

plans as a function of histories. In other words, a unitary voter faces an optimal

retention problem with value function

V pbq “ max
νPr0,1s

ν
ÿ

j

b j

ÿ

x

„
ż

y

rumpyq ` δVpµT px|b,yqqsFpdy|xq


π jpx|bq ` p1 ´ νqVppq,

where the maximization is with respect to the probability ν of retaining the in-

cumbent given the voter’s beliefs b after observing the outcome of the incumbent’s

policy choice. Here, V pbq is the optimum value of electing a politician given the

voter’s beliefs b about the politician’s type. We use the fact that the problem is

stationary with respect to the voter’s beliefs about the incumbent’s type, so that

without loss of generality, we can write this value as a function of the voter’s be-

liefs alone.

The next result states an optimality principle for dynamic elections, which car-

ries over the insight from Bellman’s optimality principle for dynamic programming

to the electoral framework. It is well-known that in a standard dynamic program-

ming problem, a sufficient condition for a plan to be optimal is that in every state—

given the choices determined by the plan in the future—the choice dictated at the

current state maximizes the expected discounted payoff of the decision maker. We

apply this insight to the electoral model as follows: the outcome of each election is

the median voter’s preferred choice, and the median voter calculates the expected

discounted payoffs from the incumbent and challenger taking her future choices as

given; therefore, the choices determined by her equilibrium voting strategy con-

stitute an optimal plan in the hypothetical optimal retention problem. That is, the

median voter is passive in our framework and does not assume she can control fu-

ture electoral outcomes, but even if the median voter could control the outcomes

of future elections, her expected discounted payoff would not increase above its
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equilibrium level. This observation is made by Duggan and Forand (2014) in a re-

lated model of dynamic elections with complete information and an evolving state

variable.

Proposition 4.2 In the infinite-horizon electoral model, if pσ,µq is a stationary

electoral equilibrium, then the voting strategy ρm of the median voter type solves

the optimal retention problem in the associated model with a unitary voter.

Finally, we follow our observation for the two-period model by noting a straight-

forward anti-folk theorem for the infinite-horizon model in which voters observe

the type of the incumbent. We modify the above framework so that voters observe

the type of a politician once she takes office, and we consider subgame perfect

equilibria that are deferential and stationary in the sense that voters and politicians

do not condition on actions prior to the current period.

Proposition 4.3 In the infinite-horizon electoral model in which voters observe the

incumbent’s type, every deferential, stationary subgame perfect equilibrium is such

that office holders always choose their ideal policies.

Indeed, given such an equilibrium, we can write the expected discounted utility

of the median voter from a type j incumbent as V
j

m and from an unknown challenger

as VC
m ; importantly, by stationarity, the expected payoff V

j
m from the incumbent is

a constant and does not depend on the history of play. In a deferential equilibrium,

the median voter votes to re-elect the incumbent if and only if V
j

m ě VC
m , and so ρm

is constant. Then the type j office holder solves

max
xPX

w jpxq ` β ` δ

„

ρmrw jpx̂ jq ` βs ` p1 ´ ρmqVC
j



,

which obviously has the unique solution x “ x̂ j. As we saw in the two-period

model of Subsection 3.3, the absence of uncertainty about the incumbent’s type

removes all reputational concerns of the politician, electoral incentives lose all

disciplining power, and the only possible equilibrium behavior replicates myopic

play. This observation holds regardless of whether actions are perfectly observed

and regardless of the preference environment.

5 Pure adverse selection

In this section, we consider the dynamic elections framework with spatial prefer-

ences and perfect monitoring. The seminal paper studying political accountability

in an infinite horizon model with perfect monitoring is Barro (1973). As opposed
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to Barro, we consider spatial preferences rather than rent-seeking; more impor-

tantly, and consistent with the emphasis on reputation incentives, we consider sev-

eral types of politicians, so that we present a model of adverse selection. Through-

out this section, we assume that the policy choice x of an office holder determines

the policy outcome y “ x with no noise, or in the terminology of the previous sec-

tion, that the distribution Fp¨|xq over policies given policy choice x puts probability

one on x. Thus, we drop the distinction between policy choices and outcomes, and

we assume voter preferences are defined over x directly. A symmetric version of

this model in which types are continuously distributed is investigated by Duggan

(2000), and Bernhardt, Dubey, and Hughson (2004) consider the model with an ar-

bitrary finite term limit. Banks and Duggan (2008) provide theorems on existence

of a class of simple equilibria in the multidimensional model, and they give condi-

tions on the one-dimensional model under which equilibrium policies converge to

the median voter’s ideal policy.

We begin with the analysis of existence and uniqueness of a special class of

“simple electoral equilibria,” in which updating occurs once when an incumbent

is initially re-elected but then ceases: the acceptance set is fixed through time and

the optimal policy of the office holder remains unchanged. We then show that such

equilibria have the partitional form familiar from Subsection 3.3, and we establish

a strong form of responsive democracy in the model without term limits: if either

citizens are sufficiently patient or the office benefit is sufficiently high, then in equi-

librium, all politician types always choose the median policy. This result does not

carry over to the model with a two-period term limit, however, as the commitment

problem of voters curtails the electoral incentives of politicians. We end the sec-

tion with a discussion of several extensions of the model to allow for more realistic

assumptions on partisanship, voter preferences, and political campaigns.

5.1 Existence and uniqueness of equilibria

The literature has focussed on a particularly simple form of equilibrium, such that

along the personal path of play of a politician, updating occurs after the first term

of office but then updating stops: the acceptance set remains unchanged when an

incumbent is re-elected, and politicians always chooses the same policy while in

office. In such an equilibrium, for all beliefs b P ∆pT q and all acceptable policies

x P Apb|σq, we have

ApµT pb,xq|σq “ Apb|σq,

i.e., after an acceptable policy is chosen and voters update beliefs, the acceptance

set remains unchanged. In a politician’s first term, the acceptance set in such an

equilibrium is App|σq, where the voters’ beliefs are given by the prior p. If the
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politician is type j and her ideal policy x̂ j belongs to the acceptance set App|σq,

then she can secure re-election by choosing x̂ j, and since the acceptance remains

the same, she can continue to choose her ideal policy and gain re-election in every

period. Such a politician type is a “winner,” and their optimization problem is

trivial. Otherwise, if the politician’s ideal policy does not belong to the acceptance

set, then the office holder faces a trade off: either (i) shirk by choosing her ideal

policy x̂ j today, foregoing re-election, or (ii) compromise by choosing a policy

that is in the acceptance set, if not ideal, in order to gain re-election. Thus, the

optimization problem is

max
xPX

"

u jpx̂ jq ` β ` δVC
j pσq, max

xPApp|σq

u jpxq ` β

1 ´ δ

*

. (9)

Since App|σq is a closed interval and u j is strictly quasi-concave, this means that if

the politician’s ideal policy does not belong to the acceptance set, then she either

shirks or chooses the endpoint of App|σq closest to her ideal policy.

From the perspective of voters, because the median is a representative voter, we

know App|σq consists of every policy x such that V I
mpp,x|σq ě VC

m pσq. And since

an incumbent who is re-elected continues to choose the same policy, this means

that

App|σq Ď
"

x P X :
umpxq
1 ´ δ

ě VC
m pσq

*

,

so a policy can be acceptable to the median voter only if the utility from that policy

is at least equal to the continuation value of a challenger. The maximally permissive

acceptance set that is consistent with this criterion is

App|σq “
"

x P X :
umpxq
1 ´ δ

ě VC
m pσq

*

, (10)

so that a policy choice gains re-election if and only if the median voter weakly

prefers that policy to a challenger. Note that the above acceptance set is indepen-

dent of the voters’ beliefs p, and so the acceptance set under the maximally permis-

sive criterion is constant, and we write it simply as Apσq. If a stationary electoral

equilibrium σ is such that all type j politicians solve (9) and acceptance sets satisfy

(10), then we say σ is a simple electoral equilibrium. Banks and Duggan (2008)

establish existence of equilibria in this class.

Proposition 5.1 In the infinite-horizon model of adverse selection and perfect mon-

itoring, there exists a simple electoral equilibrium.

Details of the proof are omitted, but we note that it relies on a structural simi-

larity with infinite-horizon bargaining models based on the protocol of Baron and
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Ferejohn (1989); in particular, it follows along the lines of the existence proof in

the spatial version of the model due to Banks and Duggan (2000). To provide some

insight into the parallels, an office holder’s choice of policy in the electoral model

is similar to a proposer making a proposal in the bargaining model; the election is

similar to a vote over the proposal; and the random draw of a challenger is similar

to the random selection of a new proposer. The main difference between the two

frameworks is that in the electoral model, the policy “proposed” by an office holder

goes into effect for one period before it is voted on; if the proposal passes (i.e., the

politician is re-elected), then it remains in place forever, and if it fails, then a new

politician makes a policy choice in the next period.

The above proposition does not address the question of uniqueness of equi-

librium, which is proved in symmetric models with continuous types by Duggan

(2000) and Bernhardt, Campuzano, Squintaini, and Camera (2009). An analogue

is available in a symmetric version of the current framework, but it relies on our

maintained assumption that a challenger is the median type with positive proba-

bility, i.e., pm ą 0. When this assumption is violated, it is easy to obtain multiple

equilibria. In Figure 9, for example, we assume there are three types, T “ t1,2,3u,

where the median voter type is m “ 2 but challengers are drawn from the extreme

types with equal probability, i.e., p1 “ p3 “ 1
2
. Assuming quadratic utility and

placing the extreme types at equal distance from the median, it is trivially a sim-

ple electoral equilibrium for all politicians to choose their ideal policies in every

period and for voters to re-elect an incumbent following any choice in the interval

rx̂1, x̂3s of ideal points. Adding the assumption that δ ą 0, we can modify these

strategies for small ε ą 0 so that the extreme types compromise by choosing x̂1 `ε

and x̂3 ´ ε, and voters re-elect following any choice in the interval rx̂1 ` ε, x̂3 ´ εs.
In particular, since the discount factor is positive and ε is small, each politician

prefers to compromise rather than shirk. Varying ε, we then obtain a continuum of

non-payoff equivalent equilibria.

5.2 Partitional characterization

The simple electoral equilibria established in Proposition 5.1 involve a separation

of politician types that has the partitional structure familiar from Proposition 3.2 in

the two-period model. Given a simple electoral equilibrium σ with acceptance set

Apσq, let

W “ t j P T : x̂ j P Apσqu,

C “
"

j P T zW :
1

1 ´ δ
maxxPApσqtw jpxq ` βu ě w jpx̂ jq ` β ` δVC

j pσq
*

,

L “ T zpW YCq.
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x̂1

x̂1

x̂2

x̂2

x̂3

x̂3

x̂1 ` ε x̂3 ´ ε

Figure 9: Multiple equilibria

Note that the expected discounted payoff to a politician type j P C from choosing

the best acceptable policy in the current and all future terms of office is just

1

1 ´ δ
maxxPApσqtw jpxq ` βu,

while the expected discounted payoff from shirking by choosing the ideal policy x̂ j

and foregoing re-election is

w jpx̂ jq ` β ` δVC
j pσq,

so such politicians weakly prefer to compromise to retain office. In contrast, types

j P L strictly prefer to shirk at the cost of losing the election. Thus, we refer to

politicians in these sets, respectively, as “winners,” “compromisers,” and “losers.”

Let ℓ “ minW and r “ maxW denote the smallest and largest winning types, re-

spectively.

Clearly, the winning types have centrally located ideal policies in the interval

Apσq around the median voter’s ideal policy. Intuitively, a politician whose ideal

policy is outside but close to the acceptance set should also compromise, as the cost

of doing so is small. The cost of compromise may be prohibitive for some extreme

types, which are thus losing, but it is possible in principle that even more extreme

types may have incentives to compromise in order to avoid electing a challenger

who chooses policy at the opposite extreme of the policy space. Such types have

more to lose than moderate politicians by inserting a challenger in office. The next
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proposition establishes that under our assumptions, this phenomenon does not arise

in equilibrium, and that the set of compromising types consists of two “connected”

sets on either side of the acceptance set. Note that it is possible that the compromise

set is empty.

Proposition 5.2 In the infinite-horizon model of pure adverse selection, let σ be a

simple electoral equilibrium. Then there exist integers k1 and k2 such that k1 ď ℓ ď
m ď r ď k2 and

W “ tℓ,ℓ` 1, . . . ,r ´ 1,ru
C “ tk1, . . . , ℓ´ 1u Y tr ` 1, . . . ,k2u.

We must argue that for a simple electoral equilibrium σ, the compromise set

has the form above. It suffices to show, letting k1 be the lowest compromising type,

that the compromise set contains all types j with k1 ă j ă ℓ. Let Apσq “ rx1,x2s. As

in Subsection 2.4, we can write the normalized expected discounted payoff from

electing a challenger for a type j voter as the expected payoff from a lottery L on

X , so that

p1 ´ δqVC
j pσq “ ELru jpxqs “

ÿ

x

Lpxqu jpxq.

For a general value θ ą θm, we can use compactness of X and strict concavity of

upx|θq “ vpxq ´ θcpxq in x to define the unique ideal policy

x̂pθq “ argmax
xPX

upx|θq.

A hypothetical politician with parameter θ is then willing to compromise at x1

if and only if

1

1 ´ δ

ˆ

upx1|θq ` β

˙

ě upx̂pθq|θq ` β ` δ

1 ´ δ
ELru jpxqs,

or equivalently,

vpx1q ´ δ
ÿ

x

Lpxqvpxq ` β ě p1 ´ δqupx̂pθq|θq ` θδ
ÿ

x

Lpxqpcpx1q ´ cpxqq (11)

Noting that the left-hand side of (11) is constant in θ, the envelope theorem implies

that the first derivative of the right-hand side with respect to θ is

´p1 ´ δqcpx̂pθqq ´ δ
ÿ

x

Lpxqcpxq.

Since x̂pθq is decreasing in θ and c is increasing, this derivative is increasing, and

it follows that the right-hand side of (11) is convex in θ. Clearly, the inequality
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LHS

RHS

θm θk1

of (11)

of (11)

Figure 10: Single crossing for compromisers

holds when θ “ θm and θ “ θk1 , and thus it holds for all types j with θm ă θ j ă
θk1 ; see Figure 10. Thus, the compromising types j ă m form a connected set

tk1, . . . , ℓ´ 1u, and a symmetric argument addresses compromising types greater

than the median type.

The above proposition delivers a partitioning of types similar to that of Figure

4, above. A difference between the current equilibrium analysis and the back-

ward induction construction of Subsection 3.3 is that now mixed policy strategies

are needed to ensure existence; in particular, it is necessary to allow some types

of politician to mix between compromising and shirking. The single-crossing ar-

gument for Proposition 5.2 implies, however, that the need for mixing is limited:

in the simple electoral equilibrium, there is at most one type on each side of the

median voter that mixes. This is seen immediately from the indifference condition

vpx1q ´ δ
ÿ

x

Lpxqvpxq ` β “ p1 ´ δqupx̂pθq|θq ` θδ
ÿ

x

Lpxqpcpx1q ´ cpxqq,

which is satisfied by at most one θ ą θm. If there is no type j such that θ j “ θ, then

there is no politician type j ă m that mixes in the first term of office; otherwise,

there may be exactly one type to the left of the median that mixes, and similarly to

the right; see Figure 11, where types k1 “ 2 and k2 “ 5 mix in equilibrium.

The preceding observation implies that a simple electoral equilibrium can be

characterized as a solution to a system of equations; in fact, equilibria may solve

any of a finite number of systems of equations, depending on the cutoff types

k1, ℓ,r,k2. The system corresponding to a set of cutoffs involves nine equations

in nine unknowns, π1,π2,ξ1,ξ2,α1,α2,V,V 1,V 2, where: π1,π2 P r0,1s represent the
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x̂1 x̂2 x̂3 x̂4 x̂5

Figure 11: Partitional structure

probability of compromise by types k1 and k2, ξ1 P rx, x̂ms and ξ2 P rx̂m,xs are the

endpoints of the acceptance set, α1,α2 ě 0 are the net normalized discounted pay-

offs from compromising over shirking for types k1 and k2, and V,V 1,V 2 are the

normalized continuation values of a challenger for the median voter and the type k1

and k2 voters. For the case in which k1 and k2 are indifferent between compromise

and shirking, the first seven equations are

V “ umpξ1q (12)

V “ umpξ2q (13)

α1 “ uk1 pξ1q ` β ´ p1 ´ δqpuk1px̂k1 q ` βq ´ δV 1 (14)

α2 “ uk2 pξ2q ` β ´ p1 ´ δqpuk2px̂k2 q ` βq ´ δV 2 (15)

0 “ p1 ´ π1qα1 (16)

0 “ p1 ´ π2qα2 (17)

V “
k1´1
ÿ

j“1

p jrp1 ´ δqumpx̂ jq ` δV s (18)

`pk1 rπ1umpξ1q ` p1 ´ π1qpp1 ´ δqumpx̂k1 q ` δV qs

`
ℓ´1
ÿ

j“k1`1

p jumpξ1q `
r

ÿ

j“ℓ

umpx̂ jq `
k2´1
ÿ

j“r`1

p jumpξ2q

`pk2 rπ2umpξ2q ` p1 ´ π2qpp1 ´ δqumpx̂k2 q ` δV s

`
n

ÿ

k2`1

p jrp1 ´ δqumpx̂ jq ` δV s,

with equations for V 1 and V 2 defined analogously. Here, (12) and (13) are indiffer-

ence conditions for the median voter; (14) and (15) give the net advantage of com-

promise for types k1 and k2; (16) and (17) allow mixing between compromise and

shirking by k1 and k2 when indifferent; and (18) gives the continuation value of a
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challenger for the median voter. This characterization, while notationally complex,

implies that the model is computationally tractable, as the unique simple electoral

equilibrium can be found as the solution to a relatively small system of equations.

5.3 Responsive democracy

To further characterize stationary electoral equilibria, we first note that in any such

equilibrium σ, given any beliefs b and acceptable policy x, the acceptance set fol-

lowing the choice of x and updating by voters is nonempty.

Proposition 5.3 In the infinite-horizon model of pure adverse selection, let σ be a

stationary electoral equilibrium. Then for all b P ∆pT q and all x P Apb|σq, we have

ApµT pb,xq|σq ‰ H.

Let b1 “ µT pb,xq denote the voters’ beliefs given prior b and observed policy

x P Apb|σq. If Apb1|σq ‰ H, then each type j with b1
j ą 0 chooses her ideal policy

x̂ j. Then each type is revealed to voters, and we have

V I
mpb,x|σq “

ÿ

j

ρ jrumpx̂ jq ` δVC
m pσqs ě VC

m pσq,

where the inequality follows because x is acceptable. This implies that for some

type k, we have umpx̂kq ě p1 ´ δqVC
m pσq. Conditional on observing x̂k, voters up-

date that the politician is type k with probability one. If the incumbent is re-elected,

then she either chooses her ideal policy and is replaced, or she chooses an accept-

able policy, and so the expected payoff to the median voter from re-electing the

politician satisfies

V I
mpb1, x̂k|σq ě mintumpx̂kq ` δVC

m pσq,VC
m pσqu ě VC

m pσq.

Since σ is deferential, we conclude that x̂k P Apb1|σq, a contradiction.

The previous proposition assumes existence of an acceptable policy, but it is

clear that the acceptance set is nonempty in an office holder’s first term, when the

voters’ beliefs are given by the prior. Indeed, suppose otherwise. Then all politician

types choose their ideal policies in equilibrium, and in particular, the median type

m politician chooses x̂m and reveals her type. If the median voter re-elects the type

m incumbent, then the politician either shirks by choosing the median policy or

chooses an acceptable policy, and in both cases the expected discounted payoff to

the median voter is at least that of electing a challenger. Thus, the incumbent is

re-elected, and we conclude that x̂m is acceptable, a contradiction. We have argued

for the following result.
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Proposition 5.4 In the infinite-horizon model of pure adverse selection, let σ be a

stationary electoral equilibrium. Then App|σq ‰ H.

An implication of Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 is that the type m politician always

chooses the median ideal policy in her first term: the acceptance set is nonempty,

so by monotonicity, x̂m is acceptable, and by the previous proposition, the accep-

tance set continues to be nonempty when the politician chooses x̂m, yielding the

maximum possible payoff to the politician.

Next, we investigate the implications for equilibrium outcomes when politi-

cians are highly office motivated, and in particular the possibility of obtaining a

dynamic version of the Downsian median voter result. Note by Propositions 5.3

and 5.4, that the acceptance set is nonempty in a politician’s first term of office,

and that by choosing an acceptable policy, a politician can secure re-election with

probability one in every period. One strategy that achieves this is simply choosing

the median x̂m in every period, but we have not ruled out other strategies that de-

liver the same outcome. The payoff to a type j politician from choosing the median

in the first and all future terms of office is

u jpx̂mq ` β

1 ´ δ
,

and the payoff from shirking is no more than

u jpx̂ jq ` β ` δu jpx̂ jq
1 ´ δ

.

Thus, assuming the discount factor is positive, a sufficient condition for all types

to compromise in all terms of office is

β ą 1

δ
max

j
ru jpx̂ jq ´ u jpx̂mqs.

Defining β by the right-hand side of the above inequality, it follows that when the

benefit of office exceeds this level, all politician types will secure re-election in all

periods.

Proposition 5.5 In the infinite-horizon model of pure adverse selection, assume

β ą β, and let σ be a stationary electoral equilibrium. Then for all types j P T , all

ℓ, and all personal histories yℓ along the path of play, the type j politician chooses

an acceptable policy with probability one, i.e., π jpApµT pyℓq|σq|yℓq “ 1.

The preceding proposition gives a stability result for dynamic elections with

office-motivated politicians: in equilibrium, office holders use their incumbency
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advantage to ensure continual re-election, so there is no turnover in office. But the

policies chosen to achieve this outcome may be undesirable to the median voter,

contrary to a responsive democracy result. The next result establishes that the

median voter’s ex ante payoff converges to the ideal payoff if politicians are suf-

ficiently office-motivated and citizens are sufficiently patient. This means that all

stationary electoral equilibria determine policies close to the median with high

probability, delivering a strong responsive democracy result for the class of sta-

tionary electoral equilibria. Note that we normalize continuation values in the fol-

lowing result, so that we can compare them with expected per period payoffs.

Proposition 5.6 In the infinite-horizon model of pure adverse selection, assume

that β ą u jpx̂ jq ´ u jpx̂mq for all j P T , and let the discount factor δ approach one.

Then for every selection of stationary electoral equilibria σ given discount factor

δ, the median voter’s (normalized) continuation value of a challenger converges to

the ideal payoff, i.e.,

lim
δÑ1

p1 ´ δqVC
m pσq “ umpx̂mq.

The argument for this result is facilitated by the observation that the type m

politician simply chooses x̂m in every period and is complicated by the possibility

that less desirable types pool with the median type in early terms of office. We

begin by considering a fixed δ close enough to one such that β ą β holds and

an equilibrium σ given δ, so that by Proposition 5.5 all politician types choose

acceptable policies in all terms of office. Note that

VC
m pσq “

ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

rumpxq ` δV I
mpp,x|σqsπ jpx|pq, (19)

where we use the fact that incumbents are re-elected with probability one, from

Proposition 5.5. Recall that Propositions 5.3 and 5.4 imply that the type m politi-

cian chooses the median policy in every term of office. Then, since V I
mpp,x|σq ě

VC
m pσq along the path of play and utilities are non-negative, it follows that

VC
m pσq ě δpmV I

mpp, x̂m|σq ` δp1 ´ pmqVC
m pσq,

or equivalently,

V I
mpp, x̂m|σq ď

ˆ

1 ` 1 ´ δ

δpm

˙

VC
m pσq. (20)

We are interested in personal histories along the path of play in which the

median policy is chosen initially. Let zk “ px̂m, . . . , x̂m,yq denote a personal history

in which the median policy is chosen for the first k terms of office followed by a
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choice y ‰ x̂m; let Zk be the set of such personal histories that occur with positive

probability along the path of play determined by σ; and let z8 “ px̂m, x̂m, . . .q be the

infinite sequence of median policies. Let V I
mpzk|σq denote the expected discounted

payoff to the median voter from re-electing an incumbent with personal history zk

in equilibrium σ. Finally, we denote by Prpzkq the probability of zk determined by

σ, conditional on choice x̂m in the first term. Then

V I
mpp, x̂m|σq “ Prpz8qumpx̂q

1 ´ δ
`

8
ÿ

k“1

ÿ

zkPZk

Prpzkqpδqk´1V I
mpzk|σq,

where Prpz8q ě pm ą 0. For simplicity, assume that the infimum of V I
mpzk|σq is

attained over k and zk P Zk by zk˚
.16

We claim that

V I
mpzk˚ |σq ě umpx̂mq

1 ´ δ
´ p1 ´ δqumpx̂mq

δp2
m

,

for suppose otherwise. Then we have

V I
mpzk˚ |σq ă Prpz8q

ˆ

umpx̂q
1 ´ δ

´ p1 ´ δqumpx̂mq
δp2

m

˙

`
8
ÿ

k“1

ÿ

zkPZk

Prpzkqδk´1V I
mpzk|σq

ď V I
mpp, x̂m|σq ´ pm

ˆp1 ´ δqumpx̂mq
δp2

m

˙

ď VC
m pσq,

where the last inequality uses (20). But then an incumbent with personal history

zk˚
is not re-elected, a contradiction. This establishes the claim.

Note that a lower bound for V I
mpp, x̂m|σq is obtained if we suppose that condi-

tional on choice x̂m in the first term, all types other than the median choose the worst

possible policy in the second term. By the claim, this policy minimizes the median

voter’s utility in the current period (and this minimum payoff is non-negative) but

entails a payoff close to the ideal thereafter; thus,

V I
mpp, x̂m|σq ě pm

ˆ

umpx̂mq
1 ´ δ

˙

` p1 ´ pmqδ

ˆ

umpx̂mq
1 ´ δ

´ p1 ´ δqumpx̂mq
δp2

m

˙

,

which delivers the desired result. Combining the above inequality with (20), we

have

p1 ´ δqVC
m pσq ě

ˆ

δpm

1 ` δpm ´ δ

˙ˆ

pm ` δ ´ δpm ´ p1 ´ pmqδp1 ´ δq2

δp2
m

˙

umpx̂mq.

16If the infimum is not attained, then the argument is easily modified to choose a zk˚

that yields a

payoff close to the infimum.
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Taking the limit as δ Ñ 1, we have p1 ´ δqVC
m pσq Ñ umpx̂mq, as desired.

Focussing on simple electoral equilibria, Banks and Duggan (2008) provide a

tighter responsive democracy result. For a simple equilibrium σ, since the accep-

tance set Apσq is fixed, a type j politician can simply choose the best acceptable

policy to secure re-election in every period, so the payoff from compromising in

every term of office is maxxPApσq u jpxq{p1 ´ δq, and all types will compromise in

equilibrium if

1

1 ´ δ
max

xPApσq
u jpxq ` β

1 ´ δ
ą u jpx̂ jq ` β ` δVC

j pσq.

A risk aversion argument implies that the first term on the left-hand side is greater

than the last term on the right-hand side, and so a sufficient condition for all politi-

cians to compromise is that for all types j P T ,

βδ

1 ´ δ
ě u jpx̂ jq. (21)

Because all politician types compromise, under this condition, it follows that every

type is “above average,” and therefore the median voter’s expected payoff condi-

tional on each x P Apσq on the path of play is equal to VC
m pσq. In particular, the

expected payoff from re-electing a type m politician equals the expected payoff

from a challenger, and this is only possible if all types choose the median. This

logic delivers the following result, a sharp responsive democracy result for simple

electoral equilibria.

Proposition 5.7 In the infinite-horizon model of pure adverse selection, assume in-

equality (21) holds for all types, and let σ be a simple electoral equilibrium. Then

each type j politician chooses the median policy in the first term, i.e., π jptx̂mu|pq “
1, and in all future terms of office.

Note that inequality (21) holds if δ ą 0 and β is sufficiently large, and it holds if

β ą 0 and δ is sufficiently close to one. This yields the following corollary, which

extends Proposition 5.6 by establishing a median voter theorem even when the

office benefit is small. Although the result is silent on the case of policy-motivated

candidates, Banks and Duggan (2008) show that when there is no office benefit,

i.e., β “ 0, if the discount factor approaches one, then the acceptance set (and the

policy choices of all politician types) converge to the median policy.

Corollary 5.1 In the infinite-horizon model of pure adverse selection, assume δβ ą
0. If either β is sufficiently large, or δ is sufficiently close to one, then in every sim-

ple electoral equilibrium, each type j politician chooses the median policy in every

term of office.
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Again, elections facilitate commitment, and electoral incentives lead to respon-

sive democracy if politicians are patient or office benefit is large.

5.4 Term limits

Bernhardt, Dubey, and Hughson (2004) consider a version of the model with a con-

tinuum of types and an arbitrary, finite term limit, but for tractability we discuss

just the two-period version of the model. Clearly, as in Section 3.3, second-term

politicians simply choose their ideal policies in equilibrium, a feature that qualita-

tively changes the equilibrium dynamics of the model. In contrast to Section 3.3,

we no longer obtain the responsive democracy result when politicians are office

motivated and citizens are patient. Even equilibrium existence becomes problem-

atic, and we must relax our restriction of deferential voting and allow for mixed

electoral outcomes (i.e., endogenous uncertainty about an incumbent’s prospects

for re-election). We extend the concept of stationary electoral equilibrium to allow

politicians’ strategies to depend on the term of office, while still imposing optimal-

ity of these choices. We assume that a first-term incumbent who chooses x is re-

elected if that is the strict preference of the median voter, i.e., V I
mpp,x|σq ą VC

m pσq,

and that the challenger is elected if the reverse inequality holds; and if the median

is indifferent, then we assume that the probability of re-election is ρmpxq, which

may now be between zero and one. We continue to assume voters’ strategies are

monotonic, but instead of simply expressing this condition in terms of a utility cut-

off for the median voter, we require that the probability of re-election is weakly

increasing in the utility of the median voter from a first-term office holder’s policy

choice.

To see why mixed voting is needed, we consider the case of highly office-

motivated candidates and suppose instead that voting is pure. We first note that

the acceptance set for first-term office holders is nonempty (otherwise, the type m

politician chooses x̂m, revealing her type, and so she is re-elected), so App|σq ‰ H.

The payoff to a type j politician from compromising is then at least equal to

u jpx̂mq ` β ` δru jpx̂ jq ` βs ` δ2VC
j pσq,

and the payoff from shirking is no more than

u jpx̂ jq ` β ` δVC
j pσq,

so that all politician types compromise in the first term if

u jpx̂mq ` β ą p1 ´ δq
„

u jpx̂ jq ` β ` δ
u jpx̂ jq
1 ´ δ



.
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This holds if β ą β, which we again assume, so that every type of first-term office

holder will compromise by choosing the best element of App|σq.

We demonstrate a contradiction to existence of equilibrium in pure voting

strategies in two exhaustive and mutually exclusive cases, assuming without loss

of generality that the median voter weakly prefers x̂1 to x̂n. Note that

VC
m pσq “

ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

rumpxq ` δumpx̂ jq ` δ2VC
m pσqsπ1

jpxq,

where π1
j is the proposal strategy of the type j politician in her first term of office.

In the first case, the ideal policy of the type n politician belongs to the acceptance

set, so all politician types simply choose their ideal policies, revealing their types to

voters, and they are continually re-elected. It follows that voters place probability

one on type j “ n after observing x̂n, and then

VC
m pσq ě pmp1 ` δqumpx̂mq ` p1 ´ pmqp1 ` δqumpx̂nq ` δ2VC

m pσq
ą p1 ` δqumpx̂nq ` δ2VC

m pσq.

This implies that

VC
m pσq ą umpx̂nq ` δVC

m pσq “ V I
mpp, x̂n|σq,

and the median voter strictly prefers to elect a challenger over re-electing the type

n incumbent, a contradiction.

In the second case, the acceptance set excludes x̂n. Then since type n politicians

(and all other types whose ideal policies are not in the acceptance set) compromise

by choosing an acceptable policy in their first term, the expected payoff to the

median voter from policies chosen in the first term exceeds the lottery over ideal

policies, i.e.,
ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

umpxqπ1
jpxq ą

ÿ

j

p jumpx̂ jq.

Let y minimize the median voter’s expected payoff V I
mpp,x|σq from re-electing the

incumbent over the equilibrium policy choices x of first-term office holders. Then

V I
mpp,y|σq ď

ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

V I
mpp,x|σqπ1

j pxq

“
ÿ

j

p jumpx̂ jq ` δVC
m pσq

ă
ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

umpxqπ1
jpxq ` δ

ÿ

j

p jumpx̂ jq ` δ2VC
m pσq

“ VC
m pσq,
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and the median voter strictly prefers to elect a challenger over re-electing the in-

cumbent following the choice y, again producing a contradiction. We conclude that

equilibria in pure voting strategies do not generally exist, so that uncertainty about

electoral outcomes arises as a necessity in the model with term limits.

Driving the failure of existence is the fact that given the opportunity to secure

re-election, office-motivated politicians will do so, but this creates a commitment

problem for voters, who then have an incentive to replace a first-term incumbent

with a fresh challenger. To balance these incentives, mixing is needed not just

in policy choices of office holders but in electoral outcomes. For example, if an

office holder gains a chance of re-election by choosing the median policy and the

probability of success is less than one, then some politician types can be dissuaded

from compromising, and then the incentive to insert a challenger in place of a first-

term incumbent decreases, ameliorating the incentive problem of voters. Thus, the

probability of electoral success must be set in equilibrium to obtain the correct

separation of politician types and to generate indifference needed for mixed policy

choices, and mixing over policies is set to maintain the median voter’s indifference

between incumbent and challenger over the relevant range.

The full responsiveness result cannot be obtained in the term limit model, for

suppose there is an equilibrium σ such that in every period, all types of office

holder choose the median ideal policy. Since second-term politicians choose their

ideal policies, it must be that in each period, the incumbent is replaced by a chal-

lenger with probability one, but then the first term of office is a politician’s last, and

non-median type j ‰ m politicians have no incentive to compromise, so they would

simply choose their ideal policies. The most that can be hoped for is that first-term

politicians choose the median policy, with slack to allow non-median politicians to

be re-elected with positive probability and choose their ideal policies in the second

term. But the incentives of the term limit model preclude even that form of respon-

siveness, even when politicians are highly office motivated and citizens are patient,

and even if we only ask that first-term office holders choose policies close to the

median with high probability: the next result establishes that the expected payoff

to the median voter from equilibrium policy choices of first-term office holders is

bounded strictly below the ideal payoff.

Proposition 5.8 In the infinite-horizon model of pure adverse selection with two-

period term limit, there is a bound u ă umpx̂mq such that for all levels of office

benefit β ě 0 and all discount factors δ P r0,1q, in every stationary electoral equi-

librium σ for parameters pβ,δq, the expected utility to the median voter from poli-

cies chosen by first-term office holders is below this bound, i.e.,
ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

umpxqπ1
j pxq ď u.
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The logic for the above result is complicated by the possibility that for high β

and δ close to one, first-term office holders are incentivized to choose policies close

to the median by a positive but small probability of re-election. The continuation

value of a challenger now takes the form

VC
m pσq “

ÿ

j

p j

„

ÿ

x

rumpxq ` δpρmpxqrumpx̂ jq ` δVC
m pσqs

` p1 ´ ρmpxqqV C
m pσqqsπ1

j pxq


,

reflecting the fact that the politician who chooses x is re-elected with probability

ρmpxq. We can break the right-hand side of the above expression into the sum

A ` B `C of three terms:

A “
ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

umpxqπ1
j pxq

B “ δ
ÿ

x

ρmpxq
ˆ

ÿ

j

p jrumpx̂ jq ` δVC
m pσqsπ1

jpxq
˙

C “ δ

ˆ

ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

p1 ´ ρmpxqqπ1
j pxq

˙

VC
m pσq,

where the term in parentheses in C is the ex ante probability that a first-term office

holder fails to be re-elected; denote this quantity by e. We can rewrite B as

B “ δ
ÿ

x

ρmpxq
ˆ

ÿ

k

pkπ1
kpxq

˙

V I
mpp,x|σq,

where the term in parentheses is the probability that a first-term office holder

chooses policy x; denote this by dpxq. Since ρmpxq ą 0 implies that V I
mpp,x|σq ě

VC
m pσq, we therefore have

VC
m pσq ě

ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

umpxqπ1
j pxq ` δ

ÿ

x

ρmpxqdpxqV C
m pσq ` δeVC

m pσq.

Using př

x ρmpxqdpxqq ` e “ 1, this implies

p1 ´ δqVC
m pσq ě

ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

umpxqπ1
jpxq.

Now suppose that there exist office benefit β and discount factor δ and a sta-

tionary electoral equilibrium σ such that the expected payoff from policy choices

of first-term office holders approaches the ideal payoff of the median voter, i.e.,
ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

umpxqπ1
jpxq Ñ umpx̂mq.
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By the foregoing argument, it follows that the normalized continuation value of a

challenger in fact approaches the ideal payoff of median voter, i.e., p1´δqV C
m pσq Ñ

umpx̂mq. Note that for all politician types j, if π1
j puts positive probability on policy

x such that ρmpxq “ 0, then x “ x̂ j, and therefore
ř

x signpρmpxqqπ1
j pxq Ñ 1 for all

j. Furthermore, this implies
ř

xp1 ´ signpρmpxqqqdpxq Ñ 0. Then we have

VC
m pσq ď

ÿ

x

p1 ´ signpρmpxqqqdpxqV C
m pσq `

ÿ

x

signpρmpxqqdpxqV I
mpp,x|σq

“
ÿ

x

p1 ´ signpρmpxqqqdpxqV C
m pσq

`
ÿ

j

ÿ

x

signpρmpxqqp jπ
1
jpxqrumpx̂ jq ` δVC

m pσqs,

where we use the fact that

V I
mpp,x|σq “

ÿ

j

p jπ jpxq
dpxq rumpx̂ jq ` δVC

m pσqs.

Therefore,

VCpσqp1 ´ δq
ÿ

x

signpρmpxqqdpxq ď
ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

signpρmpxqqπ jpxqumpx̂ jq.

Taking limits, we have umpx̂mq ď ř

j‰m p jumpx̂ jq, a contradiction. We conclude

that the expected payoff from equilibrium policy choices of first-term office holders

is bounded strictly below the median voter’s ideal payoff, as desired.

The root cause of this difficulty is again the commitment problem of voters,

who prefer to replace an incumbent who is expected to shirk in her second term

with a challenger who offers close to the ideal payoff to the median voter—even

though voters might prefer to commit to re-election contingent on the choice of the

median policy. This unraveling does not occur in the two-period model, precisely

because there is no third period, so challengers are expected to shirk if elected, and

there is no temptation to replace an incumbent who chooses the median.

5.5 Extensions and variations

The pure adverse selection model has been used to study the effects of various

types of structure on institutions and policies. Bernhardt, Campuzano, Squintani,

and Camera (2009) analyze the effects of parties, i.e., drawing challengers from

the side of the spectrum opposite the incumbent. This strengthens the threat of an

outside challenger and provides greater discipline of incumbent politicians: more
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substantial competition leads to greater moderation of policy choices. Put dif-

ferently, elections provide a stronger form of commitment in the partisan model,

because voters know the cost of foregoing re-election is higher for an incumbent,

making the prospect of choosing policies closer to the median more credible.

Bernhardt, Camera, and Squintani (2011) add valence to the model, and as-

sume that voters observe an incumbent’s valence but not her policy preferences.

They show that if restrictions on risk aversion, office benefit, and valence hetero-

geneity hold, then there is a unique stationary equilibrium, and equilibria possess

a partitional form, where now the cutoffs defining the win set and compromise set

depend on the valence of the office holder. Furthermore, they show that equilib-

rium voter welfare increases as the distribution of valence increases in the sense

of first order stochastic dominance. Camera (2012) considers dynamic elections in

the context of a general equilibrium model of public good provision, where politi-

cians are distinguished by a vector of productivity parameters and choose a tax rate

while in office, and voters are distinguished by their productivity of labor and pref-

erence for public good. He establishes existence of a stationary equilibrium and

shows that equilibria have a partitional form in which, again, the cutoffs defining

the win set and compromise set vary with the productivity parameters of the office

holder.

Kang (2005) introduces a signaling model of electoral campaigns, in which

a challenger can signal her quality by a costly campaign activity. She character-

izes an equilibrium in which only high quality challengers run costly campaigns,

and whether this occurs is determined by the incumbent’s attractiveness to vot-

ers: if the incumbent is very strong, then the challenger never signals her quality

and the incumbent is always re-elected; and if the incumbent is very weak, then

the challenger is automatically elected and does not signal. In the complementary

case, however, high quality challengers do signal their quality and defeat incum-

bents of intermediate strength. In work related to the pure adverse selection model,

Meirowitz (2007) considers a model in which politicians have private informa-

tion about their budget constraints, and Casamatta and De Paoli (2007) assume

politicians have private information about the cost of public good production. Ka-

landrakis (2009) studies electoral dynamics in a two-party system in which each

party’s type may change stochastically over time.

A literature on dynamic elections with complete information, in which voters

observe the types of elected politicians, has received attention and has connections

to the framework proposed above. A modeling challenge present in this approach

is posed by the anti-folk theorem for dynamic elections, Proposition 4.3, which

states that when voters observe the incumbent’s type, the only deferential, sta-

tionary subgame perfect equilibrium is that in which office holders always choose

their ideal policies. To avoid this degenerate prediction, different authors have em-
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ployed different analytical tactics. Barro (1973) considers a model of public good

provision in which voters and politicians are identical (except that politicians re-

ceive rents from office), and voters re-elect an incumbent depending on whether the

politician’s public good production satisfies a threshold. This threshold is chosen

optimally by the voters, meaning that after some histories, voters elect a challenger

over an incumbent despite being indifferent between the two candidates; formally,

these strategies are not deferential. This creates a multiplicity of equilibria, includ-

ing the degenerate equilibrium in which all politicians shirk and are removed from

office, but Barro (1973) essentially selects the optimal stationary equilibrium for

the voters. He examines the optimization problems of voters and politicians, and

he establishes the responsive democracy result that public good levels converge to

the voters’ ideal when the rewards of office are large and when the discount factor

is close to one.

Van Weelden (2013) considers a model under similar assumptions, but he as-

sumes that office benefit is endogenously determined as an amount of rent seeking

chosen by the politician, and that this is desirable to politicians and costly to voters.

Thus, he effectively assumes a two-dimensional policy space, and in contrast to our

framework, it is not possible to elect a politician whose policy preferences align

with the median voter’s. Moreover, in his baseline model, Van Weelden (2013)

allows a representative voter to directly choose the challenger’s type. Like Barro

(1973), he avoids the anti-folk theorem by dropping the restriction to deferential

voting strategies, and he selects from the ensuing multiplicity of equilibria by ana-

lyzing the optimal stationary equilibrium for the voter. In particular, Van Weelden

(2013) shows that it is better for the voter to alternately select from two non-median

types (using one as a threat for the other) than to always elect the median politician,

and he establishes the responsive democracy result that as citizens become patient,

the policy and rent-seeking choices of office holders converge to the voter’s ideal in

the optimal equilibrium. Van Weelden (2014) examines a variant of the model with

two possible candidates and three types of voter, and he shows that when citizens

are sufficiently patient, the optimal amount of polarization between the candidates’

ideal policies is positive.

Aragones, Palfrey, and Postlewaite (2007) use history-dependent strategies to

generate equilibria that mirror the simple electoral equilibria of the pure adverse

selection model. In the latter model, an office holder may be induced to compro-

mise her policy choices by the incentive to pool with desirable politician types, i.e.,

to appear like a more moderate politician, who will choose moderate policies in the

future and thus be re-elected. In the model of Aragones, Palfrey, and Postlewaite

(2007), an office holder who has compromised in the past continues to compro-

mise in the future, but once she deviates, she chooses her ideal policy in all future

periods, leading voters to elect a challenger. Thus, an office holder may be induced
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to compromise to maintain her “reputation” for policy moderation, generating the

familiar partitional form of equilibrium in the pure adverse selection model. For-

mally, the authors use non-stationary strategies to escape the anti-folk theorem.

Duggan and Forand (2014) assume that voters observe an office holder’s type,

and they avoid the anti-folk theorem by assuming an office holder is committed to

a platform once she chooses it, until a variable describing the state of the economy

changes; the single-state version of this model leads to equilibria with a partitional

form that correspond to the simple electoral equilibria of the pure adverse selec-

tion model. They establish strong responsive democracy results in two cases: when

politicians are purely policy motivated, i.e., β “ 0, the median voter’s equilibrium

expected discounted payoff converges to her ideal payoff as citizens become pa-

tient; and when the office benefit is sufficiently large, all politician types choose

the median voter’s ideal policy in equilibrium. The authors extend these results to

the multi-state model, and they show that a weaker form of responsive democracy

holds even if the median voter’s type depends on the state. In this setting, we can

imagine that policies are chosen by median voters in all states directly, removing

politicians from the equation, in a hypothetical “representative voting game.” The

authors show that for every stationary Markov perfect equilibrium in the represen-

tative voting game, there is an equivalent stationary electoral equilibrium in the

dynamic electoral model.

The preceding analysis of the pure adverse selection model has focussed on

stationary or simple electoral equilibria, and it is instructive to consider the restric-

tiveness of this concept by characterizing equilibrium outcomes when more general

equilibria are allowed, where voters and politicians can condition their choices on

the history of play. It is clear that if policy choices are observable, if there is a

positive benefit to holding office, and if politicians are sufficiently farsighted, then

almost any path of policies can be supported as the path of play of some perfect

Bayesian equilibrium. Driving this simple observation is the fact that for a given

office benefit β ą 0, when δ is close enough to one, the discounted sum
β

1´δ of

potential office benefits can be used to induce an office holder to choose the worst

policy in the interval X . Indeed, let x “ px1,x2, . . .q be an arbitrary sequence of

policies in X , and consider a strategy profile such that in each period t, every type

of politician chooses xt ; voters re-elect an incumbent as long as she has chosen xt

in every period for which she held office, and otherwise they elect a challenger;

and beliefs may be specified arbitrarily. Since all politician types choose the same

policies, voters are indifferent between re-electing an incumbent and electing a

challenger. Given a type j office holder, the discounted payoff to choosing xt in
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period t, being re-elected, and continuing to follow the above strategy is is

w jpxtq ` β `
ˆ 8

ÿ

t1“t`1

δt1´1w jpxt1 q
˙

` δβ

1 ´ δ
,

and the best one-shot deviation is to choose her ideal policy x̂ j and forego re-

election, which yields a discounted payoff of

w jpx̂ jq ` β `
8
ÿ

t1“t`1

δt1´1w jpxt1 q.

Note that the latter is less than the former if

δβ

1 ´ δ
ą w jpx̂ jq ´ w jpxtq,

which holds when δ is close enough to one. Thus, it is optimal for each type of

office holder to follow the prescribed strategy, thereby supporting the arbitrary path

x of policies.

The above argument is quite general and holds across the complete informa-

tion and pure adverse selection models, but it relies on increasing δ given a fixed,

positive level of office benefit. Duggan (2014a) shows that in the model of pure

adverse selection, a more complex equilibrium construction can be used to sup-

port arbitrary policy paths when citizens are patient, even if politicians are purely

policy motivated. Thus, the restriction to stationarity (or some other restriction

on history dependence) is needed to obtain predictive power in the pure adverse

selection model.

A related literature departs from the dynamic electoral framework considered

above by assuming commitment on the part of the challenger, or both the chal-

lenger and the incumbent. The latter models extend the traditional Downsian

model, in which both candidates take positions, and includes work by Alesina

(1988) and Duggan and Fey (2006). The former class includes papers by Wittman

(1977), Kramer (1977), and Forand (2014). In particular, Forand (2014) establishes

a form of responsive democracy as politicians become patient, showing that equi-

librium dynamics lead to alternation between two policies, and that these policies

converge to the median voter’s ideal policy as the discount factor approaches one.

All of these papers assume complete information. As discussed above, Duggan and

Forand (2014) allow for an evolving state variable and assume that the incumbent

can make “ex post commitments,” i.e., an elected politician’s first policy choice

in a state of the world is binding until the state changes, but the politician cannot

commit to policy in advance of transitioning to a new state.
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6 Moral hazard

We now extend the pure adverse selection model of Section 5 to the model with

imperfect monitoring. Throughout this section, we consider the rent-seeking envi-

ronment with moral hazard, and with the exception of Subsection 6.2, we maintain

assumptions (C1)–(C4). Thus, as in Subsection 3.4, a policy choice x stochastically

determines an outcome y, which is realized from the density f py ´ xq. In the rent-

seeking environment, we may interpret y as a public good level and x as an effort

choice, so that voters prefer higher outcomes, whereas politicians internalize the

effort choice and, depending on their types, prefer lower exertion of effort. By the

MLRP, higher outcomes are evidence of higher effort choices, and so equilibria are

characterized by a cutoff outcome y that is necessary and sufficient for re-election

of the incumbent, and the question of responsive democracy reduces to inducing

the greatest effort possible.

We begin by examining the pure moral hazard model, in which there is a single

type, or slightly more generally, the voters’ prior beliefs are concentrated on a

single type. In this setting, which has played an important role in the development

of the literature, stationary electoral equilibria degenerate because of indifference

among candidates, and the analysis typically takes the perspective of setting an

optimal cutoff for voters. We then proceed to the model with adverse selection

and one-sided learning, where we discuss a simplified version of the model with

no term limit, and we give a more complete analysis of the model with two-period

term limit, after which we close by discussing the literature on symmetric learning,

where politicians do not observe their own types and update their beliefs in the

same way as voters do.

Throughout, we emphasize the success or limitations of electoral mechanisms

in eliciting effort on the part of office holders. In the pure moral hazard model,

we show that high office benefit leads to a strong form of responsive democracy:

as politicians become more office-motivated, policy choices increase without limit.

In the model with adverse selection and moral hazard, however, the commitment

problem of voters implies that equilibrium policy choices are bounded above: the

continuation value of a challenger cannot exceed the expected utility from the ideal

policy of the highest type. In the absence of a term limit, we deduce the qualified

responsive democracy result that the continuation value of a challenger approaches

this upper bound as citizens become patient. In the presence of a term limit, we

deduce an upper bound strictly below this limit, showing that patience does not

produce the qualified responsiveness result. This problem does not arise in the two-

period model of Subsection 3.4, where the game ends after the second period, so

that voters are not subject to the temptation of replacing a hard-working incumbent

with a fresh challenger.
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6.1 Pure moral hazard

In the rent-seeking environment, voters prefer greater effort by politicians and are

therefore modeled as a unitary actor, but we can still consider the issue of policy

responsiveness: here, responsiveness corresponds to positive levels of effort chosen

by politicians, and greater levels of effort generate higher expected utility for all

voters. The literature on infinite-horizon models of pure moral hazard is occupied

by Ferejohn’s (1986) model of political agency, which differs from ours in that in

his framework an office holder observes an idiosyncratic productivity shock before

choosing an unobservable action; moreover, voters are assumed to be risk neutral.

He shows, among other things, that the highest equilibrium payoff of the voters

is increasing in office benefit, establishing the responsiveness result, but Ferejohn

does not consider the degree of responsiveness that can be achieved by large office

benefits.

An issue that arises in the pure moral hazard model is that because all politi-

cians are identical after all histories, the restriction to stationary electoral equilibria

leaves only a trivial equilibrium: voters, being indifferent between the incumbent

and challenger, always vote for the incumbent, so the office holder always shirks,

i.e., chooses zero effort. This is just the problem posed by the anti-folk theorem,

Proposition 4.3. Accordingly, in this setting, the focus on deferential strategies is

relaxed to allow the voter to set an arbitrary cutoff in the space of outcomes, and

then the value of the optimal cutoff is analyzed. Since the voter is in fact indifferent

between the two candidates, every cutoff is time-consistent, and so this approach

amounts to a selection of equilibria. Taking the larger view that voters differ in their

preferences and that (by an order restriction argument) the representative voter is

the median voter type, it may be unrealistic to assume that the electorate coordi-

nates on the equilibrium that is optimal for the median voter. Nevertheless, it is a

reasonable starting point for the analysis and, at any rate, establishes an important

normative benchmark.

We drop Ferejohn’s productivity shock and examine the median voter’s opti-

mization problem in the simple rent-seeking environment, effectively allowing the

voter to commit to a cutoff before the beginning of the game; again, since the voter

is always indifferent between the candidates, this commitment assumption does

not rely on an outside enforcement mechanism. We find that the median voter can

induce positive effort, and that greater office-motivation leads to arbitrarily high

effort levels, delivering responsive democracy in the optimal equilibrium for the

voter. The logic is simple: if the voter uses a fixed cutoff as the value of office in-

creases, then politicians could (and would) win with probability approaching one

by increasing their effort to arbitrarily high levels, and the optimal cutoff can do no

worse than this.
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The analysis of the model with a two-period term limit is qualitatively differ-

ent: every finite cutoff in the space of outcomes is time-inconsistent, so that an

outside enforcement mechanism is needed to generate positive levels of effort in

equilibrium. The see the logic of this, suppose that politicians chose a positive

level of effort in their first term in order to satisfy, in expectation, a finite cutoff of

the voter. The voter’s cutoff can be finite in equilibrium only if the expected payoff

of re-electing the incumbent is at least equal to the expected payoff of a challenger.

But the incumbent will always shirk in her second term, whereas the voter can

select a challenger, who (by supposition) exerts a positive level of effort. In this

case, the temptation of an untried challenger makes it impossible for the voter to

commit to a finite cutoff, and therefore first-term politicians cannot be induced to

exert positive effort. This logic extends to arbitrary, finite term limits.

We begin by departing from our maintained assumption that the distribution of

the challenger’s type has full support, and instead we assume that it is degenerate

on a single type, which we suppress, and θ “ 1. Now, consider a strategy profile σ

such that voters re-elect the incumbent if and only if y ě y, where y is the realized

outcome and y is an arbitrary cutoff, and such that office holders mix over policy

according to π̃ in each period. For most of the subsection, the cutoff will be fixed

at y. Then the continuation value of a challenger is simply the expected utility gen-

erated by mixtures over policy, i.e., VCpσq “ 1
1´δ

ř

xErupyq|xsπ̃pxq, and the value

of the office holder’s optimization problem net of current office benefit, denoted

W px̃,yq, uniquely satisfies

W pπ̃,yq “ max
xPX

wpxq`δrp1´F py´xqqpW pπ̃,yq`βq`Fpy´xq
ř

x̃Erupyq|x̃sπ̃px̃q
1 ´ δ

s,

where we drop the subscript from the utility function w, and we add the politician’s

office benefit for the current period as a separate term. The first order condition for

this problem is of course

w1pxq ` f py ´ xqδ

„

W pπ̃,yq ` β ´
ř

xErupyq|xsπ̃pxq
1 ´ δ



“ 0. (22)

Let x̂ denote the ideal policy of the politician.

As in Subsection 3.4, we can consider the constrained version of the first-term

politicians’ optimization problem with objective function

Upx,r; π̃q “ wpxq ` rδ

ˆ

W pπ̃,yq ` β ´
ř

x̃Erupyq|x̃sπ̃px̃q
1 ´ δ

˙

,

which we now explicitly parameterize by the mixed policy strategy π̃. We en-

counter some difficulty in reformulating (C3) in the present setting, because the
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mixture π̃ is endogenous. We must therefore phrase the condition so that the pay-

off from holding office is positive for all possible values that π̃ might take, but

policy is unbounded, and so the voter’s expected utility from π̃ is, in principle, un-

bounded. Of course, if the payoff from holding office is negative, then politicians

will not mix over high policies. It suffices for the equilibrium analysis to spec-

ify the condition for the case in which politicians choose their ideal policy with

probability one,

(C3) for all y, W px̂,yq ` β ´ Erupyq|x̂s
1 ´ δ

ą 0,

which holds if β is sufficiently large. In particular, (C3) is satisfied if politician

preferences are obtained from voter preferences by a cost term that is not too large,

i.e., vpxq “ Erupyq|xs and β ą cpx̂q.

Proposition 6.1 In the infinite-horizon model of pure moral hazard, (C3) is satis-

fied if for all x, vpxq “ Erupyq|xs and β ą cpx̂q.

To see the result, suppose that (C3) does not hold. Note that given cutoff y, the

value of the politicians’ problem is at least equal to the discounted expected payoff

from choosing the ideal policy x̂. Since (C3) does not hold, a lower bound for

the latter is obtained by the discounted expected payoff if the politician is always

re-elected after choosing x̂. Then we have

W px̂,yq ` β ´ Erupyq|x̂s
1 ´ δ

ě wpx̂q ` β

1 ´ δ
´ Erupyq|x̂s

1 ´ δ

“ Erupyq|x̂s ´ cpx̂q ` β

1 ´ δ
´ Erupyq|x̂s

1 ´ δ
ą 0,

a contradiction. This establishes (C3), as desired.

The objective function Upx,r; π̃q is concave, but in the corresponding optimiza-

tion problem,

maxpx,rq Upx,r; π̃q
s.t. r ď 1 ´ Fpy ´ xq,

the constraint inherits the natural non-convexity of the distribution function F , par-

alleling difficulties in the basic probabilistic voting model and the two-period moral

hazard model; see Figures 1 or 5. This leads to the possibility of multiple optimal

policies.

Because an office holder takes the mixture π̃ used by other politicians as given

in her optimization problem, and because her payoff depends on π̃ through the con-

tinuation value of a challenger, politicians are engaged in a dynamic game—we
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cannot treat it simply as a dynamic programming problem—and non-convexities

necessitate the analysis of equilibria in mixed strategies. This difficulty could be

assumed away by setting the payoff of an out of office politician equal to zero, but

we maintain the assumption that politicians return to the electorate after their polit-

ical careers have ended, consistent with the citizen-candidate approach to elections.

We deal with the problem of mixing by again assuming (C4), which implies

that for every cutoff y and every mixture π̃, if the net value of office is positive, i.e.,

W pπ̃,yq ` β ´
ř

xErupyq|xsπ̃pxq
1 ´ δ

ą 0,

then the objective function of the politician has at most two local maximizers and,

therefore, at most two maximizers; the proof proceeds exactly as that for Proposi-

tion 3.4. We let x˚pπ̃,yq and x˚pπ̃,yq denote the greatest and least optimal policy

choices, respectively. By standard continuity arguments, the functions x˚pπ̃,yq and

x˚pπ̃,yq are upper semi-continuous and lower semi-continuous, respectively. Of

course, any mixture over these optimal policies is optimal, and since the optimal

policies themselves depend on the expected mixture π̃, we see that even in the

simple model of pure moral hazard, an equilibrium in the game among politicians

must solve a fixed point problem. This, in turn, raises the issues of existence and

uniqueness of equilibrium.

Fortunately, both issues can be resolved by elementary arguments. Our analysis

is facilitated by the following result, which shows that the value of office is decreas-

ing in the policy choices x̃ of politicians. In the statement of the next proposition,

we write the value function W px̃,yq as a function of a policy choice x̃, rather than

the mixed policy strategy that places probability on on that choice.

Proposition 6.2 In the infinite-horizon model of pure moral hazard, given cutoff

y P R, the expression

W px̃,yq ´ Erupyq|x̃s
1 ´ δ

is decreasing in x̃.

To prove the result, we differentiate the Bellman equation with respect to x̃ to

obtain

BW

Bx̃
px̃,yq “ δp1 ´ Fpy ´ xqqBW

Bx̃
px̃,yq ` δFpy ´ xq

1 ´ δ

dErupyq|x̃s
dx̃

,

where x is any solution to the politician’s problem. Solving, we obtain

BW

Bx̃
px̃,yq “

ˆ

δFpy ´ xq
1 ´ δ ` δFpy ´ xq

˙

d

dx̃

Erupyq|x̃s
1 ´ δ

.
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Figure 12: Multiple optimal policies

The coefficient in parentheses is strictly between zero and one, which implies that

the expression

W px̃,yq ´ Erupyq|x̃s
1 ´ δ

is strictly decreasing in x̃, as claimed.

The above proposition implies that if other politicians choose policy x̃, then

an office holder’s optimal policy choices decrease with x̃, for when W px̃,yq ´
1

1´δErupyq|x̃s decreases, the politicians’ indifference curves become steeper, re-

flecting the relatively greater weight placed on current policy. More formally, if x

is optimal given x̃ and x1 is optimal given x̃1 ą x̃, then x1 ą x. If there are multiple

optimal policy choices given x̃, then an increase in x̃ may lead to discontinuities

in optimal policies. As long as the net value of office is strictly positive, however,

there are at most two optimal policy choices, and such a discontinuity can only

occur if there is a unique optimal policy as we approach x̃ from below, and the

optimal policies jump down at x̃. and decreasing in x̃; see Figure 12.

Now, by (C3), the net value of office is strictly positive when politicians choose

the ideal policy x̂. Thus, by inspection of the first order condition in (22), politicians

optimally exert positive effort given x̂, i.e., x˚px̂,yq ą x̂. Increasing the policy used

by politicians to x̃ ą x̂, we see that the “best response” policy either decreases

continuously until it crosses the 45˝ line, in which case the unique equilibrium in

the game among politicians is in pure strategies, or it jumps across the 45˝ line,

in which case we rely on mixed strategies. Specifically, if x̃ is the value at which

the best response policy jumps across the diagonal, then there is a least optimal

policy, denoted x˚, and a greatest optimal policy, denoted x˚. We identify the

mixed strategy equilibrium in the game among politicians as the mixture π˚ over
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x˚ and x˚ such that

π˚px˚qErupyq|x˚px̃,yqs ` π˚px˚qErupyq|x˚s “ Erupyq|x̃s,

so that the Bellman equation for the politicians is the same given π˚ as it is given x̃;

see Figure 13. If the net value of office is strictly positive at x̃, then by (C4) these

are the only optimal policy choices, and the equilibrium is unique.

This argument proves existence of equilibrium, and in the following result, we

establish that the net value of office is indeed strictly positive in every equilibrium,

delivering uniqueness as well. In the sequel, we let π˚pyq be the unique equilibrium

mixture over policies; we may write x˚pyq and x˚pyq for the greatest and least

optimal policy choices of the politicians, respectively; and we let r˚pyq be the

probability that a politician chooses the greatest optimal policy. Finally, we write

Erupyq|πs as shorthand for the expected utility
ř

xErupyq|xsπpxq.

Proposition 6.3 In the infinite-horizon model of pure moral hazard, assume (C1)–

(C4). Then for any finite cutoff y P R, there is a unique equilibrium mixed policy

strategy π˚pyq in the game among politicians, and in equilibrium, the net value of

holding office is positive, i.e.,

W pπ˚pyq,yq ` β ´ Erupyq|π˚pyqs
1 ´ δ

ą 0,

and π˚pxq places positive probability on at most two policies, say x˚ and x˚, where

x̂ ă x˚ ď x˚. Moreover, π˚pyq is a continuous function of the cutoff.

We have already discussed existence. Now let π˚ be any equilibrium in the

game among politicians. To prove that the net value of office is positive, suppose

otherwise. By inspection of the first order condition in (22), it follows that politi-

cians mix over policies less than or equal to the ideal policy, i.e., x˚pyq ď x̂. Since

an office holder can always choose the ideal policy, we have

W pπ˚,yq ě wpx̂q ` δ

„

p1 ´ Fpy ´ x̂qqpW pπ˚,yq ` βq ` Fpy ´ x̂qErupyq|π˚s
1 ´ δ



.

This implies that

W pπ˚,yq ` β ´ Erupyq|π˚s
1 ´ δ

ě wpx̂q ` β ´Erupyq|π˚s ` δp1 ´ Fpy ´ x̂qq
„

W pπ˚,yq ` β ´ Erupyq|π˚s
1 ´ δ



,
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Figure 13: Existence and uniqueness

and thus we have

W pπ˚,yq ` β ´ Erupyq|π˚s
1 ´ δ

ě wpx̂q ` β ´Erupyq|π˚s
1 ´ δp1 ´ Fpy ´ x̂qq

ě wpx̂q ` β ´Erupyq|x̂s
1 ´ δp1 ´ Fpy ´ x̂qq

ą 0,

where the second inequality follows from x˚pyq ď x̂, and the third from (C3). Thus,

the net value of office is positive, a contradiction. We conclude that the net value

of office is indeed positive in equilibrium, and the first order condition implies that

optimal policies are strictly greater than the ideal policy x̂. By (C4), this implies

that given any equilibrium π˚, the politician has at most two optimal policies, and
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then uniqueness follows from above arguments. Continuity follows from standard

arguments.

We next confirm the intuitive result that in equilibrium, politicians become

worse off as voters become more demanding.

Proposition 6.4 In the infinite-horizon model of pure moral hazard, assume (C1)–

(C4). Then for any finite cutoff y P R, the politicians’ indirect utility, W pyq ”
W pπ˚pyq,yq, is decreasing in y.

To prove the proposition, suppose that for y1 ă y2, we have W py1q ă W py2q.

We write π1 “ π˚py1q and π2 “ π˚py2q. Note that the expected utility from π1 is

less than the expected utility from π2, i.e., Erupyq|π1s ă Erupyq|π2s; otherwise, the

politicians’ objective function for pπ1,y1q exceeds that for pπ2,y2q for all values of

x, contradicting W py1q ă W py2q. It follows that

W pπ2,y2q ´ Erupyq|π2s
1 ´ δ

ą W pπ1,y1q ´ Erupyq|π1s
1 ´ δ

,

and therefore

rW pπ2,y2q ´W pπ2,y1qs ` rW pπ2,y1q ´W pπ1,y1qs ą Erupyq|π2s
1 ´ δ

´ Erupyq|π1s
1 ´ δ

.

Since W pπ2,y2q ă W pπ2,y1q, this implies

W pπ2,y1q ´W pπ1,y1q ą Erupyq|π2s
1 ´ δ

´ Erupyq|π1s
1 ´ δ

. (23)

Now let x̃ satisfy the Bellman equation for pπ2,y1q. Rewriting (23) as

W pπ2,y1q ´ Erupyq|π2s
1 ´ δ

ą W pπ1,y1q ´ Erupyq|π1s
1 ´ δ

,

it follows that x̃ ą x˚py1q. Note that

W pπ2,y1q ´W pπ1,y1q

“ wpx̃q ` δ

„

p1 ´ Fpy1 ´ x̃qqpW pπ2,y1q ` βq ` Fpy1 ´ x̃qErupyq|π2s
1 ´ δ



´wpx˚py1qq ´ δ

„

p1 ´ Fpy1 ´ x˚py1qqqpW pπ1,y1q ` βq

` Fpy1 ´ x˚py1qqErupyq|π1s
1 ´ δ



.
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Using x̂ ă x˚py1q ă x̃ and W pπ1,y1q ` β ą 1
1´δErupyq|π1s, this implies

W pπ2,y1q ´W pπ1,y1q ă δp1 ´ Fpy1 ´ x̃qqpW pπ2,y1q ´W pπ1,y1qq

`δFpy1 ´ x̃q
„

Erupyq|π2s
1 ´ δ

´ Erupyq|π1s
1 ´ δ



.

Simplifying, this is

W pπ2,y1q ´W pπ1,y1q ă
ˆ

Fpy1 ´ x̃q
1 ´ δ ` δFpy1 ´ x̃q

˙„

Erupyq|π2s
1 ´ δ

´ Erupyq|π1s
1 ´ δ



,

and since the coefficient in parentheses is strictly between zero and one, this con-

tradicts (23). This establishes the monotonicity result.

To this point, we have taken the cutoff y as exogenously fixed, but we can

endogenize y by allowing voters to set this cutoff optimally, i.e., voters solve

max
y

Erupyq|π˚pyqs.

It is important to note that increasing the cutoff has two effects. First, there is

a direct effect on the probability of re-election for any given policy choice x;

diagrammatically, this has the effect of shifting the politicians’ constraint to the

right. Second, there is an indirect effect on the net value of office, W pπ˚pyq,yq ´
1

1´δErupyq|π˚pyqs, which can be positive or negative, which is reflected in the

marginal rate of substitution of the politician’s objective function Upx,r;π˚pyqq.

These effects can in turn lead to a change in the equilibrium policies, x˚pyq and

x˚pyq, and they can change the mixing probabilities over these policies.

Next, we note that the voters do indeed have an optimal cutoff, and we give a

partial characterization in terms of first order conditions.

Proposition 6.5 In the infinite-horizon model of pure moral hazard, assume (C1)–

(C4). Then there is an optimal cutoff for the voters, which solves

max
y

Erupyq|π˚pyqs,

and for every optimal cutoff y˚, if x˚p¨q and x˚p¨q are differentiable at y˚ and satisfy

the second order condition with strict inequality at y˚, if r˚p¨q is differentiable at

y˚, and if W p¨q is differentiable at y˚, then

dr˚

dy
py˚qrErupyq|x˚s ´Erupyq|x˚ss “ α˚ dErupyq|x˚s

dx
` α˚

dErupyq|x˚s
dx

,
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where

α˚ “ r˚py˚q ¨ δ f 1py˚ ´ x˚q∆py˚q ` δ f py˚ ´ x˚q∆1py˚q
w2py˚q ´ δ f 1py˚ ´ x˚q∆py˚q

α˚ “ p1 ´ r˚py˚qq ¨ δ f 1py˚ ´ x˚q∆py˚q ` δ f py˚ ´ x˚q∆1py˚q
w2py˚q ´ δ f 1py˚ ´ x˚q∆py˚q

∆pyq “ W pyq ` β ´ Erupyq|π˚pyqs
1 ´ δ

x˚ “ x˚py˚q
x˚ “ x˚py˚q.

Recall the first order condition for the politicians’ optimization problem: x˚pyq
and x˚pyq solve

w1pxq ` f py ´ xqδ

„

W pyq ` β ´ Erupyq|π˚pys
1 ´ δ



“ 0.

For existence of an optimal cutoff, fix any y. Recall that the term in brackets above

is positive by Proposition 6.3, so that x̂ ă x˚pyq. Note that, as in the proof of

Proposition 3.7, equilibrium policies are bounded above by any policy x such that

wpx̂q ą wpxq ` δ
1´δ rwpxq ` βs. Now consider arbitrarily low values of the cutoff,

and note that f py ´ x˚pyqq Ñ 0 as |y| Ñ 8. From the first order condition, this

implies that w1px˚pyqq Ñ 0 as |y| Ñ 8, which implies that x˚pyq Ñ x̂. Thus, we can

choose a sufficiently large interval ryL,yHs such that for all ỹ outside the interval,

we have x˚pỹq ă x˚pyq, which implies Erupyq|π˚pỹqs ă Erupyq|π˚pyqs. Thus, we

can restrict the optimal cutoff problem of the voter to the compact set ryL,yH s, and

by continuity of the objective function, a solution exists.

To deduce the necessary condition, we insert x˚pyq into the first order condition

and differentiate at y˚ to obtain

w2px˚qdx˚

dy
py˚q ` δ f 1py˚ ´ x˚q

ˆ

1 ´ dx˚

dy
py˚q

˙„

W py˚q ` β ´ Erupyq|x˚s
1 ´ δ



`δ f py˚ ´ x˚q
„

W 1py˚q ´ 1

1 ´ δ

d

dx
Erupyq|x˚sdx˚

dy
py˚q



“ 0.

Solving for dx˚

dy
py˚q, we find that

dx˚

dy
py˚q “ ´δ f 1py˚ ´ x˚q∆py˚q ´ δ f py˚ ´ x˚q∆1py˚q

w2px˚q ´ δ f 1py˚ ´ x˚q∆py˚q ,
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and similarly for
dx˚

dy
py˚q. Note that since the second order condition holds strictly,

the denominator of the above expression is negative. Now turning to the voters’

maximization problem,

max
y

r˚pyqErupyq|x˚pyqs ` p1 ´ r˚pyqqErupyq|x˚pyqs,

the first order condition is

dr˚

dy
py˚qrErupyq|x˚s ´Erupyq|x˚ss ` r˚py˚qdErupyq|x˚s

dx

dx˚

dy
py˚q

`p1 ´ r˚py˚qqdErupyq|x˚s
dx

dx˚

dy
py˚q “ 0.

Substituting the above expressions for dx˚

dy
and

dx˚

dy
, we obtain the desired result.

The characterization in Proposition 6.5 has an implication for the possibility

that the optimal cutoff induces the office holder to choose policies below y˚, shifted

by the mode of f p¨q, which we denote ẑ. Suppose that in the equilibrium induced

by an optimal cutoff y˚, the optimal policies of the politician both fall below y˚ ´ ẑ,

i.e., y˚ ´x˚py˚q ą ẑ. Because the second order condition holds strictly at x˚py˚q, it

follows that

w2py˚q ´ δ f 1py˚ ´ x˚py˚qq∆ ă 0,

and by the MRLP, f p¨q is single-peaked, so f 1py˚ ´ x˚py˚qq ď 0. Let us strengthen

this slightly to assume that the derivative of f p¨q is strictly negative when evaluated

at outcomes greater than the mode. Moreover, we have shown that ∆ ą 0 and

W 1py˚q ď 0, and it follows that α˚ and α˚ are positive. Then the characterization

implies

dr˚

dy
py˚qrErupyq|x˚s ´Erupyq|x˚ss ą 0.

That is, an increase in the cutoff from the optimal level y˚ decreases the effort

exerted by politicians at both optimal policies, and so it must be that voters are

compensated by a shift in probability from the lower optimal policy to the greater

one. In particular, we must have x˚py˚q ą x˚py˚q. We conclude that if the cut-

off y˚ induces an equilibrium in pure policy strategies, then it must be that the

politicians’ policy choice exceeds the mode of f p¨q. Intuitively, assuming f p¨q is

symmetric about zero, this implies that the voter optimally sets a relatively low

bar, and politicians optimally respond by choosing policy that exceeds that bar: it

is better to encourage the politician to jump a lower bar, rather than demoralize

them by setting a bar that is difficult to achieve.
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r

1

x

x˚

1 ´ Fpy ´ xq with

bigger y this way

ÝÑ

Figure 14: Locus of policy choices

Geometrically, we can imagine the optimal cutoff problem of the voter by in-

creasing the cutoff and sweeping out the policy choices of politicians; this is the

dark locus of points in Figure 14. The maximum effort induced by choice of cutoff

corresponds to a solution of the voters’ problem. Note that as y varies, so does the

value of office for politicians: when the value of office W pyq ´ 1
1´δErupyq|x˚pyqs

decreases, the politicians’ indifference curves become steeper. Here, we depict the

case in which politicians choose a single policy x˚ with probability one given the

optimal cutoff, and consistent with the first order characterization, this means that

x˚ exceeds the cutoff, and the pair px˚,y˚q lies on the constraint to the northeast of

the inflection point.

We have not yet considered the possibility of responsive democracy in the

infinite-horizon model of pure moral hazard: Proposition 6.5 establishes that the

optimal cutoff (indeed, any cutoff) induces politicians to exert positive effort, but

the result is silent on the level of the policy choices that can be attained. The next

proposition establishes a strong responsiveness result when politicians are substan-

tially office-motivated: when the office benefit β is large, the equilibrium policy

choices of the politicians increase without bound for an arbitrarily fixed cutoff.

Obviously, the result is then reinforced if the cutoff is set optimally.

Proposition 6.6 In the infinite-horizon model of pure moral hazard, assume (C1)–

(C4). Fix the finite cutoff y P R, and let the office benefit β be arbitrarily large.

Then the politicians’ policy choice increases without bound, i.e.,

lim
βÑ8

x˚pyq “ 8.
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To prove the proposition, it suffices to show that there is no sequence of equi-

libria such that the least optimal policy x˚pyq converges to a finite x̃ ă 8 as office

benefit becomes large. We simply consult the first order condition,

w1pxq “ ´δ f py ´ xq
„

W px,yq ` β ´ Erupyq|xs
1 ´ δ



.

For such a sequence, the left-hand side of the equation converges to w1px̃q, while

the right-hand side diverges to infinity, a contradiction.

In contrast to the positive result on responsiveness in the model with no term

limit, the nature of equilibria are qualitatively different when office holders are

subject to a term limit: voters cannot credibly commit to a finite cutoff, as an office

holder in her final term of office is known to shirk, whereas a newly elected chal-

lenger would exert positive effort. This time consistency problem causes equilibria

with finite cutoffs to unravel, leaving only the trivial equilibria in which voters al-

ways re-elect the incumbent or always elect the challenger, and thus office holders

always shirk by choosing their ideal policy.

We now assume that politicians can hold office for at most K terms, and we

allow voters to use cutoffs y1, . . . ,yK´1 that depend on the incumbent’s term of of-

fice; that is, if the incumbent has completed their tth term, then she is re-elected if

and only if the realized outcome that period satisfies y ě yt . Let V I
t py1, . . . ,yK´1q

denote the voters’ expected discounted payoff from re-electing the incumbent after

her tth term of office, and let VCpy1, . . . ,yK´1q be the payoff of electing a chal-

lenger. We say py1, . . . ,yK´1q is time consistent if for all t “ 1, . . . ,K ´1, the cutoff

never dictates that the electorate votes against their preferences, i.e., yt ą ´8 im-

plies

V I
t py1, . . . ,yK´1q ě VCpy1, . . . ,yK´1q,

and yt ă 8 implies

VCpy1, . . . ,yK´1q ě V I
t py1, . . . ,yK´1q.

Note that if yt is finite, then time consistency implies that voters are indifferent

between the incumbent and challenger, as the realized outcome can lead to a vote

for either candidate.

Proposition 6.7 In the infinite-horizon model of pure moral hazard with finite term

limit, assume (C1)–(C4). If py1, . . . ,yK´1q is time consistent, then for all t, yt P
t´8,8u, and in equilibrium politicians always choose x̂.
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To see the proposition, suppose py1, . . . ,yK´1q is time consistent but some

cutoff is finite, and let yt be the highest indexed finite cutoff. Since the office

holder’s policy choices in her tth or later terms of office do not affect her re-

election chances, the politician simply chooses her ideal policy in all remaining

terms. Letting pπ˚
1 , . . . ,π

˚
Kq denote equilibrium mixed policy choices of politicians

during their tenure in office, we then have π˚
t`1px̂q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ π˚

Kpx̂q “ 1. Then we can

write the payoff of re-electing the incumbent after their tth term as

V I
t py1, . . . ,yK´1q “ α

Erupyq|x̂s
1 ´ δ

` p1 ´ αqVCpy1, . . . ,yK´1q,

where α is between zero and one. By time consistency and yt finite, the left-hand

side is equal to the continuation value of a challenger, and thus

VCpy1, . . . ,yK´1q “ 1

1 ´ δ
Erupyq|x̂s. (24)

By a first-order argument similar to that for Proposition 6.5, the politician in her tth

term of office exerts positive effort, i.e., π˚
t px̂q “ 0. This implies V I

t´1py1, . . . ,yK´1q ą
VCpy1, . . . ,yK´1q, and time consistency implies that yt´1 “ ´8. That is, the value

of the incumbent in term t ´ 1 strictly exceeds the payoff of a challenger, so voters

always re-elect. Thus, in term t ´ 2, the value of the incumbent again strictly ex-

ceeds the payoff of a challenger, so voters always re-elect. This argument carries

back to the first term of office, and we conclude that voters always re-elect incum-

bents in the first t ´ 1 terms of office and that politicians exert positive effort in

term t. But then the payoff of a challenger strictly exceeds the discounted expected

utility from the ideal policy x̂, contradicting (24).

6.2 One-sided learning

Due to difficult theoretical issues related to updating of voter beliefs, the literature

on infinite-horizon problems is small, and existence of stationary electoral equi-

librium is problematic. Banks and Sundaram (1993) prove existence in history-

dependent trigger strategies, which we discuss at the end of this subsection. Banks

and Sundaram (1998) establish existence in the infinite-horizon model with a two-

period term limit, which we take up in the next subsection, but the question in the

model with no term limits is open. Schwabe (2011) considers a simplified version

of the model with no term limits in which there are two politician types and the

behavior of the bad type is exogenously fixed; he shows existence of equilibria

in reputation-dependent cutoffs, which allow for greater history dependence than

stationarity.
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We discuss some of the technical difficulties presented in a version of the model

with two types, and we provide a qualified responsiveness result: as citizens be-

come patient, the (normalized) continuation value of a challenger converges to the

expected utility from the ideal policy of the high type, assuming equilibria ex-

ist. The form of this responsiveness result differs from Proposition 3.8 for the

two-period model, where the strategic structure of the game implies that office-

motivated politicians’ effort levels increase without bound; this issue does not arise

in Proposition 5.6 for the model of pure adverse selection, where the ideal policy

of the “best type” of politician is the median ideal point. We maintain assumptions

(C1)–(C3), but we make only expositional use of (C4) in the present subsection.

The focus on monotonic, deferential strategies implies that election outcomes

are characterized by a cutoff, as in the two-period model of Subsection 3.4 and in

the pure moral hazard model of Subsection 6.1. In contrast to previous analyses,

we now explicitly write the equilibrium cutoff and policy strategies, y˚pbq and

π˚
j pbq, as functions of voter beliefs. We write µT pb,yq for the voters’ beliefs about

an office holder’s type conditional on policy outcome y and given prior beliefs

b. Given strategies σ and beliefs b about the incumbent’s type, we let Wjpb|σq
denote the value of the type j politician’s optimization problem, VCpσq denote the

continuation value of a challenger, and V Ipb|σq denote the continuation value of re-

electing the incumbent. These uniquely satisfy the following functional equations:

for all b,

Wjpb|σq “ max
xPX

w jpxq ` δ

„
ż

yěy˚pbq
rWjpµT pb,yq|σq ` βs f py ´ xqdy

`Fpy˚pbq ´ xqVCpσq


VCpσq “
ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

„

Erupyq|xs ` δr
ż

yěy˚pbq
rV IpµT pp,yq|σq ` βs f py ´ xqdy

`Fpy˚pbq ´ xqVCpσqs


π˚
j px|pq

V Ipb|σq “
ÿ

j

b j

ÿ

x

„

Erupyq|xs ` δr
ż

yěy˚pbq
rV IpµT pb,yq|σq ` βs f py ´ xqdy

`Fpy˚pbq ´ xqVCpσqs


π˚
j px|bq.

The right-hand side of the type j politicians’ Bellman equation is evidently differ-

entiable (and therefore continuous) in the policy choice x, and so an optimal choice
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exists and satisfies the first order condition

w1
jpxq “ δ

„
ż

yěy˚pbq
rWjpµT pb,yq|σq ` βs f 1py ´ xqdy (25)

` f py˚pbq ´ xqVCpσq


.

The indifference condition determining the voters’ cutoff is

V IpµT pk|b,yq|σq “ VCpσq,

given that the voters’ prior beliefs at the beginning of the term are b.

To avoid perverse incentives of office holders, we reformulate (C3) as follows,

(C3) w1px̂1q ` β ą Erupyq|x̂ns,

which means that a first term politician prefers to remain in office, even if she can

return to the electorate and in all future periods, and outcomes are determined by

the ideal policy of the highest type. We assume provisionally that p1 ´ δqVCpσq ď
Erupyq|x̂ns, and we will see that Erupyq|x̂ns does indeed bound the (normalized)

continuation value of a challenger in equilibrium, so the new (C3) means that all

politicians are in principle interested in re-election. By (C3), the right-hand side of

the first order condition in (25) is positive, and it follows that for arbitrary cutoff

and continuation value, a politician exerts positive effort in the first term. These

claims are established in the next proposition.

Proposition 6.8 In the infinite-horizon model of adverse selection and one-sided

learning, assume (C1)–(C3). Then for all b, all functions y˚p¨q, and all σ such that

p1 ´ δqVCpσq ď Erupyq|x̂ns, we have

ż

yěy˚pbq
rWjpµT pb,yq|σq ` βs f 1py ´ xqdy ` f py˚pbq ´ xqV Cpσq ą 0.

To prove the proposition, it suffices to show that for all b, we have Wjpb|σq `
β ąVCpσq. To simplify the proof, assume there is some b that minimizes Wjpb|σq.17

Then because a type j politician can always choose the ideal policy x̂ j, we have

Wjpb|σq ` β ě w jpx̂ jq ` β ` δ

„
ż

yěy˚pbq
rWjpµT pb,yq|σq ` βs f py ´ x̂ jqdy

17In general, we can work with beliefs for which the infimum of the value function is approxi-

mated.
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`Fpy˚pbq ´ x̂ jqVCpσq


ě w jpx̂ jq ` β ` δ

„

p1 ´ Fpy˚pbq ´ x̂ jqrWjpb|σq ` βs

`Fpy˚pbq ´ x̂ jqVCpσq


.

This implies that

Wjpb|σq ` β ě w jpx̂ jq ` β ` δFpy˚pbq ´ x̂ jqVCpσq
1 ´ δp1 ´ Fpy˚pbq ´ x̂ jqq

ą p1 ´ δqVCpσq ` δFpy˚pbq ´ x̂ jqVCpσq
1 ´ δp1 ´ Fpy˚pbq ´ x̂ jqq

“ VCpσq,

where the strict inequality uses (C3) and p1 ´ δqV Cpσq ď Erupyq|x̂ns. Since the net

value of office is minimized at b, this establishes the result.

Dependence of Wj and V I on beliefs b introduces significant complications over

the pure moral hazard model, reflecting the possibility that voters learn about an in-

cumbent’s type as the game evolves. Of note, voter beliefs become a state variable

in the dynamic electoral game, in which politicians and voters condition their ac-

tions directly on b, and the transition on beliefs depends on the politicians’ choices.

Such dependence creates the possibility that strategies and continuation values are

discontinuous in beliefs—it may be that x˚
j pbq and x˚, jpbq jump in response to a

discontinuity in y˚pbq, and reciprocally, that the cutoff jumps in response to a dis-

continuity in policy choices—with ensuing difficulties for equilibrium existence.

Furthermore, the updated belief µT pb,yq is a highly non-linear function, and the

composition WjpµT pb,yq|σq is potentially badly behaved. Finally, the transition on

the state variable b, which is given by the Bayesian posterior µT pb,yq, depends

implicitly on strategies σ, i.e., it is endogenous. These technical issues combine

to present formidable challenges to the analysis of the general model. To provide

some insight into the model, we specialize to the model with two types, which we

refer to as the infinite horizon model of moral hazard and adverse selection with

two types.

Digression on existence

To facilitate the discussion of equilibrium existence, we temporarily simplify

further by assuming a maximum feasible policy, x, by assuming one type has zero

cost, and by assuming (C4). This means that the “good” type has essentially the

same preferences as voters and that the policy choice of such politicians is pinned
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down at the maximum, i.e., the unique optimal policy for all voter beliefs is x˚
2 pbq “

x, so the main question concerns the policy choice of the lower type. Assuming for

the sake of discussion that the payoff from an incumbent V Ipb|σq is increasing in

the probability b2 of the high type, the voters’ cutoff is the solution to µT p2,yq “ p2,

i.e., the cutoff is such that conditional on y˚pbq, the probability the incumbent is

the high type is just equal to the prior probability. This means that y˚pbq solves the

equation

p2 “ b2 f py ´ xq
b1

ř

x f py ´ xqπ1px|bq ` b2 f py ´ xq ,

or after manipulating,

b1

ř

x f py ´ xqπ1px|bq
b2 f py ´ xq “ p1

p2

.

For the special case in which π1pbq is degenerate on a single policy x˚
1 pbq ă x and

densities are normal with mean zero, this simplifies further to

y˚pbq “
lnp p1b2

p2b1
q

2px˚
1 pbq ´ xq ` x˚

1 pbq ` x

2
.

We see that even in this very special case of the model, the cutoff is unbounded,

non-linear in policy choices, and ostensibly non-monotonic in beliefs. The excep-

tion is in the first term of office, where b “ p, in which case the cutoff reduces to

the midpoint between the maximum policy and the choice of the type 1 politicians.

Assuming that π1 places positive probability on policies strictly less than x, the

MLRP implies that the above equation for the voters’ cutoff has a unique solution,

say ψpb|π1q. Then we can rewrite the Bellman equation for the type 1 politicians

as parameterized by the policy strategy π1, as in

W1pb|π1q “ max
xPX

w jpxq ` δ

„
ż

yěψpb|π1q
rW1pµT pb,yq|π1q ` βs f py ´ xqdy

`Fpψpb|π1q ´ xqVCpπ1q


,

where we use a similar convention in writing VCpπ1q. The right-hand side of the

Bellman equation is continuous in the policy choice x, so a maximizer exists for

each b, but note that the Bellman equation itself depends on π1 through the cutoff

and (implicitly) through Bayesian updating. Then π1 corresponds to an equilib-

rium if for all b, the distribution π1pbq places probability one on solutions to the

politician’s Bellman equation.
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To discuss the equilibrium existence issue in more detail, we focus on the case

in which the type 1 politicians use a pure strategy, which we represent by a pol-

icy function x1p¨q that specifies a policy choice x1pbq as a function of the voters’

beliefs; the technical issues are equally germane to the case of mixed strategy equi-

libria. In line with the above observations, we pursue the following route to exis-

tence: given a policy strategy x1p¨q, we derive a new policy strategy x̃1p¨q from the

solutions to the Bellman equation; if these functions can be restricted a priori to a

compact space, and if the mapping x1p¨q ÞÑ x̃1p¨q is continuous, then it has a fixed

point; and this fixed point yields an equilibrium.

A number of remarks are in order. First, our ability to restrict policy strategies

to a compact space in a strong topology hinges on deriving an a priori limitation

on the variation of these policy functions. In the literature on dynamic games, this

is normally done by imposing structure on the exogenously given transition prob-

ability on the state variable (in this case, b), but this course is not available in the

current setting: the transition on beliefs is dictated by Bayes rule and therefore it-

self depends on the strategy used by type 1 politicians. Second, continuity of the

fixed point mapping hinges critically on joint continuity of the right-hand side of

the Bellman equation on the policy choice x and the policy strategy x1p¨q itself.

Although we have noted continuity with respect to x, the joint continuity condition

is much more demanding and depends on the notion of convergence applied to pol-

icy strategies. Third, we do not have conditions under which optimal policies are

ensured to be unique, so the mapping suggested above relies on taking a selection

from the correspondence of optimal policies. This correspondence may not have

convex values, and it might not even be possible to find a continuous selection.

Because voters will not be indifferent between the politicians’ optimal policies,

this multiplicity would normally necessitate mixing by the type 1 politicians. Then

the domain of the fixed point argument will not be functions x jp¨q from beliefs to

policies, but rather mappings π jp¨q from beliefs to probability distributions over

policies. We consider in this discussion the optimistic case in which this problem

does not arise.18

In the current setting, we can circumvent some of these issues by accepting

discontinuities in the strategy of type 1 politicians, sacrificing uniform conver-

gence, and giving the space of policy functions the weak* topology as a subset

of L8pr0,1sq, where we now view x˚
1 pb2q as a function of the probability of type

2 alone.19 This space of functions is indeed compact. To avoid discontinuities in

18Fourth, the standard topology on the space of such mappings delivers compactness, called the

“narrow topology,” is too weak to ensure the joint continuity condition needed for the fixed point

argument.
19This means that a sequence txk

1p¨qu of policy strategies converges to x1p¨q if and only if for every

integrable function g: r0,1s Ñ R, the integrals
ş

gpb2qxk
1pb2qdb2 converge to

ş

gpb2qx1pb2qdb2.
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voter payoffs, we simplify the model further so that a politician receives a zero pay-

off when removed from office, whereby the type 1 politicians’ Bellman equation

reduces to

W1pb|x1p¨qq “ max
xPX

w1pxq ` δ

ż

yěψpb|x1p¨qq
rW1pµT pb,yq|x1p¨qq ` βs f py ´ xqdy.

Then, given a policy strategy x1p¨q, we can simply choose the greatest optimal

policy for each belief b, giving us a new policy strategy x̃1p¨q, which will belong to

L8pr0,1sq. The last stumbling block to existence—which appears fundamental—

is the lack of joint continuity of the mapping from x1p¨q to x̃1p¨q, stemming from

the poor pointwise properties of weak* convergence.

To expand on this point, let x1 and x2 be any two policies, and let txk
1p¨qu be a

sequence of policy strategies that alternates between x1 and x2 at an increasing rate;

Figure 15 depicts the initial strategies in the sequence, which is known in analysis

as the Rademacher sequence. This sequence converges in the weak* topology to

the strategy x1p¨q that always chooses the midpoint px1 ` x2q{2. For almost all be-

liefs b, the politicians’ choice switches between x1 and x2 infinitely often, and so the

current period payoffs w1pxk
1pbqq along the sequence will not converge to the pay-

off from px1 `x2q{2. Moreover, the voters’ cutoff switches between y1pbq and y2pbq
infinitely often along the sequence, where in the normal case these cutoffs solve

b1 f py ´ x1q
b2 f py ´ xq “ p1

p2

and
b1 f py ´ x2q
b2 f py ´ xq “ p1

p2

,

respectively. Clearly, these cutoffs will not generally converge to the cutoff for

x1p¨q. Finally, dependence of the Bayesian posterior µT pb,yq on the politicians’

policy strategy is also problematic. Note that conditional on an outcome y, the

voters’ updated beliefs switch infinitely often between

b1
2 “ b2 f py ´ xq

b1 f py ´ x1q ` b2 f py ´ xq and b2
2 “ b2 f py ´ xq

b1 f py ´ x2q ` b2 f py ´ xq

along the sequence, and these updated beliefs will not converge to the updated be-

lief for x1p¨q. These considerations appear to lead inevitably to a failure of joint

continuity and the impracticality of the fixed point approach. In sum, existence of

stationary electoral equilibrium is a thorny issue.

End of digression

Leaving existence aside, it is instructive to consider the incentives of politicians

to exert effort as office benefit becomes large in the two-type model, assuming

equilibria exist. We first note that in equilibrium, it is possible for a first-term
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Figure 15: Problematic policy strategies

office holder to be re-elected. In contrast to the subsequent analysis, this minimal

step does not rely on the assumption of two types.

Proposition 6.9 In the infinite-horizon model of adverse selection and one-sided

learning, assume (C1) and (C2) hold. In every stationary electoral equilibrium σ,

we have y˚ppq ă 8.

Suppose that in equilibrium, y˚ppq “ 8. Because first-term office holders can-

not be re-elected, every type chooses her ideal policy, so the (normalized) contin-

uation value of a challenger is p1 ´ δqVCpσq “ ř

j p jErupyq|x̂ js. Since x̂n exceeds

all other ideal policies, it follows that for sufficiently large outcomes y, the voters’

posterior over the incumbent’s type becomes arbitrarily close to degenerate on type

n. That is, µT pn|p,yq Ñ 1 as y Ñ 8. Then the voters’ expected discounted payoff

from re-electing the incumbent satisfies

V IpµT pp,yq|σq ě µT pn|p,yqErupyq|x̂ns ` p1 ´ µT pn|p,yqErupyq|x̂1s ` δVCpσq
Ñ Erupyq|x̂ns ` δVCpσq
ą VCpσq

as y becomes large, but then the incumbent is re-elected, i.e., y ě y˚ppq, a contra-

diction.

As another small step in understanding the two-type model, we note that the

policy choices of office holders are always ordered strictly by type.

Proposition 6.10 In the infinite-horizon model of adverse selection and one-sided

learning with two types, assume (C1) and (C2) hold. In every stationary electoral

equilibrium σ, the type 1 politicians’ policy choices are strictly less than the type

2 politicians’, i.e., for all b and all x and z, if π˚
1 px|bq ą 0 and π˚

2 pz|bq ą 0, then

x ă z.
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To prove the result, first note that the first order condition for the office holder’s

optimization problem, with the fact that W2pb|σq ą W1pb|σq for all beliefs, implies

that x ă z. Now suppose that the policy choices are equal. Then voters do not

update their beliefs after observing the realized outcome y, so if V Ipb|σq ě VCpσq,

then the incumbent is always re-elected; and if V Ipb|σq ă VCpσq, then the incum-

bent is never elected. In both cases, the office holder’s optimal policy choice is

to choose her ideal policy, so x “ x̂1 ă x̂2 “ z, a contradiction. We conclude that

the type 1 politicians’ policy choice is strictly less than the type 2 politicians’, as

desired.

The next result establishes that in the context of the two-type model, the vot-

ers’ continuation value of a challenger is bounded above by the discounted ex-

pected utility from the ideal policy of the highest type. A similar result is proved

by Schwabe (2011) under the assumptions that the bad type of politician shirks

and that the increment to the voter’s utility from a good politician (independent of

effort) is sufficiently small. This result has no parallel in the model of pure ad-

verse selection in the spatial environment, where the ideal policy of the “best type”

coincides with the ideal policy of the median voter. It also reveals a fundamental

difference between the two-period and infinite-horizon models of moral hazard and

adverse selection, as in the former model, the continuation value of a challenger

increases without bound as politicians become office motivated. It is tempting to

suppose that the strong responsiveness result carries over to the infinite-horizon

model, but we find that the removal of the terminal period imposes constraints on

the effectiveness of electoral incentives. An implication, with Proposition 6.8, is

that the net value of office is indeed positive in equilibrium.

Proposition 6.11 In the infinite-horizon model of adverse selection and one-sided

learning with two types, assume (C1)–(C3) hold. For all levels of office benefit

β ě 0 and all discount factors δ P r0,1q, in every stationary electoral equilibrium

σ, the voters’ continuation value of a challenger is no more than the expected

discounted utility from the ideal policy of the type 2 politician, i.e.,

VCpσq ď Erupyq|x̂2s
1 ´ δ

.

To prove the result, fix β ě 0 and δ ă 1, so that optimal policy choices can

be bounded by an interval r0,xs. By Proposition 6.9, we have y˚ppq ă 8, and by

Proposition 6.10, we have x ă z for all x and z with π˚
1 px|bq ą 0 and π˚

2 pzq ą 0 and

for all b. We claim that as b2 approaches one, the voters’ cutoff decreases without

bound, i.e., y˚pbq Ñ ´8. To see this, let ỹpbq be the solution to

p2 “ b2

ř

x f py ´ xqπ2px|bq
b1

ř

x f py ´ xqπ1px|bq ` b2

ř

x f py ´ xqπ2px|bq ,
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which, with (C1) and (C2), is uniquely defined by Proposition 6.10. Therefore,

µT pb, ỹpbqq “ p, which implies that V Ipb, ỹpbq|σq “ V Ipp|σq “ VCpσq. Because σ

is deferential and monotonic, we then have y˚pbq ď ỹpbq, so it suffices to show that

ỹpbq Ñ ´8 as b2 Ñ 1. By construction of ỹpbq, we have

b2

ř

x f pỹpbq ´ xqπ2px|bq
b1

ř

x f pỹpbq ´ xqπ1px|bq “ p2

p1

,

and thus the likelihood ratio
ř

x f pỹpbq´xqπ2px|bq
ř

x f pỹpbq´xqπ1px|bq must converge to zero. Because

policy choices belong to a compact set, it follows that the values |ỹpbq| must be

divergent. And if there is a subsequence such that ỹpbq Ñ 8, then because f p¨q is

single-peaked, using Proposition 6.10, we have

ř

x f pỹpbq ´ xqπ2px|bq
ř

x f pỹpbq ´ xqπ1px|bq ě
ř

x f pỹpbq ´ xqπ1px|bq
ř

x f pỹpbq ´ xqπ1px|bq “ 1,

a contradiction. Thus, ỹpbq Ñ ´8, as claimed.

Note that Bayesian updating µT pb,yq becomes insensitive to the outcome y

when the belief b is close to degenerate; in particular, as b2 Ñ 1, the function

WjpµT pb,yq|σq becomes arbitrarily close to constant in y. Since y˚pbq Ñ ´8, by

the previous claim, this implies that the right-hand side of the type 2 politicians’

first order condition in (25) converges to zero uniformly on r0,xs. It follows that the

policy choice of type 2 politicians converges to their ideal policy, i.e., x˚
2 pbq Ñ x̂2

as b2 Ñ 1. Moreover, the updated beliefs of the voters in the next term of office

will be arbitrarily close to the initial b2 for all outcomes outside a set of arbitrarily

small measure. By the same argument, the office holder’s policy choice in her

second term also converges to the ideal policy, and so on for an arbitrarily long

horizon. Since voters are not perfectly patient (δ ă 1), this implies that the expected

payoff from re-electing the incumbent, conditional on the politician being type 2,

converges to the discounted expected utility from the ideal policy, i.e., V Ipb,2|σq Ñ
1

1´δErupyq|x̂2s as b2 Ñ 1. We therefore have

VCpσq ď V Ipb|σq ď b1Erupyq|xs
1 ´ δ

` b2V Ipb,2|σq Ñ Erupyq|x̂2s
1 ´ δ

as b2 Ñ 1. We conclude that VCpσq ď 1
1´δErupyq|x̂2s, as desired.

We can give a fairly loose lower bound on the continuation value of an in-

cumbent for arbitrary parameters of the model. The proof recalls the principle of

optimality for dynamic elections in Proposition 4.2: we argue that if the value fell

below a certain level, then the median voter could use a non-stationary retention

rule that increased her expected discounted payoff, an impossibility.
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Proposition 6.12 In the infinite-horizon model of adverse selection and one-sided

learning with two types, assume (C1)–(C3) hold. In every stationary electoral

equilibrium σ, the voters’ expected discounted payoff from re-electing an incum-

bent given beliefs b satisfies

V Ipb|σq ě b1Erupyq|x̂1s
1 ´ δ

` b2Erupyq|x̂2s
1 ´ δ

.

To prove the proposition, let V I,kpb|σq denote the voters’ expected payoff from

re-electing the incumbent for k periods regardless of the outcome realization and

then returning to the strategy σ, given that beliefs about the politician are initially b,

and assuming that politicians continue to use their equilibrium policy strategies and

voters continue to update their beliefs according to Bayes rule. At the beginning of

the kth period, for all updated beliefs bk about the incumbent’s type, the expected

payoff from re-electing the incumbent independently of the outcome realization is

bk
1

ÿ

x

„
ż

V IpµT pbk,yq,1|σq f py ´ xqdy



π1px|bkq

`bk
2

ÿ

x

„
ż

V IpµT pbk,yq,2|σq f py ´ xqdy



π2px|bkq,

while the expected payoff from following σ is

bk
1

ÿ

x

„
ż

yěy˚pbkq
V IpµT pbk,yq,1|σq f py ´ xqdy ` Fpy˚pbkq ´ xqVCpσq



π1px|bkq

`bk
2

ÿ

x

„
ż

yěy˚pbkq
V IpµT pbk,yq,2|σq f py ´ xqdy ` Fpy˚pbkq ´ xqVCpσq



π2px|bkq.

Note that for all y ă y˚pbkq, we have VCpσq ą V IpµT pbk,yq|σq. It follows that

the second expected payoff exceeds the first, and we conclude that V I,k´1pb|σq ě
V I,kpb|σq. Continuing this logic, we have

V Ipb|σq ě V I,1pb|σq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě V I,kpb|σq.

Moreover, since x ě x̂ j for each j “ 1,2, each b1, and each x in the support of

π jp¨|b1q, we have

V I,kpb|σq ě p1 ´ δk´1qrb1Erupyq|x̂1s ` b2Erupyq|x̂2s
1 ´ δ

` δk
Erupyq|x̂1s

1 ´ δ
.

Finally, taking the limit as k Ñ 8, we have

V Ipb|σq ě lim
kÑ8

V I,kpb|σq ě b1Erupyq|x̂1s ` b2Erupyq|x̂2s
1 ´ δ

,
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as desired.

The next proposition shows that as voters become patient, the continuation

value from a challenger converges to the upper bound established in Proposition

6.11, giving us a qualified responsive democracy result in the infinite-horizon with

no term limit. Note that the extent of responsiveness differs from the result stated

in Proposition 3.8 for the two-period model. There, we assume no discounting and

let office benefit become large; here, we fix office benefit and let citizens become

patient. And there, policy choices of above average types increase without bound,

and the continuation value of a challenger becomes arbitrarily; here, responsive-

ness is constrained by the preferences of the potential candidates for election. Like

Proposition 6.12, the proof uses an optimality principle argument.

Proposition 6.13 In the infinite-horizon model of adverse selection and one-sided

learning with two types, assume (C1)–(C3) hold, and let the discount factor ap-

proach one. For every selection of stationary electoral equilibria σ, the voters’

(normalized) continuation value of a challenger converges to the expected utility

from the ideal policy of the type 2 politician, i.e.,

lim
δÑ1

p1 ´ δqVCpσq “ Erupyq|x̂2s.

By Proposition 6.11, it suffices to show that there is no subsequence such that

the limit of (normalized) continuation values strictly exceeds the expected utility

from x̂2. To this end, suppose that limδÑ1p1´δqVCpσq ă Erupyq|x̂2s. Let η P p0,1q
be small enough that

ηErupyq|x̂1s ` p1 ´ ηqErupyq|x̂2s ą lim
δÑ1

p1 ´ δqVCpσq.

Since policies are strictly ordered by type, (C1) and (C2) yield a cutoff y such that

µp2|b,yq “ 1 ´ η. The unconditional probability that the realized outcome exceeds

this threshold in a politician’s first term of office is

Prpy ě yq “ p1

ÿ

x

p1 ´ Fpy ´ xqqπ1px|pq ` p2p1 ´ Fpy ´ xqqπ2px|pq ą 0.

In k draws of a first-term office holder, the probability that the outcome never

exceeds the threshold y is p1 ´ Prpy ě yqqk. Choose k sufficiently large that

lim
δÑ1

p1 ´ δqVCpσq ă p1 ´ Prpy ě yqqk
Erupyq|x̂1s (26)

`r1 ´ p1 ´ Prpy ě yqqks
„

ηErupyq|x̂1s ` p1 ´ ηqErupyq|x̂2s


.
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Now consider the voters’ payoff, given a newly elected office holder, from the

following plan: for k periods, replace the incumbent with a challenger unless the

realized outcome exceeds y, in which case re-elect the incumbent and return to

σ; after k periods, return to σ in any event. To simplify notation, let V Ipy ě y|σq
denote the voters’ expected discounted payoff from re-electing a first-term office

holder conditional on realizing an outcome above the threshold y, assuming politi-

cians continue to follow their equilibrium strategies. By an optimality principle

argument, similar to the proof of Proposition 6.12, it follows that the equilibrium

continuation value of a challenger, VCpσq, is at least equal to the expected dis-

counted payoff from following the above plan. As well, by Proposition 6.12 and

choice of y, we have

V Ipy ě y|σq ě ηErupyq|x̂1s
1 ´ δ

` p1 ´ ηqErupyq|x̂2s
1 ´ δ

.

Let Erupyq|π˚
j ppq,y ă ys denote the voters’ expected utility from the probability

distribution π˚
j ppq over policies, conditional on realizing an outcome above the

threshold y, with a similar convention for Erupyq|π˚
j ppq,y ă ys.

Then the voters’ expected discounted payoff from electing a challenger and fol-

lowing the above plan, assuming that politicians continue to use their equilibrium

policy strategies, is:

k
ÿ

k“1

p1 ´ Prpy ě yqqk´1 Prpy ě yq
„

1 ´ δk´1

1 ´ δ
pp1Erupyq|y ă y,π˚

1 ppqs

`p2Erupyq|y ă y,x˚
2 ppqsq ` δk´1pp1Erupyq|y ě y,π˚

1 ppqs

`p2Erupyq|y ě y,x˚
2 ppqsq ` δkV Ipy ě y|σq



` p1 ´ Prpy ě yqqk

„

1 ´ δk´1

1 ´ δ
pp1Erupyq|π˚

1 ppqs

`p2Erupyq|π˚
2 ppqsq ` δkVCpσq



,

where the first summation represents expectations across paths py1, . . . ,ykq of out-

come realizations such that the first k ´ 1 realizations are below y and the kth re-

alization is above the threshold. By construction, the above expected discounted
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payoff is at least equal to:

r1 ´ p1 ´ Prpy ě yqqks
„

p1´δk´1

1´δ qErupyq|y ă y, x̂1s ` δk´1
Erupyq|y ă y, x̂1s

` δkpηErupyq|x̂1s
1´δ ` p1´ηqErupyq|x̂2s

1´δ q


`p1 ´ Prpy ě yqqk

„

Erupyq|x̂1s
1´δ



.

Multiplying by p1 ´ δq and taking limits, we therefore have

lim
δÑ1

p1 ´ δqVCpσq ě p1 ´ Prpy ě yqqk
Erupyq|x̂1s

`r1 ´ p1 ´ Prpy ě yqqks
„

ηErupyq|x̂1s ` p1 ´ ηqErupyq|x̂2s


,

contradicting (26). This establishes the desired result.

Departing from our restriction to stationary electoral equilibria, Banks and Sun-

daram (1993) show existence of an equilibrium in the class of trigger strategies,

in which voters and politicians use history-dependent strategies that condition on

past outcomes generated by an incumbent (which are always on her personal path

of play) and not only on the voters’ posterior beliefs. In particular, if the real-

ized policy outcome falls below a given cutoff level during a politician’s term, the

politician shirks (i.e., chooses zero effort) thereafter, and the voter removes the in-

cumbent from office. This approach is not without its shortcomings. First, even

if the incumbent is a good type with arbitrarily high probability, there is always a

positive probability that a bad outcome will be realized and the voter will replace

the incumbent. Second, the exact value of the trigger is not pinned down in the

model, and in fact a continuum of values can be supported in equilibrium. Third,

the analysis relies on the assumption that all politician types are equivalent when

they shirk; without this assumption, the trigger strategy construction breaks down,

as voters may have an incentive to re-elect an incumbent who is a good type with

high probability, even if it is known that she will shirk in the future.

6.3 One-sided learning with term limits

In the infinite-horizon model with a two-period term limit, Banks and Sundaram

(1998) extend the existence result for the two-period model. We review the ex-

istence question and modify the proof of existence in Proposition 3.3 to obtain

equilibria in which each politician type mixes over at most two policies. Equilib-

ria in the presence of a two-period term limit are, however, qualitatively different

than those in the simple version of the model with no term limit and those in the
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two-period model: because voters cannot commit to decline the option of an un-

tried challenger, high levels of effort cannot be supported in equilibrium. In fact,

we show that as politicians become office motivated, the voters’ expected utility

from the policy choices of first-term office holders (there therefore the expected

payoff of a challenger) is bounded above by a level that is below the expected util-

ity when the highest type, j “ n, chooses her ideal policy, x̂n. That is, the form of

responsive democracy illustrated in Proposition 6.13 for the model without term

limits fails in the model with term limits, paralleling Proposition 5.8 for the pure

adverse selection model and showing that the commitment problem of voters limits

the effectiveness of electoral incentives.

In the model with a two-period term limit, we maintain (C1)–(C4) and extend

our definition of stationary strategy profile to allow for politicians to condition their

choices on the term of office, as obviously, a second term politician will simply

choose her ideal policy; we let π1
j denote the type j politician’s mixed policy choice

in her first term of office. With this modification, a profile σ that is deferential and

monotonic determines an acceptance set of the form Apσq “ ry,8q, where y is a

given cutoff outcome that is necessary and sufficient for re-election after an office

holder’s first term. Then stationary electoral equilibria are characterized by three

conditions. First, the cutoff outcome must satisfy the indifference condition that,

conditional on observing y, voters are indifferent between re-electing the first-term

incumbent and electing a challenger. Formally, letting VCpσq be the continuation

value of electing a challenger common to all voters, this condition is

ÿ

j

µT p j|p,yq
„

Erupyq|x̂ js ` δVCpσq


“ VCpσq.

Simplifying, this means that the expected utility from the incumbent’s policy choice

in the second term is equal to the (normalized) continuation value of a challenger:

ÿ

j

µT p j|p,yqErupyq|x̂ js “ p1 ´ δqVCpσq. (27)

Second, each politician type, knowing that she is re-elected if and only if y ě y,

mixes over optimal actions in her first term of office, i.e., she solves

max
xPX

w jpxq ` δ

„

p1 ´ Fpy ´ xqqrw jpx̂ jq ` β ` δVCpσqs ` Fpy ´ xqVCpσq


,

and the first order condition for this problem is

w1
jpxq “ ´ f py ´ xqδrw jpx̂ jq ` β ´ p1 ´ δqVCpσqs. (28)
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This parallels the politicians’ objective function in the two-period model of Sub-

section 3.4, the difference being that the payoff from re-election is discounted and

reflects the continuation of the game with a challenger taking office, and the politi-

cian’s expected payoff from a challenger is endogenized in a more complex way.

Third, as always, updating of voter beliefs follows Bayes rule: conditional on ob-

serving outcome y, the posterior probability that the politician is type j is

µT p j|p,yq “
p j

ř

x f py ´ xqπ1
jpxq

ř

k pk

ř

x f py ´ xqπ1
kpxq .

As in Subsection 3.4, we can consider the constrained version of the first term

politician’s optimization problem with objective function

U jpx,r;V q “ w jpxq ` rδrw jpx̂ jq ´ p1 ´ δqV s,

with the difference that we now include a parameter V , which in equilibrium will

be the continuation value of a challenger. We use the formulation of (C3) from the

preceding subsection,

(C3) w1px̂1q ` β ą Erupyq|x̂ns,

which means that a first-term politician prefers to remain in office, even if she

can return to the electorate and in all future periods, outcomes are determined by

the ideal policy of the highest type. We assume provisionally that p1 ´ δqV ď
Erupyq|x̂ns, and we will see that Erupyq|x̂ns does indeed bound the (normalized)

continuation value of a challenger in equilibrium, so the new (C3) means that all

politicians are in principle interested in re-election. By (C3), the right-hand side of

the first order condition in (28) is positive, and it follows that for arbitrary cutoff

and continuation value, a politician exerts positive effort in the first term.

As in Subsection 3.4, an office holder will not choose policies below her ideal

policy, and the politician will not choose arbitrarily high policies, so each type of

office holder has an optimal policy in the first term of office. We impose condi-

tion (C4) to obtain the result that given an arbitrary cutoff and a continuation value

V ď 1
1´δErupyq|x̂ns, each type of politician has at most two optimal policies. Again,

the objective function U jpx,1 ´ Fpy ´ xq;V q is supermodular in p j,xq, with the im-

plication that optimal policies are strictly ordered by type. The arguments for these

results proceed as for the two-period model, and we omit their formal statement and

proof. Given cutoff y and continuation value of a challenger V ď 1
1´δErupyq|x̂ns,

we let x˚
j py,V q and x˚, jpy,V q denote the greatest and least optimal policies, respec-

tively, of the type j politician in the first term of office. It follows that optimal

policies are strictly ordered by type, i.e.,

for all j ă n, x˚
j py,V q ă x˚, j`1py,V q,
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and standard arguments imply that x˚
j p¨q and x˚, jp¨q are upper and lower semi-

continuous, respectively.

Now consider mixed policy strategies π1
1, . . . ,π

1
n with supports that are strictly

ordered according to type, and let V be a continuation value satisfying Erupyq|x̂1s ď
p1 ´ δqV ď Erupyq|x̂ns. The induced cutoff for voters is the unique solution in y to

the equation V Ipp,y|σq “ V , or more explicitly,

ÿ

k

µT pk|p,yqrErupyq|x̂ks ` δV s “ V,

reflecting the fact that a re-elected incumbent chooses her ideal policy and is re-

placed by a challenger. Simplifying, we obtain the indifference condition

ÿ

k

µT pk|p,yqErupyq|x̂ks “ p1 ´ δqV, (29)

and we denote the unique solution by y˚pπ1
1, . . . ,π

1
n,V q. Again, y˚pπ1

1, . . . ,π
1
n,V q is

a continuous function of its arguments.

Existence of equilibrium follows from a fixed point argument, as in the two-

period model. In contrast to Subsection 3.4, however, we must complete an inter-

mediate step, in which a cutoff y and policies x1, . . . ,xn determine the continuation

values from re-electing a first-term incumbent, conditional on an outcome y, and

from electing a challenger. Specifically, V Ipp,y|σq and VCpσq are the unique solu-

tions to the recursions

V Ipp,y|σq “
ÿ

k

µT pk|p,yq
„

Erupyq|x̂ks ` δVCpσq


(30)

and

VCpσq “
ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

„

Erupyq|xs ` δrp1 ´ Fpy ´ xqqpErupyq|x̂ js

` δVCpσqq ` Fpy ´ xqVCpσqs


π1
jpxq.

Solving for VCpσq explicitly, we have

VCpσq “

ř

j p j

ř

x

„

Erupyq|xs ` δp1 ´ Fpy ´ xqqErupyq|x̂ js


π1
jpxq

1 ´ δ
ř

j p j

ř

xrp1 ´ Fpy ´ xqqδ ` Fpy ´ xqsπ1
jpxq . (31)

This raises the technical challenge that the voters’ cutoff is uniquely defined only

when the (normalized) continuation value of a challenger is strictly between the
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expected utility from the ideal policies of the lowest and highest types; yet it is

possible, in principle, for VCpσq to exceed these quantities. Nevertheless, the con-

tinuation values generated by optimal policies and induced cutoffs can be appro-

priately bounded and a fixed point argument applied.

To convey the argument, we let V ˚pπ1
1, . . . ,π

1
n,yq denote the right-hand side of

(31), after subjecting it to appropriate bounds. We then define the correspondence

depicted below,

pπ1
1, . . . ,π

1
n,yq Ñ V “ V ˚pπ1

1, . . . ,π
1
n,yq Ñ

$

&

%

x˚
j py,V q,x˚, jpy,V q,

j “ 1, . . . ,n

y˚pπ1
1, . . . ,π

1
n,V q

,

.

-

,

where the supports of π1
1, . . . ,π

1
n are strictly ordered by type and satisfy ε-spacing,

as in the proof of Proposition 3.7, and we allow for arbitrary mixtures of the opti-

mal policies x˚
j py,V q and x˚, jpy,V q. That is, policy choices and a cutoff determine

the continuation value of a challenger; and with this continuation value, the cutoff

determines optimal policy choices for the politicians, and policy choices deter-

mine a cutoff satisfying the indifference condition. This correspondence satisfies

the conditions of Kakutani’s theorem, and it admits a fixed point, which yields a

stationary electoral equilibrium.

The next proposition states the existence result, with a characterization familiar

from Proposition 3.7. Note that the equilibrium cutoff is always finite: otherwise,

all types of politicians would choose their ideal policy, but then choices are ordered

by type, so the cutoff must be finite after all.

Proposition 6.14 In the infinite-horizon model of adverse selection and one-sided

learning with two-period term limit, assume (C1)–(C4). Then there is a stationary

electoral equilibrium, and in every electoral equilibrium, there exist mixed policy

strategies π˚
1 , . . . ,π

˚
n and a finite cutoff y˚ such that:

(i) each type j politician mixes over policies in the first term of office using π˚
j ,

which places positive probability on at most two policies, say x˚
j and x˚, j,

where x̂ j ă x˚, j ď x˚
j ,

(ii) the supports of policy strategies are strictly ordered by type, i.e., for all j ă n,

we have x˚
j ă x˚, j`1,

(iii) each type j politician chooses x̂ j in the second term of office, if re-elected,

(iv) voters re-elect an office holder after the first term if and only if y ě y˚.
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We fill in details omitted from the above argument. To begin, we specify an up-

per bound x on optimal policies and a sufficiently large interval ryL,yH s paralleling

the proof of Proposition 3.7, so that for some ε ą 0, optimal policies of different

types are separated by a distance of at least ε for all possible continuation values,

i.e., for all y, all V with Erupyq|x̂1s ď p1´δqV ď Erupyq|x̂ns, and all j ă n, we have

|x˚, j`1py,V q ´ x˚
j py,V q| ą ε. We again represent a profile of mixed policy strate-

gies with support in r0,xs and satisfying ε-spacing by a 3n-tuple px,z,rq, and we

let Dε denote the nonempty, convex, and convex set of these profiles. Given V with

Erupyq|x̂1s ď p1 ´ δqV ď Erupyq|x̂ns, we let y˚px,z,r,V q denote the induced cutoff

of the voters, and we let Y be a convex, compact set containing the possible values

of the induced cutoff as policy strategies range over Dε and continuation values

range over the interval. Letting RHS denote the right-hand side of (31), we define

V ˚px,z,r,yq “ max

"

min

"

RHS,
Erupyq|x̂ns

1 ´ δ

*

,
Erupyq|x̂1s

1 ´ δ

*

,

so that the continuation value of a challenger generated by the policy strategies of

politicians by construction satisfies our desired bounds. Finally, we can define a

fixed point correspondence Φ:Dε ˆY Ñ Dε ˆY as follows. Given px,z,r,yq, we

find for each politician type j the optimal policies

x˚, jpy,V ˚px,z,r,yqq and x˚, jpy,V ˚px,z,r,yqq,

and we let the type j politician mix arbitrarily over these policies, and we update

the voters’ cutoff to y˚px,z,r,V ˚px,z,r,yqq. This correspondence satisfies the con-

ditions of Kakutani’s theorem, and thus Φ has a fixed point, say px˚,z˚,r˚,y˚q.

We must show that this fixed point determines an equilibrium, and to this

end, we show that the constraints imposed in the definition of V ˚ are not binding.

Since all politician types choose policies strictly greater than x̂1, it cannot be that

V ˚px˚,z˚,r˚,y˚q “ 1
1´δErupyq|x̂1s. Suppose V ˚px˚,z˚,r˚,y˚q “ 1

1´δErupyq|x̂ns.
Then it must be that conditional on realizing the cutoff y˚, the voters’ posterior

places probability one on the office holder being type n, i.e., µT pn|p,y˚q “ 1. But

by full support of f p¨q, this equality cannot hold, a contradiction. We conclude that

px˚,z˚,r˚,y˚q yields a stationary electoral equilibrium, as desired.

The analysis of the infinite-horizon model with two-period term limit has so

far relied on a close parallel to the two-period model. Endogeneity of the contin-

uation value VCpσq does not affect existence in an essential way, as the nature of

this endogeneity is continuous, allowing the existence argument to carry over with

few changes. This is not so for the qualitative nature of equilibria. Proposition

3.8 established that when the office benefit β is high in the two-period model, all

politician types exert arbitrarily high effort in the first period, providing a strong
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policy responsiveness result for that model. The limits of responsive democracy

were revised in Proposition 6.11 for the infinite-horizon model with no term limit,

the upper bound being the expected payoff from the ideal policy of the high type.

In the general model with a two-period term limit, we find that equilibrium pol-

icy choices are subject to the same upper bound. The reason is that second-term

politicians exert zero effort in equilibrium, and so the voters’ expected payoff from

electing a politician to a second term is bounded above by the payoff generated by

the highest ability type choosing zero effort; and if first-term politicians’ effort lev-

els are too high, then the voter would rather elect a challenger, but then politicians

will exert zero effort in equilibrium. As in the pure moral hazard model, the voter

cannot commit to decline the option of an untried challenger, so electoral incen-

tives are attenuated in the model with term limits. In fact, we state the next result

in somewhat stronger terms: the voters’ expected utility from the policy choices

of first-term office holders—and therefore the continuation value of a challenger—

cannot exceed the expected utility from the ideal policy of the highest type.

Proposition 6.15 In the infinite-horizon model of adverse selection and one-sided

learning with two-period term limit, assume (C1)–(C4). For all levels of office

benefit β ě 0 and all discount factors δ P r0,1q, in every stationary electoral equi-

librium σ, the expected utility to voters from policies chosen by first-term office

holders is no more than the expected utility from the ideal policy of the type n

politician, i.e.,
ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

Erupyq|xsπ1
j pxq ď Erupyq|x̂ns.

To prove the proposition, suppose that for some parameterization of the model,

we have
ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

Erupyq|xsπ1
j pxq ą Erupyq|x̂ns.

Recall that the continuation value of a challenger satisfies

VCpσq “
ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

„

Erupyq|xs ` δrp1 ´ Fpy ´ xqqpErupyq|x̂ js (32)

` δVCpσqq ` Fpy ´ xqVCpσqs


π1
jpxq.

Note that
ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

p1 ´ Fpy˚ ´ xqqpErupyq|x̂ j s ` δVCpσqqπ1
jpxq
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“
ż 8

y˚

„

ÿ

j

ˆ

p j

ÿ

x

f py ´ xqπ1
j pxq

˙

pErupyq|x̂ js ` δVCpσqq


dy

“
ż 8

y˚

ˆ

ÿ

k

pk

ÿ

x

f py ´ xqπ1
kpxq

˙„

ÿ

j

µT p j|p,yqpErupyq|x̂ j s ` δVCpσqq


dy

“
ż 8

y˚

ˆ

ÿ

k

pk

ÿ

x

f py ´ xqπ1
kpxq

˙

V Ipp,y|σqdy

ě VCpσq
ÿ

k

pk

ÿ

x

p1 ´ Fpy˚ ´ xqq.

Thus, we infer from (32) that the voters’ (normalized) continuation value of a chal-

lenger converges is at least equal to the expected utility from the policy choices of

first-period office holders, i.e.,

p1 ´ δqVCpσq ě
ÿ

j

ÿ

x

Erupyq|xsπ1
j pxq. (33)

Combining our observations, we have VCpσq ą Erupyq|x̂ns, but the indifference

condition (27) yields

VCpσq “
ř

j µT p j|p,y˚qErupyq|x̂ js
1 ´ δ

ď Erupyq|x̂ns
1 ´ δ

,

a contradiction. This establishes the result.

For the infinite-horizon model with no term limits, Proposition 6.13 establishes

that the effort levels of politicians approach the upper bound from Proposition 6.11

as citizens become patient. This result fixes the office benefit at a given level and

uses an optimality principle argument to deduce that the continuation value of a

challenger converges to the expected utility from the ideal policy of the high type.

Here, the analysis of the model with two-period term limit diverges from the model

with no term limit, as the commitment problem of voters imposes further con-

straints on responsive democracy in the former model. We next show that for a

given level of office benefit, the voters’ expected utility from the policy choices of

first-term office holders—and therefore the continuation value of a challenger—is

bounded strictly below the expected utility from the ideal policy x̂n as we vary the

discount factor. In fact, the statement of the result is stronger that this, in the sense

that we can allow the office benefit to become large, as long as the discount factor

eventually offsets the increase in office motivation.

Proposition 6.16 In the infinite-horizon model of adverse selection and one-sided

learning with two-period term limit, assume (C1)–(C4) hold. For every constant
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c ą 0, there is a bound u ă Erupyq|x̂ns such that for all levels of office benefit β ě 0

and all discount factors δ P r0,1q satisfying βδ ď c, in every stationary electoral

equilibrium σ for parameters pβ,δq, the expected utility to voters from policies

chosen by first-term office holders is below this bound, i.e.,
ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

Erupyq|xsπ1
j pxq ď u.

To deduce a contradiction, suppose there is a constant c ą 0 and a sequence

of parameters pβ,δq such that βδ ď c and for which the voters’ expected utility

from the choices of first-term office holders approaches the expected utility from

the ideal policy of the type n politician, i.e.,
ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

Erupyq|xsπ1
j pxq Ñ Erupyq|x̂ns.

Note that the right-hand side of the first order condition in (28) is bounded, and

thus we can bound the optimal policies of the politicians along the sequence by

some x. From the argument in the proof of Proposition 6.15, inequality (33) holds,

and thus the voters’ continuation value of a challenger converges to the expected

utility from the ideal policy of the type n politicians, i.e.,

p1 ´ δqVCpσq ě
ÿ

j

ÿ

x

Erupyq|xsπ1
j pxq Ñ Erupyq|x̂ns.

The indifference condition (27) then implies that the posterior probability that the

incumbent is type n conditional on observing y˚ goes to one, i.e.,

µT pn|p,y˚q “ pn

ř

x f py˚ ´ xqπ1
npxq

ř

k pk

ř

x f py˚ ´ xqπ1
kpxq ď 1

1 ` ř

kăn pk
f py˚´x˚

j q

pn f py˚´xq

Ñ 1.

Because the equilibrium policy choices of the politicians belong to the compact in-

terval r0,xs, this implies that y˚ Ñ 8, and thus the probability of re-electing an in-

cumbent goes to zero, i.e., for all politician types j, we have
ř

x Fpy˚ ´ xqπ1
jpxq Ñ

1. In particular, we have f py˚ ´ x˚
j q Ñ 0 for each type j, and thus the right-hand

side of the first order condition converges to zero when evaluated at the greatest

optimal policy of the politician. It follows that x˚
j Ñ x̂ j for each type j, but then

ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

Erupyq|xsπ1
j pxq Ñ

ÿ

j

p jErupyq|x̂ js,

a contradiction. This establishes the result.

To apply the previous result for a given level of office benefit, say β, we simply

set c “ β.
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Corollary 6.1 In the infinite-horizon model of adverse selection and one-sided

learning with two-period term limit, assume (C1)–(C4) hold, and fix the office ben-

efit β ě 0. Then there is a bound u ă Erupyq|x̂ns such that for all discount factors

δ P r0,1q and every stationary electoral equilibrium σ, the expected utility to voters

from policies chosen by first-term office holders is below this bound, i.e.,

ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

Erupyq|xsπ1
j pxq ď u.

The preceding corollary is reminiscent of Proposition 5.8, which established

a bound on responsive democracy in the infinite-horizon model of pure adverse

selection with a two-period term limit. A difference is that the latter bound holds

for arbitrary levels of office benefit, while Corolllary 6.1 fixes β. This difference

owes to the fact that voter utility is unbounded in the model with combined ad-

verse selection and moral hazard, leading to the possibility that as office benefit

increases, type n politicians choose arbitrarily high policies with sufficiently low

probability so that the (normalized) continuation value of a challenger converges

to Erupyq|x̂ns. To satisfy our equilibrium conditions, it must then be that the voters’

cutoff y˚ diverges to infinity, and type j ă n politicians are re-elected with proba-

bility converging to zero. The next proposition makes these equilibrium conditions

more precise and leaves open the possibility that the bound u in Proposition 6.16

converges to Erupyq|x̂ns as the product βδ increases, approximating our respon-

siveness result, Proposition 6.13, for the model with no term limits as politicians

become substantially office motivated.

Proposition 6.17 In the infinite-horizon model of adverse selection and one-sided

learning with two-period term limit, assume (C1)–(C4) hold. Let the office benefit

β ě 0 and δ P r0,1q vary arbitrarily subject to limβδ “ 8. Then for every selection

of stationary electoral equilibria σ, the voters’ cutoff diverges to infinity; the type n

politicians in their first term mix between policies that are close to their ideal policy

and ones that are arbitrarily high, with small, positive probability on the latter; and

all other type j ă n politicians choose policies close to their ideal policies in the

first term, i.e.,

(i) y˚ Ñ 8,

(ii) x˚
n Ñ 8 and x˚,n Ñ x̂n,

(iii) π1
npx˚

n q ą 0 for large enough β, and π1
npx˚

n q Ñ 0,

(iv) for all j ă n, x˚
j Ñ x̂ j.
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We first prove (i). Indeed, suppose there is a subsequence such that y˚ is

bounded, so going to a subsequence if needed, we can assume that y˚ Ñ y. We

claim that for each type j politician, the least optimal policy diverges to infinity,

i.e., x˚, j Ñ 8. Otherwise, we can go to a subsequence if needed to assume that

x˚, j Ñ x̃ j ă 8. By the first order condition in (28), we then have

limw1
jpx̃ jq “ ´ f py ´ x̃ jq limβδ.

Since limβδ “ 8, the right-hand side of the above inequality is infinite, a con-

tradiction. Thus, we have x˚, j Ñ 8 for each politician type j, as claimed. But

then the voters’ expected utility from the policy choices of first-term office holders

diverges to infinity, contradicting Proposition 6.15. We conclude that |y˚| Ñ 8.

Now suppose there is a subsequence such that y˚ Ñ ´8. Because policy choices

are strictly ordered by type, it follows that for all x1, . . . ,xn in the support of the

politicians’ policy strategies, we have

f py˚ ´ x1q ą f py˚ ´ x2q ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą f py˚ ´ xnq.

Therefore, the coefficients on prior beliefs from Bayes rule are ordered by type,

i.e.,
ř

x f py˚ ´ xqπ1
1pxq

ř

k pk

ř

x f py˚ ´ xqπ1
kpxq ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą

ř

x f py˚ ´ xqπ1
npxq

ř

k pk

ř

x f py˚ ´ xqπ1
kpxq ,

and we conclude that voters’ prior first order stochastically dominates the posterior

distribution µT p¨|p,y˚q, which implies

ÿ

j

p jErupyq|x̂ js ą
ÿ

j

µT p j|p,y˚qErupyq|x̂ js.

From the argument in the proof of Proposition 6.15, inequality (33) holds, and

since x̂ j ă x˚, j for all j, we have VCpσq ą 1
1´δ

ř

j p jErupyq|x̂ js. Using (30), we

then have

V Ipp,y˚|σq ă
ÿ

j

p j

„

Erupyq|x̂ks ` δVCpσq


ă VCpσq,

contradicting the voters’ indifference condition. Therefore, y˚ Ñ 8, as desired.

Next, we show that for all types j, there is no subsequence of greatest optimal

policy choices x˚
j that converge to a finite policy greater than the ideal policy; by

the same argument, the least optimal policy choices x˚, j also cannot converge to a

finite policy greater than the ideal policy. Indeed, suppose that there is some type

j such that x˚
j Ñ x̃ j with x̂ j ă x̃ j ă 8. Then for sufficiently large β and some δ
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(which may depend on β), we have x̂ j ă x˚
j . For these parameters, the current gain

to the type j politician from choosing x̂ j instead of x˚
j is non-positive, and thus

δpFpy˚ ´ x̂ jq ´ Fpy˚ ´ x˚
j qqrw jpx̂ jq ` β ´ p1 ´ δqVCpσqs ě w jpx̂ jq ´ w jpx˚

j q.

That is, the current gains from choosing the ideal policy are offset by future losses.

Since y˚ Ñ 8, the limit of

Fpy˚ ´ x˚
j q ´ Fpy˚ ´ x̃ j ´ 1q

Fpy˚ ´ x̂ jq ´ Fpy˚ ´ x˚
j q

as β becomes large (with δ possibly depending on β) is indeterminate, and by

L’Hôpital’s rule, the limit is equal to

lim
f py˚ ´ x˚

j q ´ f py˚ ´ x̃ ´ 1q
f py˚ ´ x̂ jq ´ f py˚ ´ x˚

j q “ lim

f py˚ ´ x̃ j ´ 1q
ˆ

f py˚´x˚
j q

f py˚´x̃ j´1q ´ 1

˙

f py˚ ´ x˚
j q

ˆ

f py˚´x̂ jq

f py˚´x˚
j q

´ 1

˙ “ 8,

where we use (C1) and (C2). Then, however, the future gain from choosing x̃ j ` 1

instead of x˚
j strictly exceeds current losses, i.e.,

δpFpy˚ ´ x˚
j q ´ Fpy˚ ´ x̃ j ´ 1qqrw jpx̂ jq ` β ´ p1 ´ δqVCpσqs

ą w jpx˚
j q ´ w jpx̃ j ` 1q, (34)

for some parameters pβ1,δ1q. To be specific, let

A “ δrw jpx̂ jq ` β ´ p1 ´ δqVCpσqs
B “ w jpx̂ jq ´ w jpx˚

j q
C “ w jpx˚

j q ´ w jpx̃ ` 1q,

where A is evaluated at sufficiently large β (with δ possibly depending on β). Note

that since x̂ j ă x̃ j ă 8, we have limB ą 0 and limC ă 8. We have noted that

pFpy˚ ´ x̂ jq´Fpy˚ ´x˚
j qqA ě B for sufficiently large β (with δ possibly depending

on β), and we have shown that as β becomes large (with δ possibly depending on

β), we have

Fpy˚ ´ x˚
j q ´ Fpy˚ ´ x̃ ´ 1q

Fpy˚ ´ x̂ jq ´ Fpy˚ ´ x˚
j q ą C

B
.

Combining these facts, we have

pFpy˚ ´ x̂ jq ´ Fpy˚ ´ x˚
j qqA

ˆ

Fpy˚ ´ x˚
j q ´ Fpy˚ ´ x̃ ´ 1q

Fpy˚ ´ x̂ jq ´ Fpy˚ ´ x˚
j q

˙

ą B

ˆ

C

B

˙

,
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which yields (34) for some pβ1,δ1q. This gives the type j politician a profitable

deviation from x˚
j , a contradiction.

Now, suppose there is a subsequence such that the greatest optimal policy x˚
n of

the type n politicians is bounded above by some policy, say x. It follows that for all

politician types j, we have x˚
j Ñ x̂ j, so that the probability of re-electing an incum-

bent goes to zero, i.e., for all politician types j, we have
ř

x Fpy˚ ´ xqπ1
jpxq Ñ 1.

Re-writing (31), we have

p1 ´ δqVCpσq “
ˆ

1 ´ δ

1 ´ δ
ř

j p j

ř

xrp1 ´ Fpy ´ xqqδ ` Fpy ´ xqsπ1
jpxq

˙

¨p
ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

„

Erupyq|xs ` δp1 ´ Fpy ´ xqqErupyq|x̂ js


π1
jpxqq.

Taking limits as y˚ Ñ 8, and using L’Hôpital’s rule in case δ Ñ 1, we see that

p1 ´ δqVCpσq Ñ ř

j p jErupyq|x̂ js. But we also have

µT pn|p,y˚q “ pn

ř

x f py˚ ´ xqπ1
npxq

ř

k pk

ř

x f py˚ ´ xqπ1
kpxq ď 1

1 ` ř

kăn pk
f py˚´x˚

j q

pn f py˚´xq

Ñ 1.

By the indifference condition (27), we then also have VCpσq Ñ Erupyq|x̂ns, a con-

tradiction. We conclude that x˚
n Ñ 8. By Proposition 6.15, it cannot be that the

type n politicians place probability one on x˚
j as β becomes large (with δ possibly

depending on β), and it follows that x˚,n Ñ x̂n, which proves (ii). Moreover, since

policy choices are ordered by type, this implies that for all j ă n, we have x˚
j Ñ x̂ j.

This proves (iv).

Finally, if there is a subsequence such that π1
npx˚

n q “ 0 for arbitrarily large

β (with δ possibly depending on β), then (31) again yields the implication p1 ´
δqVCpσq Ñ ř

j p jErupyq|x̂ js, and choosing any x ą x̂n, we obtain a contradiction

as in the previous paragraph. We conclude that the type n politicians place positive

probability on the greatest optimal policy for sufficiently large β (with δ possibly

depending on β), and Proposition 6.15 implies that π1
npx˚

n q Ñ 0. This proves (iii)

and establishes the result.

6.4 Symmetric learning

A class of models related to the one-sided learning setting of the previous subsec-

tions are the symmetric learning models, inspired by Holmstrom’s (1999) model of

career concerns. Here, a politician may be one of several valence types, but neither

the politician nor the other citizens directly observe the politician’s ability prior to

the election; rather, voters and the politician receive public signals and update their
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beliefs about the politician’s ability in the same way. Rather than being a preference

parameter indexing cost of effort, the politicians’ types are interpreted as an ability

parameter, where outcome distributions for higher types dominate those for lower

types. Political agency models using the informational assumption of symmetric

learning encompass work of Persson and Tabellini (2000), Ashworth (2005), and

Ashworth and Bueno de Mesquita (2008), discussed in Subsection 3.4. In addition,

Martinez (2009) analyzes a three-period model in which effort is chosen in the first

two periods before an election in period three, and he shows that in equilibrium, ef-

fort increases as the election is approached, and he discusses equilibrium dynamics

for the finite-horizon model using numerical methods.

An advantage of the symmetric learning model over the pure moral hazard

model is that it precludes some arbitrariness of the equilibrium selection, as the

trivial “shirking equilibrium” will not generally persist: instead of shirking, an of-

fice holder will have an incentive to manipulate the updating of the voter’s beliefs

to increase her chances of re-election. An advantage over the one-sided learning

model is that politicians and voters update their beliefs the same way, precluding

complications due to private information; because information is symmetric, all

types of politicians face the same optimization problem and make the same policy

choice along the equilibrium path of play. Nevertheless, this class of models en-

counters the same issues with equilibrium existence as does the model with private

information: as in Subsections 3.4 and 6.3, equilibria must solve a non-trivial fixed

point problem, where the voters’ cutoff rule determines an optimal effort choice for

an office holder, and the effort choice of the politicians determines (via Bayes rule)

a cutoff for the voters; and again, as in Figures 1 and 5, the optimization problem

of an office holder suffers from potential non-convexities.

Modifying the formalism of the dynamic elections framework slightly, the util-

ity of a politician is now wpxq “ vpxq ´ cpxq and is independent of type, and we

let x̂ denote the unique ideal policy of the politicians. Given policy choice x by a

type j politician, the outcome y is realized from the density f jpy´xq. To bring this

closer to the framework of this paper, we fix parameters z̃1 ă z̃2 ă ¨¨ ¨ ă z̃n for each

politician type, and we simply assume that f jpy ´ xq “ f py ´ z̃ j ´ xq, effectively

incrementing the policy choices of higher types by larger amounts. Then under

(C1) and (C2), higher outcomes are evidence that the politician is a higher type.

We let F̃ be the ex ante distribution function, so that F̃py|xq “ ř

j p jFpy ´ z̃ j ´ xq
is the probability of an outcome realization below y given policy choice x; and we

let f̃ py|xq be the associated ex ante density. We let Erupyq|x, js denote the voters’

expected utility when a type j politician chooses x. Note that if the density f p¨q
satisfies (C1) and (C2), then it does not follow that the ex ante density inherits

these properties, so to maintain desirable quasi-concavity properties of politician

payoffs, we strengthen these conditions to apply to the ex ante density f̃ as well.
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Existence of equilibrium in the model without term limits is an open question

that is fraught with the same technical difficulties encountered in the analysis of

the model of adverse selection and moral hazard without term limits. We therefore

focus in this subsection on the model with a two-period term limit. Without going

into formalities, we modify the concept of stationary electoral equilibrium so that

policy choices are independent of the office holder’s type (since politicians do not

observe their own types), and we let politicians condition their choices on the term

of office; of course, in equilibrium all politicians choose the ideal policy x̂ in their

second term, if re-elected. As always, the strategies of voters are summarized by

a cutoff y such that a first-term incumbent is re-elected if and only if the realized

outcome satisfies y ě y. Letting VCpσq be the continuation value of a challenger,

the voters’ cutoff must satisfy the indifference condition

ÿ

j

µT p j|p,yqErupyq|x̂, js “ p1 ´ δqVCpσq

in equilibrium. In the first term of office, a politician chooses policy to solve

max
xPX

wpxq ` δ

„

p1 ´ F̃py|xqqrwpx̂q ` β ` δVCpσqs ` F̃py|xqV Cpσq


,

and of course the voters’ posterior beliefs µT p¨|p,yq are determined by Bayes rule.

We adapt condition (C3) in the obvious way, to account for symmetric learning,

so that politicians prefer to be re-elected, and office holders will not choose policies

below the ideal policy:

(C3) wpx̂q ` β ą Erupyq|x̂,ns.

We re-phrase (C4) in terms of the ex ante density, so that given a cutoff y and

a continuation value of a challenger V ď 1
1´δErupyq|x̂,ns, the politicians have at

most two optimal policies, say x˚py,V q and x˚py,V q. Specifically, we assume that

for all finite y and all x, x̃,z with x̂ ă x ă x̃ ă z, we have

(C4) if
w2pxq
w1pxq ď ´ f̃ 1py|xq

f̃ py|xq
and

w2pzq
w1pzq ď ´ f̃ 1py|zq

f̃ py|zq
,

then
w2px̃q
w1px̃q ă ´ f̃ 1py|x̃q

f̃ py|x̃q
.

Now supermodularity of the objective function Upx,1 ´ F̃py|xq;V q plays no role,

as policy choices are symmetric with respect to type by assumption.

Since politicians always shirk in the second term of office, it is not necessary

for a re-elected incumbent to condition her policy choices on the updated beliefs

of the voter. The absence of such conditioning, which is required in the model
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with no term limit, significantly simplifies the equilibrium analysis, and existence

of stationary electoral equilibrium follows from arguments similar to the proof of

Proposition 6.14. In fact, the situation is somewhat simpler in the present con-

text, because an ε-spacing condition is implicitly built into the signal structure by

the assumption that z̃1 ă z̃2 ă ¨¨ ¨ ă z̃n. The domain of the fixed point argument

then consists of just triples px,z,r,V q such that 0 ď x ď z ď x, 0 ď r ď 1, and

Erupyq|x̂,1s ď p1 ´ δqV ď Erupyq|x̂,ns.

Proposition 6.18 In the infinite-horizon model of symmetric learning with two-

period term limit, assume (C1)–(C4). Then there is a stationary electoral equilib-

rium, and in every stationary electoral equilibrium, politicians mix in the first term

of office over at most two policies, say x˚ and x˚, where x̂ ă x˚ ď x˚, politicians

choose x̂ in the second term of office if re-elected, and voters re-elect an office

holder after the first term if and only if y ě y˚.

As in the model of adverse selection and moral hazard with a two-period term

limit, we immediately obtain an upper bound on the voters’ expected utility from

policy choices of first-term office holders.

Proposition 6.19 In the infinite-horizon model of symmetric learning with two-

period term limit, assume (C1)–(C4). For all levels of office benefit β ě 0 and all

discount factors δ P r0,1q, in every stationary electoral equilibrium σ, the expected

utility to voters from policies chosen by first-term office holders is no more than

the discounted expected utility from the choice of the ideal policy by the type n

politician, i.e.,

ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

Erupyq|x, jsπ1pxq ď Erupyq|x̂,ns.

The next proposition parallels the characterization in Corollary 6.1 by showing

that for a given level of office benefit, the (normalized) continuation value of a

challenger is bounded strictly below the voters’ expected utility from the choice of

the ideal point x̂ by the highest type of politician.

Proposition 6.20 In the infinite-horizon model of symmetric learning with two-

period term limit, assume (C1)–(C4) hold, and fix the office benefit β ě 0. Then

there is a bound u ă Erupyq|x̂,ns such that for all discount factors δ P r0,1q and

every stationary electoral equilibrium σ, the expected utility to voters from policies

chosen by first-term office holders is below this bound, i.e.,

ÿ

j

p j

ÿ

x

Erupyq|x, jsπ1pxq ď u.
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Finally, paralleling Proposition 6.17, we note that politicians must place posi-

tive probability on arbitrarily high policies (with arbitrarily low effort) as the ben-

efit of office increases. Here, we simplify the statement of the result by fixing the

discount factor.

Proposition 6.21 In the infinite-horizon model of symmetric learning with two-

period term limit, assume (C1)–(C4) hold, fix the discount factor δ P r0,1q, and let

the office benefit β ě 0 be arbitrarily large. Then for every selection of stationary

electoral equilibria σ, the voters’ cutoff diverges to infinity, and first-term office

holders mix between policies that are close to the ideal policy and ones that are

arbitrarily high, with small, positive probability on the latter, i.e.,

(i) y˚ Ñ 8,

(ii) x˚ Ñ 8 and x˚ Ñ x̂,

(iii) π1px˚q ą 0 for large enough β and π1px˚q Ñ 0.

7 Applied work

In this section, we touch on the applied literature related to the dynamic elections

framework. Topics that have received attention include the possibility of political

inefficiency, the effectiveness of elections in attaining accountability, and the ef-

fect of term limits, partisanship, and information on accountability. There is, in

addition, a large applied literature on the existence of political cycles of different

types. Besley and Case (2003) and Ashworth (2012) provide reviews of the ac-

countability literature, and reviews of the political business cycle literature can be

found in Persson and Tabellini (1990,2000), Alesina, Roubini, and Cohen (1997),

and Drazen (2000).

7.1 Political inefficiency

The literature on political inefficiency modifies the basic model in any of several

ways. In the context of a two-period model, Besley and Coate (1998) show that

coordination and commitment problems can lead to inefficient policy choices, as

potential Pareto improving choices by an office holder in the first period may af-

fect choices in the second period or have adverse electoral consequences. Some

authors, e.g., Persson and Svensson (1989) and Alesina and Tabellini (1990), have

focussed on inefficiencies arising from the incentive to “tie the hands” of the fu-

ture party in power via the issuance of debt; Aghion and Bolton (1990) consider a
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related mechanism, in which the issuance of debt can decrease the probability that

a liberal party wins the election.

In the political cycles literature, which we touch on later, Rogoff and Sibert

(1988) assume a distorting seignorage tax that competent politicians use to signal

their types, and Persson and Tabellini (1990) permit a competent office holder to

create unexpected inflation, expanding the economy and signaling her type. Coate

and Morris (1995) introduce a special interest group and the possibility of a transfer

from voters to the group, and they show that in equilibrium, bad types of politician

may confer benefits to the interest group using a risky public project, rather than

direct transfer.

Canes-Wrone, Herron, and Shotts (2001) and Maskin and Tirole (2004) con-

sider pandering models, in which politicians sometimes choose inefficient policies

in order to avoid the appearance of being a bad type; see also Prat (2005), Fox and

Van Weelden (2012), and Morelli and Van Weelden (2013) for more recent papers

in this vein. Morelli and Van Weelden (2014) consider a multi-task model in which

an office holder allocates efforts across two dimensions and may focus on the is-

sue that generates lower utility but greater electoral impact. Daley and Snowberg

(2011) consider a similar model, in which politicians divert effort toward cam-

paigning, which is unproductive but serves to influence voter beliefs. Casamatta

and De Paoli (2007) show that inefficiency can arise when an office holder uses an

inefficient production technology in order to conceal the state of the world.

7.2 Accountability

One of the fundamental predictions of the electoral accountability approach is that

some, if not all, politicians will compromise their policy choices in order to im-

prove their prospects for being re-elected. In sum, politicians respond to electoral

incentives. As a corollary, politicians will tend to compromise less (or “shirk”

more) when electoral constraints are relaxed. Early evidence supporting this com-

parative static is reported by Kalt and Zupan (1984,1990) and Zupan (1990), the

latter paper comparing politician behavior before and after the decision to retire.

Another potentially useful test is to compare the choices of term-limited politi-

cians to their choices earlier in their tenure of office. Using data from 1950–1986,

Besley and Case (1995) find that there is a difference between the first and the sec-

ond term in office for US state governors who are incumbents and face term limits:

state taxes and spending are higher in the second term when term limits bind. That

is, state governors behave differently when not subject to re-election incentives.

Besley and Case (2003) update these results using data from 1950–1997. They

still find an effect on state spending; intriguingly, however, the earlier finding that

lame duck governors generate higher state taxes is reversed, so that lame duck gov-
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ernors instead generate lower state taxes. Alt, Bueno de Mesquita, and Rose (2011)

account for the fact that term limits vary from one to two terms across states, and

they recover the earlier positive effect on state taxes.

Ferraz and Finan (2011) study the effect of term limits on accountability using

data from an anti corruption program in Brazil involving random audits at the mu-

nicipal level. They find that, consistent with decreased incentives for re-election,

lame duck mayors are more corrupt than other mayors. Ashworth and Bueno de

Mesquita (2006) consider a multi-task model and show that office holders in more

competitive districts (who have greater incentives to compromise their actions to

retain office) tend to substitute constituency service for policy making, and the

findings of Dropp and Peskowitz (2012) conform to this prediction. Pande (2011)

reviews work on the effect of information on accountability, with emphasis on field

experiments in developing countries. In the US, Snyder and Stromberg (2010) use

the mismatch between media markets and congressional districts to estimate the

effect of media coverage on the incumbent on policy choices. They find that a

better match between media markets and congressional districts improves the cov-

erage of incumbent politicians, which in turn leads to policy choices that are more

congruent with the citizens’ preferences.

Sieg and Yoon (2014) provide a structural analysis of the infinite-horizon model

of pure adverse selection using data from US gubernatorial elections from 1950–

2012. They replicate and extend the empirical results of Besley and Case (1995),

and they estimate the distribution of candidate ideologies for each party, the dis-

tribution of voter preferences, and the office benefit of politicians from each party.

The authors find that candidates from the two parties are drawn from distinct dis-

tributions with non-overlapping support, and that the distribution of voter ideal

policies is similar to, and somewhat more polarized than, the distribution of poten-

tial challengers. For the estimated parameter values, the authors find that election

standards are tighter, i.e., the win set is smaller, in the presence of a two-period

term limit, providing support for term limits.

7.3 Political cycles

The political cycles literature is extensive and spans from early models of Nord-

haus (1975), Lindbeck (1976), and Hibbs (1977), who assumed myopic voters,

to later models of Alesina (1987,1988a), Rogoff and Sibert (1988), Persson and

Tabellini (1990), Rogoff (1990), and others, in which voters rationally anticipate

the unobserved actions of politicians (or parties) when elected to office. It has

considered the possibility of political business cycles, in which electoral incentives

affect real economic variables prior to elections, as well as partisan cycles, in which

economic variables reflect the partisan affiliation of the politician who holds office,
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and political budget cycles, in which real economic variables are affected by fiscal

decisions, which vary with the party in power, rather than by monetary policy.

The models considered in the cycle literature typically assume an office holder

takes an action that is partially unobserved at the time of election and determines

economic outcomes after the election. Moreover, to simplify dynamics of the mod-

els, it is commonly assumed that a politician’s type is an AR-1 process. This struc-

ture does not have an exact parallel in the models surveyed above, but it is closest

in spirit to the model of adverse selection and moral hazard with a two-period term

limit. In that model, a first-term office holder has an incentive to exert effort be-

fore the election to positively affect the voters’ beliefs; if we modify the model so

that voters receive disutility from effort exerted in the previous period, then the ef-

fort choice is analogous to the choice of inflationary monetary policy in a political

business cycle setting.

Empirically, Alesina et al. (1997) find support for “rational partisan” cycles in

the US but not for the models of myopic voting or in which politicians engage

in “opportunistic,” pre-election manipulation of the economy. Data for OECD

countries are roughly consistent with the US, with support for the rational parti-

san model. Shi and Svensson (2006) report evidence for political budget cycles in

a large cross-country data set, with stronger effects in developing countries.

8 Modeling challenges

We conclude with a discussion of modeling challenges that are not addressed in

this survey or the extant literature. We view all of these as important steps in

the development and applicability of the electoral accountability literature. Of

special importance is the second topic, concerning elections with an endogenous

state variable. First, as we have noted, the question of equilibrium existence when

politicians are not subject to term limits in the infinite-horizon model of adverse

selection and moral hazard is an open question. Moreover, the characterization in

Subsection 6.2 holds only for the two-type model. By analogy to Proposition 6.13,

we expect that with an arbitrary number of types, the (normalized) value of a chal-

lenger converges to the median voter’s expected utility from the ideal policy of the

highest type, but in the absence of a foundational existence result, this extension

could be vacuous. Although this question is essentially theoretical, many real-

world electoral settings involve incomplete information and learning over time,

and its resolution is an important step for the applicability of the dynamic electoral

framework. Proof of equilibrium existence would be necessary, for example, in

comparing voter welfare in the model of adverse selection and moral hazard with

and without term limits.
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Second—and of paramount importance for applications—the framework must

be extended to accommodate a state variable that evolves over time. This is a

necessary antecedent, for example, to the detailed study of the political determi-

nants of growth, inequality, and redistribution, continuing the work of Bertola

(1993), Perotti (1993), Alesina and Rodrik (1994), Persson and Tabellini (1994),

Krusell, Quadrini, and Rios-Rull (1997), Krusell and Rios-Rull (1999), and Ben-

abou (2000), some of whom assume a form of the median voter theorem. See also

Piketty (1995) for a dynamic model of social mobility, where the state variable is

the beliefs held by different generations, and Benhabib and Rustichini (1996) for

a model of social conflict in which consumption decisions determine the evolu-

tion of capital stock. More generally, the detailed modeling of politics is relevant

for the integration models of elections into dynamic macroeconomic models; see

Battaglini and Coate (2007, 2008), Acemoglu, Golosov, and Tsyvinski (2008), and

Yared (2009) for recent contributions in this spirit. Camera (2012) includes an

extension to growth economies that preserve the stationary structure of his equi-

librium. Duggan (2012) contains a general existence result for the complete in-

formation model with a general state variable and idiosyncratic preference shocks;

moreover, the result allows for a political game played by multiple politicians each

period. Battaglini (2014) analyzes a dynamic model of elections in which two par-

ties simultaneously announce fiscal policy platforms each period, voter preferences

are subject to idiosyncratic shocks, the variance of the shocks varies stochastically

over time, and each party myopically maximizes the number of its elected repre-

sentatives. He establishes existence and characterization results for Markov perfect

equilibria in which players condition on the level of borrowing in the previous pe-

riod (in addition to real variables), and he gives necessary and sufficient conditions

under which political equilibria are efficient. Duggan and Forand (2014) allow for

a countable state space and do not require preference shocks, but they assume ex

post commitment, as discussed in Subsection 5.5.

Third, following the electoral accountability literature, we have considered the

policy choice problem of a single office holder in isolation, but the paradigm must

be extended to capture interaction among multiple political office holders, as in

Alesina and Rosenthal (1996); more recently, Cho (2009) analyzes a model of po-

litical representation in a single-member district system, and Fox and Van Weelden

(2010) and Fox and Stephenson (2011) consider the effect of a veto player in the

electoral accountability framework. This is essential to better understand the ef-

fects of division of powers on long run policy outcomes, for the comparison of

different political systems, and the study of constitutional design issues introduced

in formal modeling by Persson, Roland, and Tabellini (1997) and Laffont (2000).

Fourth, and related, most current theoretical work on dynamic elections is typi-

cally interpreted in terms of a two-party, majoritarian system. This reflects politics
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in the US, but applicability of the electoral accountability framework would be sig-

nificantly increased by incorporating structure of multi-party, PR systems. Austen-

Smith and Banks (1988) and Baron and Diermeier (2001) consider two-period

models of PR systems, while Cho (2014) considers an infinite-horizon model with

an endogenous status quo. These models assume complete information, so issues

of adverse selection and moral hazard, which are prevalent in the electoral account-

ability literature, do not arise.

Fifth, the models surveyed above abstract away from the role of money, through

either special interest lobbying (e.g., Snyder and Ting (2008)) or campaign fi-

nance; see also Dixit, Grossman, and Helpman (1997), Bergemann and Valimaki

(2003) for common agency models of interest group lobbying. They also abstract

from the role of media, particularly through information about the challenger’s in-

tended policies (e.g., Duggan and Martinelli (2011)), and from the role of electoral

platforms as conveyors of information from candidates to voters (e.g., Martinelli

(2001)). The incorporation of these realistic features of politics would permit the

analysis of a number of interesting issues and could inform the current debate about

the desirability of limits on campaign contributions or of media regulation.

Sixth, the framework should be extended to incorporate a meaningful model of

political careers, including endogenous challenger selection and the possibility that

a former office holder re-enters the political scene (rather than the current standard

of a random draw without replacement). Such an extension may incorporate as-

pects of Mattozzi and Merlo (2008), in which the career decision to enter politics

is endogenized in an overlapping generations setting.

Finally, the framework we have presented assumes that voter preferences are

known to politicians. A more realistic framework, which we believe would pre-

serve many of the results covered above (in spirit, if not literally), would assume

“probabilistic voting,” as in Lindbeck and Weibull (1993); see also Alesina (1988b)

for a model of repeated elections with probabilistic voting.
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